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PREFACE 

A woman is an architect of society. She establishes the institution of family life, 

builds the home, brings up the children and makes them good citizens. Her strength in 

totality contributes in the making of an ideal family, ideal society and an ideal state. 

Women's participation in nation-building is an important ingredient in achieving an 

equitable, peaceful and more prosperous society. Gender equity and women's inclusion 

play a central role both as a litmus test and as an active variable shaping a more 

democratic, stabilized and developed society. 

This book is the compilation of esteemed articles of acknowledged experts 

providing a sufficient depth of the subject to satisfy the need of a level which will be 

comprehensive and interesting. It is an assemblage of variety of information about the 

role of women in various fields and sectors. With its application oriented and 

interdisciplinary approach, we hope that the students, teachers, researchers, scientists 

and policy makers will find this book much more useful.  

The articles in the book have been contributed by eminent researchers, 

academicians and women activists. Our special thanks and appreciation goes to 

experts and research workers whose contributions have enriched this book. We thank 

our publisher Bhumi Publishing, India for compilation of such nice data in the form of 

this book.  

Finally, we will always remain a debtor to all our well-wishers for their 

blessings, without which this book would not have come into existence. 

- Editors 

- Women and Nation Building 
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WOMEN ARE THE SYMBOL OF JOINT FAMILY 
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Abstract: 

 In ancient Indian civilization, there used to be joint families. The specialty of providing 

support to the family is only in the joint family. The unity of the family is the sign of its strength. 

As it has been said - Unity is strength, that is, strength lies in unity. Whatever families are united, 

there is unity. Joint-family is the symbol of strength in difficult situations. The second wave of 

Corona created panic in the country. The figures show how important home isolation became in 

the second wave. Home-isolation proved to be a panacea for the joint family. In a joint family, 

the care of the patient, food and proper arrangements are made by the people of the family. The 

result of which was that the patients living in joint family in home isolation were mostly cured 

and were saved from the visit of hospitals. The families which were not joint and any corona 

positive came in them, then they had no option but to hospital. As a result, such families were 

torn apart by the second wave of corona. I would say only one thing that joint family is the best 

family. The second wave of Corona reminded the ancient Indian civilization and gave a lesson to 

the families to adopt the ancient Indian civilization and not the western civilization.  

 

Introduction: 

 A person is not alone in a joint family. There is a feeling of loneliness in families that are 

not united. There is stress in loneliness. Negative energy works under stress. Where there is no 

loneliness, positive energy works. Of course there is no tension. Corona can be defeated by 

positivity and people defeated. It means to say that joint family is stress free. Stress is the root of 

all disease. Women have an important role in the joint family. Women are the center of power of 

the joint family. The imagination of a joint family without women is meaningless. There is a 

verse in Sanskrit - 'Yasya pujyante naryastu tatra ramante devata:' That is, where women are 

worshipped, the gods reside there. The respect of women has been given a lot of importance in 

mailto:ms.amita.singh@gmail.com
mailto:shanker.singh@shiats.edu.in
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Indian culture. As in Hinduism, Vedas give women a very important, dignified, high place. A 

beautiful description of women's education-initiation, modesty, virtues, duties, rights and social 

role is found in the Vedas. Vedas call her the queen of the house and give her the right to become 

the ruler of the country, even the queen of the earth. In the Vedas, a woman is sacrificial, that is, 

worshiped like a sacrifice. Devi, Vidushi, Saraswati, Indrani, Usha – the one who awakens 

everyone etc. have been given many respectable names. There is no restriction on women in the 

Vedas – she has always been called victorious and in her every work, cooperation and 

encouragement has been said. 

 In the Vedic period, women used to go from study-teaching to the battlefield. Like 

Kaikeyi went to war with Maharaj Dasaratha. By giving the girl the right to choose her own 

husband, the Vedas keep one step ahead of the man. Many sages are the seers of Veda mantras – 

Apala, Ghosha, Saraswati, Sarpragya, Surya, Savitri, Aditidakshayani, Lopamudra, Vishwavara, 

Atreyi etc. Glimpses of the nature of women in the Vedas - Yajurveda 20:9 (Both men and 

women have equal rights to be elected rulers). Yajurveda 17:45 (Women should also have an 

army. Encourage women to take part in the war). Yajurveda 10:26 (Let the women of rulers 

teach politics to others. Just as the king judges the people, so should the queen be the judge). 

Atharvaveda 11:5:18 (In Brahmacharya Sukta, it has been asked for girls to marry only after 

attaining celibacy and education. This hymn gives special importance to the education of girls 

like boys) Marry only after being a complete scholar and a young woman by the consumption of 

celibacy. Atharvaveda 14:1:6 (Parents give their daughter the gift of intelligence and knowledge 

while going to her husband's house. They give her a dowry of knowledge). If you have divine 

vision and get gold etc. from sky and land, then marry a suitable husband. Rigveda 10:85:7 

(Parents should gift their daughter with wisdom and knowledge while going to her husband's 

house. Parents should also give dowry to their daughter; it should be a dowry of knowledge). 

Rigveda 3:31:1 (Like sons, daughters are equally heirs to her father's property). Some famous 

women like Devi Ahilyabai Holkar, Mother Teresa, Ila Bhatt, Mahadevi Verma, Princess Amrit 

Kaur, Aruna Asaf Ali, Sucheta Kriplani and Kasturba Gandhi etc. had illuminated their names in 

the whole world with their thoughts, words and deeds. Kasturba Gandhi played an important role 

in liberating the country by becoming the left hand of Mahatma Gandhi, shoulder to shoulder 

with him. Indira Gandhi influenced India and world politics on the strength of her determination. 

She is not just called the Iron-lady. Indira Gandhi did not lose heart despite the death of her 

father, husband and a son. Like a hard rock, she worked in her field of work. 
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Conclusion: 

 Former US President Ronald Regan even called her a 'smart woman', because Indiraji 

was also an expert in politics as well as eloquence. Women in the family are the most burdened 

by the Corona crisis. But it came In the severe crisis of Corona, if anyone in the whole family 

faced the most trouble, then it is the woman of the house whose role suddenly increased greatly 

and not only her work in the house increased but also the unauthorized entry of other people in 

her jurisdiction increased. Everyone ordered him or got him to work. Everything was closed 

outside in the lockdown, so everyone was compelled to stay at home. The lockdown had 

increased the workload of women. Children are not going to school, either teach them at home or 

keep feeding new things or have fun, otherwise they will become fussy. Those who are elderly 

were most at risk of corona, their care is different. To prevent corona in the house with great 

ease, the family members decided not to let the house help and the working lady come. Then the 

work of cooking, washing dishes, sweeping, washing clothes all fell on the woman. Women are 

more alert and active in any crisis than men. Better manager and take care of the family and 

society with great courage even in bad situations, it is a different matter when the crisis does not 

last, then they get neglected again in both the family and the society. In this crisis of Corona, she 

took on some additional responsibilities. Women have a very proud and important role in Indian 

culture. India is the only country where the word goddess is used with women's names. Here the 

woman has been established as a symbol of Shakti, the conductor of Indian culture, the guardian 

of life values, the symbol of sacrifice, mercy, forgiveness, love, valor and sacrifice. She was 

given the recognition of Griha lakshmi. Hence we can say that women are the focal point of the 

power of joint family. 

 

References: 

National Policy for The Empowerment Of Women (2001) 

Rig-Veda 10:85:7; Rig-Veda 3:31:1 

Atharvaveda 14:1:6 (Parents give their daughter the gift of intelligence and knowledge while 

going to her husband's house. 

Yajurveda 17:45 (Women should also have an army. Encourage women to take part in the war). 

Yajurveda 10:26 (Let the women of rulers teach politics to others). 
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Abstract:  

 Since independence, women's representation in the Indian parliament and state 

legislatures has progressively increased. Women's rising presence in politics has been a source of 

concern in recent years. It is critical to recognise that the growing number of women is a positive 

sign that more women will participate in politics. With the emergence of new political parties 

that do not rely on family political patronage, party systems, or, more importantly, money and 

muscle power, a greater number of women entering the political fray can only mean positive 

signs for decision-making for a group that makes up half of the population. On the one hand, 

worldwide women's groups and academics have expressed alarm, and on the other, national and 

local women's groups and academics have expressed concern. Women's participation in politics 

is now widely viewed as a critical component of a healthy democracy. If half of the population 

does not participate in the political process, no democracy can be considered healthy. It is also 

becoming increasingly clear that simply voting is insufficient. It must be followed by widespread 

engagement in policy development and decision-making. This article is an attempt to examine 

how women have been represented in India's political arena since independence.  

Keywords: Women‘s representation, women in politics, Indian democracy, political 

participation, Indian parliament. 

 

Introduction:  

 In the Indian Parliament, women's representation has progressively increased. Only 5% 

of the House of Representatives were women in the first election. That percentage has now risen 

to 14%. Since 1962, around 600 women have served in the legislature. Since 1962, 

approximately half of the 543 constituencies (48.4%) have never voted for a woman MP. At least 

one woman MP has been elected in 280 constituencies. The map below depicts how many 

women have been elected to the House of Commons over the years. To explore the data through 
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time, use the year slider. The freshly elected 17th Lok Sabha has the largest number of female 

Members of Parliament (MPs) since independence. According to PRS legislative research, the 

current Parliament contains 300 first-time MPs and 197 re-elected MPs for the second time in a 

row Only 78 of the 716 women candidates who ran for office were elected, accounting for 14% 

of the House. This is an increase over 2014 when there were 62 female MPs in the Lok Sabha. 

This is also the period when the average age of a Member of Parliament has dropped 

dramatically. Only 12% of MPs are under the age of 40. In 2014, just 8% of the population fell 

into this age bracket. Women MPs, by the way, are six years younger than their male colleagues. 

The 17th Lok Sabha also has the most female members. In the Lok Sabha, women's 

representation has progressively increased. Only 5% of the House of Representatives were 

women in the first election. That percentage has now risen to 14%. In 1951, 22 women were 

elected to the Lok Sabha for the first time. The Lok Sabha currently has 66 members. It equates 

to a threefold rise in the number of women MPs elected to the lower house of parliament for 54 

years and 16 Lok Sabha elections. Women now account for 12.2 per cent of the Lok Sabha, up 

from 5% in 1951. The increase in numbers, both in absolute numbers and percentages, has been 

consistent across time. The fall in numbers during the 6th Lok Sabha in 1977, the 9th Lok Sabha 

in 1989, and most recently the 14th Lok Sabha in 2004 are notable outliers. From 1991 until the 

present, the patterns show a significant and constant increase in Lok Sabha. The states having the 

highest number of elected women parliamentarians in India in 2019 are shown in this statistic 

report. With eleven women legislators respectively, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal were the 

states with the most, followed by Maharashtra with eight, Gujarat with seven, and Odisha with 

seven. According to a study, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal, each with 11 candidates, have 

elected the most women MPs. Mayawati, the Bahujan Samaj Party's chief, and Mamata 

Banerjee, West Bengal's chief minister, are two well-known woman leaders in both states. 

 Following UP and Bengal, Maharashtra has eight female MPs, Odisha has seven, and 

Gujarat has six. Over 8,000 candidates were running in the Lok Sabha election, with over 700 of 

them being women. Seventy-eight of these women were elected to Parliament, a slight increase 

from the previous election in 2014 when 62 women were elected. Since 1962, 617 women MPs 

have been elected, 279 seats have elected at least one-woman MP, 264 constituencies have never 

chosen a woman, and 78 women MPs (14.3 per cent) were elected in 2019. 
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Table 1: Representation of women MPs in parliament since independence in India 

Sr.  

No. 
Year 

Number of 

Women MPs 

Parentage of 

Women MPs (%) 

1 1951 22 4.50 

2 1957 22 4.45 

3 1962 31 6.28 

4 1967 29 5.58 

5 1971 28 5.41 

6 1977 19 3.51 

7 1980 28 5.29 

8 1984 43 7.95 

9 1989 29 5.48 

10 1991 39 7.30 

11 1996 40 7.37 

12 1998 43 7.92 

13 1999 49 9.02 

14 2004 45 8.29 

15 2009 59 10.87 

16 2014 66 12.15 

17 2019 78 14 

 Source: Statistical report of Election Commission of India 

 

 The accompanying table indicates that, except for 1977 and 2004, the number of 

elected women members of parliament has increased since 1951. Women's representation in 

Indian politics has continuously increased, rising from 4.50 per cent in the 17 Lok Sabha general 

elections to 14.50 per cent in the 18 Lok Sabha general elections. Women now account for 14 

per cent of the Lok Sabha, up from 5% in 1951. The increase in numbers, both in absolute 

numbers and percentages, has been consistent across time. The decline in numbers during the 6th 

Lok Sabha in 1977, the 9th Lok Sabha in 1989, and most recently the 14th Lok Sabha in 2004 

are notable outliers. The table above depicts from 1991 to the present Lok Sabha, the patterns 

show a significant and sustained increase. The average percentage of women MPs (12.15%) is 

greater than the national average of women MLAs in state legislatures, which is a dismal 9%. 

Even while the percentage of women in the Lok Sabha has increased over time, it is still not a 
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figure to be proud of, especially when the optimum level should be at least 33 per cent. There is 

still a long way to go. 

Table 2: Male vs Female candidate in general elections party-wise percentage 

Sr. No. 
Name of the 

Party 

Male 

Candidates 

Female 

Candidates 
Total 

1 INC 87.47% 12.53% 100% 

2 SP 87.50% 12.50% 100% 

3 BJP 87.91% 12.09% 100% 

4 AAP 88.57% 11.43% 100% 

 Source: ADR/ National Election Watch  

 

 The above table shows that various political parties fielded Male Vs Female Candidates 

at the national level in the 2019 General Elections, with the INC fielding 87.47 per cent Male 

Candidates and 12.53 per cent Female Candidates, followed by the SP fielding 87.50 per cent 

Male Candidates and 12.50 per cent Female Candidates out of a total of 100 per cent, and the 

BJP fielding 87.91 per cent Male Candidates and 12.50 per cent Female Candidates. Male Vs 

Female Candidates, on the other hand, were fielded at the national level with 91.07 per cent of 

Male Candidates and 8.91 per cent of Female Candidates in the 2019 General Elections, 

respectively. 

Women's parliamentary success rate vs men's: 

 Another fascinating tale that emerges from the figures over time is the relative success 

rate of female contestants compared to male contestants. Women have consistently outperformed 

men in terms of success over time. The number of winners divided by the total number of 

contestants in that category is known as the success rate. In every election, women have had a 

higher success rate than men. The disparity has been fairly noticeable in recent years. Men had 

an 18% success rate in 1971, but women had a 34 per cent success rate, which was double that of 

men. For the current Lok Sabha, men had a success rate of 6.4 per cent and women had a success 

rate of 9.3 per cent. This could indicate one of two things: either woman had a better probability 

of winning from the seats they sat in, or tickets were allocated to women with a better chance of 

winning. In the 14th Lok Sabha, 52 women candidates were elected; in the 13th Lok Sabha, 52 

women candidates were elected; in the 12th Lok Sabha, 44 women candidates were elected; and 

in the 11th Lok Sabha, 41 women candidates were elected. In the tenth Lok Sabha, 42 women 
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candidates were elected. In the 9th Lok Sabha, there were 28 women MPs, compared to 45 in the 

8th Lok Sabha. In the previous Lok Sabha, a maximum of 37 women were elected. In both the 

first and second Lok Sabhas, there were 24 women MPs. In the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, the 

biggest numbers of women have ever been elected. 

 A total of 724 women candidates ran across the country, with the Congress fielding the 

most women (54), closely followed by the BJP (53). The 17th Lok Sabha will have the largest 

number of female candidates since 1952, with over 14% female MPs. Uttar Pradesh had the 

highest number of women candidates, with 104, followed by Maharashtra. Sixty-four women 

candidates from Tamil Nadu, 55 from Bihar, and 54 from West Bengal have been nominated. 

Women candidates were elected in 22 states and one union territory in this election. According to 

the previous census, women account for 48 per cent of India's population, making the percentage 

of women lawmakers in Parliament 14.36% abysmally low. 

Women Representatives from various states: 

 Both Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal had 11 women elected, the most of any state. In 

Uttar Pradesh, the BJP had eight women and the Congress (INC), BSP, and Apna Dal each had 

one. Jaya Prada of the BJP lost by 1,10,388 votes against Azam Khan of the SP in the Rampur 

constituency in Uttar Pradesh. Khan has found himself in hot water during the election campaign 

by making sexist remarks about Jaya Prada. SmritiIrani defeated Rahul Gandhi by a large margin 

in Amethi, Uttar Pradesh. Banerjee's TMC had 40% female representation, with nine of them 

being elected to Parliament. Apart from these, two BJP women candidates in West Bengal were 

also elected. Maharashtra emerged in third place, with five BJP women candidates elected, as 

well as one each from the Congress, Shiv Sena, and an independent candidate. Odisha elected 

seven female candidates, five of whom were from the state political party Biju Janata Dal. The 

other two candidates are BJP members. Gujarat has six female MPs, all of them are members of 

the BJP. Andhra Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh each elected four women to the legislature. All 

four ladies in the former are members of the YSR Congress party. The BJP has four female 

parliamentarians in Madhya Pradesh. 

 Jharkhand, Karnataka, and Punjab each elected two female members of parliament. 

Jharkhand has two candidates, one from the BJP and one from Congress. An independent woman 

candidate and a Congress candidate both won in Karnataka. One from the Akali Dal and one 

from the Congress won in Punjab. Uttara khand, Telangana, Kerala, Haryana, Delhi, and 

Chandigarh, as well as a UT, each elected one-woman MP. Except for one TRS candidate in 

Telangana, all women candidates are from the BJP. RamyaHaridas is the state's second Dalit 

female MP, representing the Alathur Lok Sabha constituency in Kerala. Kerala continues its 
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2014 record of just electing one woman to the state legislature. In the eight northeastern states, 

which account for a total of 25 seats, In 2019, three women were elected, one more than in the 

previous general elections. 

A bleak picture of Indian women in Parliament: 

 Going back to the early days after independence, the situation appears to have been more 

than dire. Women made up only 4.4 per cent of the first Lok Sabha. In 1977, the sixth Lok Sabha 

had the weakest proportion of women in Parliament, at only 3.5 per cent. Even though the 

number of women MPs climbed from 59 to 61 during the Modi administration, it is still well 

below the global average of 21.3 per cent. According to recent research undertaken by the Inter-

Parliamentary Union (IPU), India is ranked 111
th

 out of 189 countries with female 

parliamentarians. Even India's less developed neighbours, such as Pakistan, Bangladesh, and 

Nepal, have over 100 million people. Even India's less developed neighbours, Pakistan, 

Bangladesh, and Nepal, have roughly 20%, 19%, and 30% women in their parliaments, 

respectively. The United States has 32% of the legislature, whereas Bangladesh has 21%. 

Women's Representation in Parliament Should Be Increased: 

 With gender-based violence tearing the country apart and shocking apathy spreading 

among the political elite, it is suggested that more female participation in Parliament will put an 

end to it. Even during the 2014 Lok Sabha elections, most parties pledged to implement 

additional reforms and adopt legislation that is more 'women-friendly.' even though the current 

Lok Sabha has the most women, India needs to be more accommodating to induct more women 

MPs so that issues affecting women receive greater attention and are raised more regularly in 

Parliament. 'Although the current Lok Sabha has the most women, India still has to be more 

accommodating in inducting more women MPs so that issues affecting women receive more 

attention and are discussed more regularly in Parliament.' Whether it's establishing proposed rape 

crisis centres or enacting stricter anti-rape legislation, a stronger voice for women in the form of 

increased representation in Parliament would help push the stalled agendas forward. 

 

Conclusion:  

 In a country like India, it is necessary that all sections of society participate equally in 

mainstream political activity, hence required actions should be done to promote it. It is essential 

to consider that the growing number of women is a positive sign that more women will 

participate in politics. With the emergence of new political parties that do not rely on family 

political patronage, party systems, or, more importantly, money and muscle power, a greater 
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number of women entering the political fray can only mean positive signs for decision-making 

for a group that makes up half of the population. Now, add to that a constitutional obligation to 

reserve 33 per cent of seats for women, and we're on our way to more gender equality. 

Otherwise, it'll be a matter of taking two steps ahead and one step back. Young Indian women, 

perhaps more than any other grouping today, embody aspiring India. If given a chance, they may 

breathe fresh life into our stale politics by focusing on basic requirements such as health, 

nutrition, education, and livelihoods. 
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Abstract: 

Purpose- Purpose of this study is to analyze the factors discouraging the investment in the 

pension plans for the retirement on the basis of gender among the salaried class investors. 

Methodology – A Well-structured questionnaire at 5 point Likert scale is used to collect the 

information and data. Sample element of this study is salaried class investors of Haryana state of 

India. Voluntary pension plans are the matter of consideration in this study. Percentage and t-

Test is used to analyze the relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Data is 

presented in tabulated and graphical format for the better understanding. 

Findings – Researcher found that there is no significant difference between the male a female‘s 

thinking towards the factors discouraging them to invest in the pension plans for retirement. Both 

male and female are not interested to invest in pension plans due to the lower level of financial 

knowledge and lack of detailed information about the pension plans. Poor regulatory mechanism, 

poor grievances settlement, poor client services, poor claim settlement, lack of transparency and 

lack of innovative products are the main factors for the less interest for the investment in pension 

plans provided by the pension plans providers. 

Originality/Value - This study provides the first review regarding the discouraging factors 

towards the investment in pension plans on the basis of gender in Haryana state of India.This 

study provides the platform for the further research and enhance the literature in this area. 

Originality/value of this research lies in its methodology to analyze the data. 

Keywords: Gender Differences, Discouraging Factors, Investment, Pension Plans,               

Retirement, Haryana. 
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Introduction: 

Gender differences: 

 Gender refers to ―array of socially constructed roles and relationships, personality traits, 

attitudes, behaviours, values, relative power and influence that society ascribes to the two sexes 

on a differential basis‖ (Carol Vlassoff, 2007). In the society there is always exist the gender 

differences in the form of education, social values and relationships, employment and income. 

So, gender differences in productivity and earnings across different sectors and jobs (World 

Bank Report, 2011). Men and women‘s jobs differ greatly, across sectors, industries, 

occupations, types of jobs and types of firms (World Bank Report, 2011). India has the same 

situation for the gender differences in various sectors like education, social values, employment 

and income. 

Retirement planning:  

 Retirement is an important and crucial phase of human life. At the time of retirement, 

human shift from the working life to the life of rest and relief after working regularly and daily 

for long time. In the working phase of life, human is very energetic to do the work and able to 

earn income and maintain the standard of living. But in old age people do not have regular 

source of income. So, for the security of life in old age, people have to prepare for their 

retirement and save from the present earning for the future. Planning and preparedness for 

retirement is not an easy task, because it is an adjustment between the current expenditure of 

living and saving for future. These depends on the employment status, level of income, current 

needs of living and fulfil the social obligations and needs of future. Future needs depend on the 

living standard, life expectancy, health issues, family support and help during the retirement life. 

Nowadays family support is decreasing day by day, life expectancy is increasing, fertility rate is 

decreasing, children settled from native place to the other places. Due to all these reasons 

retirement planning becomes very essential for everyone. It is estimated that in 2050, 80% of the 

worldwide population above the age of 60 years will be reside in developing countries (United 

Nations, 2005). India is the one of the developing countries and old age population is increasing 

day by day. To secure the old age life, people save the money and invest it to the best investment 

option as per their requirements. Pension plans is the one of the investment options to secure the 

future life. 

Pension plans: 

 Pension system was started in India in 1871 by the British Government to protect its 

native employees. After that many other pension plans were offered by the Indian government 

and many amendments were made from time to time in pension system. Various Defined Benefit 
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(DB) and Defined Contribution (DC) pension plans are available for the citizens of India to 

invest their money and secure their future. Defined Benefit pension plans are provided by the 

employer and the number of benefits is calculated with the help of pre-defined formula based on 

the length of service, age of employee at the time of retirement and salary of employee. Defined 

Contribution Pension plans are employee funded schemes and he decide the amount of 

investment in a particular pension plan and government or employer also contributes the 

matching amount in employee‘s pension account.  It is the mandatory or voluntary. In India, 

Defined Benefit (DB) and Defined Contribution (DC) pension plans are available in the form of 

Civil Service Pension, Employee Provident Fund Schemes, Public Provident Fund, Occupational 

Pension Schemes, Micro Pensions and National Pension Schemes (NPS) are provided by the 

government and many private pension fund managers like ICICI Pension Fund, HDFCPension 

Fund, LIC Pension Fund, State Bank of India Pension Fund, UTI Pension Fund, Kotak Mahindra 

Pension Fund, Aditya Birla Pension Fund etc. 

Review of Literature: 

 Joyce Prothero and Lee Roy Beach (1984) studied about the expectations-intention-action 

for the retirement decision. In this study expectation are used to predict the intention and 

intention is used to predict the action for the retirement decision making. Health, self 

fulfilment, finance, present job status are the most important factors. Those who acted on the 

basis of their expectations have more positive or negative Net Weight Utilities (NWUs) than 

those who were not predicted. 

 Patricia J. Villani and Karen A. Roberto (1997) studied about the comparison of issues and 

factors that influence the retirement decision making of mid-life people and old men and 

women on the basis of psychological and personal factors. Researcher analyzed the data on 

the basis of health attitudinal and economic aspects and found that old women are facing 

more issues in retirement. 

 Terry L. Gall et. al. (1997) examined the impact of retirement, check on change in 

adjustment across time and find the resources of short term and long-term adjustment in 

retirement and found that there is a positive impact of retirement on after life, psychological 

health and voluntary retirement were the predicators of short-term adjustment in retirement 

and internal locus of control was the long-term predicators of adjustment in retirement 

planning. 

 Cornad Glass Jr. and Beverly B. Kilpatrick (1998) Studied about the gender comparison and 

financial preparation for retirement and found that male is high level saver than female. Men 
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invest for retirement, high saving and high income and invest in more risky investment 

options. Attitude and psychological factors of women affect and women may not have a 

high income as men. There is need of financial literacy for the men and women both. 

 Maximiliane E. Szinovacz et. al. (2001) analyzed the relationship of family obligations and 

retirement decision and it is variate on the basis of gender, race and marital status. The 

researcher found that who have family financial obligations are not interested to retire and 

whose children are independent and have left household, are also not interested to take 

retirement and the decision of retirement is variate on the basis of gender, race and marital 

status. Black lady with single child is intended to retire but white lady and black men with 

single child is not interested to retire. To take care of ill spouse and numbers of disable 

family members, in this case men are more likely to retire. Unmarried and married childless 

persons are also not interested to retire. 

 Jungmeen E. Kim and Phyllis Moen (2002) studied about the relationship between the 

retirement transitions and psychological well-being. The study had been done with the 458 

sample of married male and female, the people who were in the initial stage of job and who 

were retired and who had just transitioned to retirement in last 2 years. The researcher found 

that relationship between the retirement planning and psychological well-being is temporal. 

Retirement in last two years is associated with higher moral and continuously retirement is 

the situation of depression for men.  

 So- Hyun- Joo and Vanda W. Pauwels (2002) studied about the factors influencing the male 

and female workers‘ confidence about the retirement and the researcher found that the male 

as compare to female who are younger and have high level of education and income have 

positive attitude with less risk aversion and have higher level of retirement confidence. 

 Donald C. Reitzes and Elizabeth J. Mutran (2004) studied about the stages of pre-retirement 

to the 24 months of post retirement and influence of social background, social psychological 

factors and gender on the retirement adjustment and the researcher found that in the earlier 

stage and voluntary retirement increase the positive attitude towards the retirement and after 

12 months form retirement and bad health decreased the positive attitude for the retirement 

and effects of gender was limited on retirement.  

 Joy M. Jacobs-Lawson et. al.  (2004) analyzed the influence of demographic and 

psychological variables on the retirement planning on the basis of gender differences, how 

may they make efforts and time spent on retirement planning and found that female 
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consumed less time and do less efforts for planning than men. Researcher suggested that 

there should be separate plan for men and women.  

 Jenny Onyx and Ellen Baker (2006) examined the thinking towards the various retirement 

plans. 200 sample size of public sector employee is taken for the study. The researcher 

found that both the women and men take the retirement in a positive way and think about 

their further personality development as retirement give more opportunities and 

development than decline. But this approach is more in women. There is no gender 

difference regarding the retirement but those with partners are likely to retire because of 

family responsibilities. 

 Jasmina Petkoska and Joanne K. Earl (2009) examined the demographic and psychological 

variables affect the planning for retirement on the degree at which workers were engaging in 

health, financial, work planning for retirement. Goals are taken as consistent and positive 

determinant of planning. Women were more associated with the retirement planning as they 

were more positive health behavior and work planning behavior was negatively associated 

with income. Time perspective is also helpful to find the retirement planning behavior. 

 Debra Grace et. al. (2010) studied about the gender difference towards the retirement 

planning and found that male and female have relatively different prospective regarding 

retirement planning. Male take the retirement life as a natural stage of life on which they 

have control and their main objective to maintain the life style in old age but women like to 

adopt a life course perspective and they concerned about the unseen obstacles that may be 

occur during the old age. They feel fear about the actual state of retirement life and shift 

their interest towards money, planning and government support. 

 Jack Noone et. al. (2010) studied about the gender differences about the retirement 

preparedness and researcher found that perception towards the retirement planning and 

economic living status were associated with financial planning. However, women were still 

economically weak as compared to the men and this influence negatively on women‘s 

financial preparedness. So, retirement planning is matter of great concern for women. 

 Barbara Griffinet. al. (2012) analyzed the utility of theory of planned behavior variables in 

retirement planning and also included the individual difference variables of proactivity and 

time discounting. The researcher found that some difference in the male and female behavior 

towards the retirement planning. Males are interested to do planning but female are facing 

greater difficulties in financing their retirement planning due to the lack of financial 
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knowledge, lower salaries, more employed on part-time job. So, they have less confidence 

and researcher suggested to increase the knowledge in female and build the confidence. 

 Gargi Pant (2013) analyzed the awareness among the female faculty members towards 

investment for retirement planning and found that married women are more aware than 

unmarried women and women are interested to invest in less risky investment options. 

 Annika E. Sunden and Brian J. Surette (2014) studied about the gender differences in the 

allocation of assets in retirement saving plans and found that marital status and gender are 

the key factors which affect the choice of investment decisions for the retirement planning. 

Some demographical, financial and attitudinal factors are controlled and important but these 

controls are imperfect. So, researcher interpreted the effect of gender and marital status on 

investment decisions. If single women invest in stock, then gets lower wealth on retirement. 

Social security reforms also affect the investment decisions. 

 Sue Farrar et. al.(2019) studied about the retirement planning behavior and found that 

gender is statistically insignificant determinant to the retirement planning, when attitudinal 

and expectational are considered as independent variables. Financial literacy is not 

significantly affected the retirement planning. 

 Karina Doorley and Anne Nolen (2019) examined the retirement planning determinants 

(financial literacy) within the pre-retired couples and found that men are more financial 

literate than women and that results more wealth and better retirement planning. But joint 

financial literacy results in more wealth and especially in real estate instead of individual 

decisions. But the financial literacy of the men plays an important role. 

Research gap: 

 After studied the relevant Previous literature, the researcher found that many studies had 

been done at national and international level on gender differences and factors influencing the 

investment behavior of people towards the retirement planning. But the researcher is unable to 

find out the study which analyzed the factor discouraging to the salaried class people to invest 

the money in pension plans for retirement especially in Haryana state of India. To fulfil this gap 

and to analyze the discouraging factors for the investment in pension plans to salaried class 

people, researcher chooses this topic to do the furtherresearch and enhance the literature in this 

context. 

Objective of the study: 

 The main objective of this study is to find the relationship between gender and factors 

discouraging the investment in pension plans for retirement among the salaried class investors. In 

this study voluntary pension plans are the matter of consideration. People have options to choose 
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the pension plans voluntarily to secure their future. This depends on the income level, savings 

and availability of the good pension plan providers and various services provided by them. So, 

the aim of this study is to find the discouraging factors towards the investment in voluntary 

pension plans. 

Conceptual model: 

 

Figure 1 

Hypothesis: 

H1: There is significant difference between the Gender and Factors Discouraging the Investment  

in Pension Plans for retirement among the Salaried Class Investors. 

Research methodology:  

 Primary and secondary data was used in this study. Sampling element is salaried class 

investor of Haryana state. Sample size is 200 respondents. Percentage and t-test was used to 

analyse the data. For effective analysis and easy understanding, the data is tabulated and show in 

graphs. 

Data analysis: 

Table 1: Number of respondents: 

Particular Category No. of Respondents       Percentage 

Gender Male 108 54% 

Female  92 46% 

 Total 200 100% 

Source: Primary Data 

 

 

Chart 1 
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Interpretation:  

 Sample size of this study is 200 respondents includes the salaried class investors of 

Haryana state. Out of the 200 respondents 108 are male and 92 are female which is the 54% and 

46% respectively of the total. 

Table 2: t - test Statistics for Gender to Factors Discouraging the Investment in Pension 

Plansfor Retirement amongSalaried Class Investors 

Sr. 

No. 
Variables 

Male Female 

t Value 
P 

Value 

Stat Sig. 

(Yes/No) 

Accepted/ 

Not 

Accepted 
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

1 Fear of Fraud 4.0370 1.1267 3.9457 0.9985 0.602 0.548 No Accepted 

2 

Mismanagement 

of Pension 

Providers 

3.4537 1.0884 3.6522 0.9882 -1.340 0.182 No Accepted 

3 
Poor Regulatory 

Mechanism 
3.6389 1.1145 3.6630 0.9864 -0.161 0.872 No Accepted 

4 
Lack of 

Information 
3.9537 1.1551 3.8261 1.1730 0.773 0.440 No Accepted 

5 
Lack of innovative 

products 
3.8519 1.0921 3.6413 1.0009 1.412 0.160 No Accepted 

6 

Poor grievances 

handling 

mechanism 

3.6574 1.0779 3.5761 0.9634 0.558 0.577 No Accepted 

7 
Portfolio 

manipulation 
3.7222 0.9937 3.6630 0.9172 0.435 0.664 No Accepted 

8 

Noncompliance of 

objectives of 

scheme 

3.4537 1.0711 3.5761 0.9403 -0.851 0.396 No Accepted 

9 
Poor timing of 

investment 
3.7500 1.2314 3.6848 0.9130 0.429 0.668 No Accepted 

10 
Lack of 

transparency 
3.6296 1.1156 3.7065 0.9893 -0.512 0.610 No Accepted 

11 
Poor client 

services 
3.4815 1.2416 3.5652 0.9978 -0.529 0.598 No Accepted 

12 

Poor claim 

settlement 

mechanism 

3.6481 1.0878 3.5652 1.0196 0.553 0.581 No Accepted 

Source: Primary Data 
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Interpretation:  

 t-test statistics was applied for finding the relationship of gender and factor discouraging 

for the investment in the pension plans for the retirement with the help of various statements like 

―Fear of Fraud‖, ―Mismanagement of Pension Providers‖, ―Poor Regulatory Mechanism‖, ―Lack 

of Information‖, ―Lack of innovative products‖, ―Poor grievanceshandling mechanism‖, 

―Portfolio manipulation‖, ―Non-compliance of objectives of scheme‖, ―Poortiming of 

investment‖, ―Lack of transparency‖, ―Poor client services‖, and ―Poor claim settlement 

mechanism‖. The researcher found that the p value is greater than 0.05 (at 5 percent significance 

level) for all statements, which shows that there is significant difference between the male and 

female thinking towards the factors which discouraging them to invest in pension plans and they 

think differently. Male and female fear from fraud by the pension fund providers or managers. 

Both male and female are not investing in pension plans due to lack of detailed information 

about the pension plans and they have less financial knowledge about where to invest. Poor 

regulatory mechanism, poor grievances settlement, poor client services, poor claim settlement, 

lack of transparency and lack of innovative products are the main factors for the less interest for 

the investment in pension plans but there level of thinking is different as the mean value is 

different for male and female for all statements. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The main purpose of this study is to find the relationship between the gender and factors 

discouraging for the investment in pension plans. Various statements were used to find the 

relationship between independent variable (gender) and dependent variable (factors discouraging 

the investment inpension plans). The researcher found that there is significant difference between 

the male and female‘s reasons for the less interest to invest in pension plans. They have less 

financial knowledge and lack of information towards pension plans and investment strategies 

like how to invest, how much to invest, how to prepare the portfolio and where to invest. They 

fear form fraudulent behavior of some pension plan providers. Lack of transparency, poor 

regulatory mechanism, poor grievances handling mechanism, poor claim settlement ratio and 

poor client services are the main reasons to discouraging the salaried class investors to invest in 

pension plans but the discouraging factors are different towards the investment in pension plans 

for both male and female. Female needs the financial literacy towards the investment for future. 
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Introduction  

 All the ways through the ages, Mythological and religious characters have enriched 

Indian and also Hindu religious philosophy utilising prolife generosity, that is also found in ideal 

role models laid down for a layperson. This impersonation of goddesses attributes as role models 

by an ordinary individual tries to establish a connection between the Divine and the human. In an 

attempt at investigating and exploring how Hindu Goddesses and mythological characters have 

influenced ordinary life and continued serving as epic role models in matters of authority and 

power. Here I begin with this submission that usually women in upper-caste Hindu society 

primarily have long been compared to goddesses in our society society that at times may get 

wider and many faceted identity including Bharat Maa to woman as Devi and her various 

transformations. Although Goddesses as role models draw inspirations from Hinduism as a 

religion and a culture that has tremendous influence in shaping Hindu woman's mind-set at large, 

it depends on which particular role model is suitable or desirable to a specific class, caste or 

section of the people. In this case, society also offers the potential for a more powerful and 

liberating set of role models for contemporary women, or a submissive and a traditional one as a 

role model. And it leads to further clarification of the point that the term Goddess here is not 

meant in a generic sense as homogeneous in all cases.  

 In the Indian psyche, the paternal problem or feminism explores how we make Goddess 

the normal exception to the regular. Does it affect the actual situation of ordinary women? While 

studying Hindu mythology, it has been found that it is one of the few mythologies where male 

and female forms are given equal importance; that is how we find that gods cannot exist without 

goddesses and vice versa. From a Samkhya principle of Purusa and Prakriti, the male in Hindu 

mythology typically embodies the mind, and the female represents matter. So nature is feminine, 

and Goddess embodies nature and the mind, or the consciousness that responds to nature is 

embodied through male deities. What we commonly find that woman plays many dutiful roles s 

daughter, social person, wife, mother etc. and in these roles, she is never projected as singular. 

 Let us begin with the supposition that she is always in some relation. Beginning, with 
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ethics succeeding part focuses on some such role models beginning with woman and goddesses 

as Shadharmini. There is scope of the chapter for reinterpreting the meaning of the term 

Sahadharmini in a multifaceted way as per different socio-cultural contexts in society that look 

for some such goddess –role models. It is illuminating to show that male and female goddesses 

are counterparts to each other which will portray human life as a harmony also illustrated in how 

husband and wife are the ideal counterparts to each other in real life.  

Woman in Vedic religion  

 There is a possibility of one specific kind of role model that we may name as a 

complementary model, where both the male and the female counterparts, both the gods and the 

goddesses, remain complementary to one another. This model is usually described as the 

Sahadharmini model for woman. While examining a possible role model in a goddess that an 

ordinary family bound girl looks forward to imitating in her life also, she may look forward to 

this kind of Sahadharmini model. Male and female goddesses are counterparts to each other 

which will portray human life also illustrated in how husband and wife are the ideal counterparts 

to each other in real life. Along with the time, the Ideal gets diluted when the friendship and 

creative dialogue between the two counterparts, the God and the Goddess, the husband and the 

wife, become diluted when the one counterpart emerges dominating over the other. Normatively, 

there is respect in India for women and their role in society, as described in ancient Hindu 

scriptures. An interesting feature is that in ancient India, early Vedic period women could have 

multiple husbands, widows could remarry, and divorce was permitted where there was 

incompatibility or estrangement. To instil high ideals in humankind, Indian ancestors created an 

accumulation of goddesses who enjoyed equal status with their husbands.  

 The idea of equality was most effectively expressed in Vedas and which states that the 

wife and husband both regarded as being the one and the same halves of one common element. 

They are equal in every respect; therefore, both should join and take equal parts in all work, 

religious and secular. Even there is some injunction from the Vedas that no married man shall 

perform any religious rite, ceremony, or sacrifice without being united in by his wife. The wife is 

considered a partner in the spiritual state, so she was viewed as the life of her husband, and she is 

called, in Sanskrit, Sahadharmini or spiritual helpmate. Perhaps, no other scripture in the world 

has ever given the woman such equality with the man as the Vedas. The Hindu women of ancient 

times enjoyed equal rights and privileges with men, so women had an equal share and equal 

power with them in secular matters. And they have had the same right to possess property same 

as men. Even they could go to the courts of justice, plead their own cases, and ask for the 

protection of the law.  
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 In brief, the prescriptions were that women must be honoured and adorned by their 

fathers, brothers and husbands if they desired good Womanhood and Spirituality are fortunes to 

perceive. Where women are honoured, the gods rejoice; however, when they are not observed, 

then all sacred rites prove fruitless. Where the female counterpart in grief, that family soon 

perishes wholly as a family always prospers when women are honoured.  

 The first literary tradition in the Indian subcontinent (and the oldest in the world) is that 

of the Vedic corpus. From the four Samhitas to the Upanishads, we find many interesting 

references to women in various roles. Some of these women have left their mark on the cultural 

heritage to this day and are remembered in various ritual and social contexts. Their names, 

stories, some highly revered hymns, and other interesting facts are mentioned in the Vedic 

corpus. Women referred to not only in the context of social roles but also as originators of many 

important hymns. Not only feminine and masculine but also various neuter characters and 

categories can be identified in the Vedic corpus. The Vedic literature has been classified as Early 

Vedic and Later Vedic. The Rig Vedic society and polity seems to be celebrating with life, and 

the agro-pastoral economy was enmeshed in close kinship ties. Women, as well as men, 

participated in society, economy and polity. Various natural phenomena are depicted as 

Goddesses, and they are offered prayers. While quantitative analysis highlights the 

predominance of Indra, Agni, Varuna and other male gods, the power and stature of the 

goddesses are equally well established. Not only in the context of the Divine but also in the 

descriptions of the temporal world, we have women making their own life choices and 

participating in the decision-making bodies. Women participated in all three Vedic socio-

political assemblies like Sabha, Samiti and Vidhata. They had access to education and were even 

engaged in knowledge creation. They could choose to be brahmavadinis with or without 

matrimony. Hence, there is no reason to believe that they were only confined to home and 

hearth.  

 Gradually, the status changed away the Brahminical period that focused regarding caste, 

Varna etc. Uma Chakravarti has largely contributed about the women in ancient Hinduism and in 

this arena through re-interpreting the existing sources from radical perspectives on women. 

Literary texts which were not focused in the conventional histories have investigated the history 

of early India for signs of forms of patriarchy in the Indian past by bringing caste into her 

account of patriarchy in ancient India. The term she uses is ―Brahmanical patriarchy‖. Looking at 

ancient texts such as the Dharmasastras and including the Manusmriti, as well as subsequent 

Buddhist sources, Chakravarti reconstructs early Indian society from approximately 1000 B.C. 
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onwards. Social organisation is reconstructed through these texts to show how control over 

women by men was mediated through the creation of caste and class hierarchies and differences. 

Women were subordinated to men. Their behaviour, reproduction and sexuality were controlled 

and guarded by men. Additional, women were seen as a private property of men, not having any 

existence of their own. There was a desire for sons, and the birth of a son was celebrated. The 

Brahmanical texts depict that women had no access to economic resources. A woman was valued 

for her role in reproduction alone. From the above passage, it is clear that texts like Manusmriti 

portray a picture of women who enjoyed no rights and were subordinate. T. S. Rukmani, 

however, attempts to understand if women had agency in early India. Her work has highlighted 

many interesting details. The author acknowledges the fact that though the patriarchal set up put 

women at a loss, there were instances where women found space to exercise their agency. She 

points out that though the texts like the Kalpasutras (Srautasutras, Dharmasutras and Grhasutras) 

revolved around the ideology of Dharma and there was not much space to express alternative 

ideas, still these works also find some scope to express ideas reflecting changed conditions. For 

example, there is a statement in the Apastamba Dharmasutra that one should follow what women 

say in the funeral samskaras. Stephanie Jamison believes that in hospitality and exchange 

relations, women played an important role. She says that the approval of the wife was important 

in the successful completion of the soma sacrifice. In a different review, it has been shown that 

women enjoyed agency in deciding what was given in a sacrifice, bhiksha, to a brahmacarin or to 

a sanyasin. The men had no authority in telling her what to do in these circumstances. Vedic 

society was the one that valued marriage immensely. In such contexts, Gender Perspectives if a 

woman chose not to marry, then it would point to her exercising choice in her decision to go 

against the grain and remain unmarried.  

 Gargi was a composer of hymns and has been called a brahmavadini (Rukmani, 2009). 

This term applies to a woman who was a composer of hymns and chose to remain unmarried, 

devoting herself to the pursuit of learning. Similarly, in the case of Maitreyi, she consciously 

opts to be educated in the Upanishadic lore, and Yajnavalkya does not dissuade her from 

exercising her choice. The statement in the Rigveda III, 55.16 that learned daughters should 

marry learned bridegrooms indicates that women had a say in marriage. Though male offspring 

is desired, there is a mantra in the Rigveda, recitation of which ensures the birth of a learned 

daughter.  

 Altekar refers to the yajnas like seethayagna, rudrayajna etc., that were to be performed 

exclusively by women. Some of the women were known for their exceptional calibre; for 

example, from the Rigveda Samhita, we find mention of women like Apala, Ghosha, 
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Lopamudra, Gargi, Maitreyi, Shachi, Vishwavara Atri, Sulabha and others. Women have not 

only been praised as independent individuals but also with reference to their contributions 

towards their natal or marital families. The Later Vedic literature shows the progression towards 

a State society with a change in the organisation of the society and polity. The chief comes to be 

referred to as Bhupathi instead of gopati. However, within the twelve important positions (ratnis) 

mentioned, the chief queen retains a special position under the title mahisi. The importance of 

the chief queen continued as gleaned from several references to them in the Epics, Arthashastra 

and even in coins and epigraphs from early historical times. The other Samhitas also refer to 

women sages such as Rishikas.  

 The wife is referred to as Sahadharmini. Brahmanas, of the texts dealing with the 

performance of the yajna (Vedic ritual), requires a man to be accompanied by his wife to be able 

to carry out rituals. For example, Aitareya Brahmana looks upon the wife as essential to the 

spiritual wholesomeness of the husband. However, there is a mention of some problematic 

institutions as well. Uma Chakravarti has pointed towards the condition of Vedic Dasis (female 

servant/slave), who is referred to in numerous instances. They were the objects of dana 

(donation/gift) and dakshina (fee). It is generally believed that from the post-Vedic period, the 

condition of the women steadily deteriorated. However, Panini‘s Ashtadhyayi and subsequent 

grammatical literature speak highly of women acharyas and Upadhyayas. Thus, the memory and 

practice of a brahmavadini continued even after the Vedic period. The Ramayana, Mahabharata 

and even the Puranas keep the memory of brhamavadini alive. Mention may be made of 

Anasuya, Kunti, Damyanti, Draupadi, Gandhari, Rukmini, who continued to fire the imagination 

of the poets. Since a woman taking sanyasa was an act of transgression, one can explore 

women‘s agency through such instances. In the Ramayana, Sabari, who was the disciple of Sage 

Matanga, and whose hermitage was on the banks of river Pampa was one such sanyasin. Such 

women find mention in Smriti literature and Arthashashtra. Kautilya‘s prohibition against 

initiating women into Sanyasa can make sense only if women were being initiated into sanyasa. 

 He advises the king to employ female parivrajakas as spies. Megasthenes mentions 

women who accompanied their husbands to the forest, probably referring to the Vanaprastha 

stage. Another category of literature called Shastras that comprises of sutras (aphorisms) and the 

smriti texts (‗that which is remembered‘) becomes important in the post-Vedic period.  

 The textual traditions cover many subjects relating to the four kinds of pursuits of life 

referred to as purusharthas (namely dharma, karma, kama and moksha). In all these texts, we 

find very liberal values and freedom for both women and men. The setting up of a household is 
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seen as an ideal for men as well as women (though asceticism for learning is equally praised for 

both). For example, Apastambha Sutra opines that rituals carried out by an unmarried man do not 

please the devatas (divinities).  

 Similarly, Manusmriti provides that for three years shall a girl wait after the onset of her 

puberty; after that time, she may find for herself a husband of equal status. If a woman who has 

not been given in marriage finds a husband on her own, she does not incur any sin, and neither 

does the man she finds (MS IX.90-91). Thus, we see that women enjoyed choice in matters of 

matrimony. It is interesting to note that unmarried daughters were to be provided for by the 

father. In fact, the daughter is stated to be the object of utmost affection (MS IV.185). Should a 

girl lose her parents, her economic interests were well looked after. It was provided that from 

their shares, ‗the brothers shall give individually to the unmarried girls, one-quarter from the 

share of each. Those unwilling to give will become outcastes‘ (MS IX.118). With regards to 

defining contemporary attitude towards women, Apastambha Sutra prescribed that one need to 

make way for a woman when she is treading a pathway. Later Dharmashastra also makes similar 

statements. Yagnavalkya smriti mentions that ‗women are the embodiment of all divine virtues 

on earth.‘ However, there are several provisions that look problematic. On the one hand, we have 

reverence assigned to the feminine (divine and worldly) and important roles being played by 

them; on the other hand, we have questionable provisions and descriptions like the right to 

chastise them through beating or discarding.  

 A gender perspective gives us information on women who were engaged in economic 

activities of various kinds. They formed a part of both the skilled and the unskilled workforce. 

They were into professional as well as non-professional employment. Some of their vocations 

were related to their gender, while the others were not. There were female state employees as 

well as independent working women. Similarly, some of them were engaged in activities which, 

though not dependent on their biological constitution, are nonetheless categorised as women‘s 

domain, e.g. domestic services etc. Some of them were actual state employees, while some 

others were in contractual relations with the State. For example, we have female bodyguards and 

spies in State employment.  

 Jaiswal suggests that these women perhaps came from Bhila or Kirata tribe. Female spies 

were not only to gather information and relay it to the proper source but also to carry out 

assassinations. However, a closer look at some Hindu religious text shows that there were 

different classes of female spies engaged for different purposes. Amongst others, ‗women skilled 

in arts were to be employed as spies living inside their houses‘ (KA I.12.21). Others were 

required to work as assassins (KA V.1.19, XII.5.48). Some were to play the roles of young and 
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beautiful widows to tempt the lust of greedy enemy (KA XIII.2.42). Female slaves formed an 

important part of the workforce both in the royal establishment and in the common households. 

In the royal establishment, ‗female slaves of proven integrity‘ were to do the work of bath 

attendants, shampooers, bed-preparers, laundresses and garland-makers; otherwise, they were 

required to supervise the artists doing these jobs (KA I.21.13). Further, they were to offer 

garments, flowers and other cosmetics after first putting them on their own eyes, bosoms and 

arms (KA XXI.14-15). Thus, they were functioning not only as personal attendants but also as 

security checkers.  

Sahadharmini emphasised the complementary nature of man and women  

 In Vedic religion, women seemed to glorify goddesses status as power centres from 

whom even man emerged stronger and derived strength. In actual society, women were regarded 

as dutiful wife where Hindu women's position and role in society has been a topic of frequent 

change. In Vedic religion, which is often considered as the basis of present Hindu dharma, 

women were given the status of Goddess, and infect from their power emerged the male strength. 

Women regarded as dutiful wives and benevolent mothers, but also we can find various 

occurrences where women promoted and took steps for themselves against discriminatory law 

and customs of the society and also, on certain levels, seem to have gained equality with men. 

But in the present-day context, the most significant question lingers regarding the paradox in 

Indian Hindu women- that people of Devi worshippers worship their women or are it just 

religious imagery that often rejects the real picture. What is women's true space in Hindu society 

by taking into account Hindu goddesses, social customs and present-day conducts of the society? 

 It is manifest that male and female images were formed by the patriarchal, hierarchical 

Hindu Society. We have been subscribing to this myth and exploring its possible variants, and, in 

doing so, that have been keeping the myth alive. The woman is the mother who takes care of her 

children, patient, self-sacrificing, abundant in her gifts like the mother earth, she is Grihalaksmi, 

symbolising the prosperity of home and family, she is Sahadharmini identifying herself with the 

dharma of her husband, she is Sakti, the primal source of energy. But the moment the woman is 

seen to lead her own life, to act in conformity with her own nature and not according to the 

specifications of the role assigned to her, she loses favour with us, and she is damned. This 

situation thus leads to associate power also with womanhood to suitable in different times and 

gradually she changes as a Shakti, Male shaktis, the Great Goddess.  

 An early pre-vedic agricultural economy subjugated by the female. If we noticed that the 

Khasis of Assam their economy remains almost wholly agriculture-based and still retain the 
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matriarchal pattern, the woman enjoys social supremacy. Agriculture, since it was the discovery 

of the female, created conditions for the economic and, therefore, social supremacy of the female 

in its early stages. The later agricultural economy developed and passed into the hands of the 

male, but some of the cultural features of its early stages remained attached to it. The Indian 

masses, the controls of the soil, by and large, have stuck to the idea of the mother goddess.  

 In Vedic religion, women seemed to glorify the status of goddesses as power centres 

from who even man emerged stronger and derived strength. In actual society, women were 

regarded as dutiful wife where Hindu women's position and role in society has been a topic of 

frequent change. David Kinsley comments: ―It must require a phenomenal level of illiteracy and 

prejudice to cite ancient Indian tradition as a reason to discriminate against women‖ 

(Kinsley,1986). For, the indisputable truth is that Hinduism must be one of the very few religions 

in the world that both in philosophy and mythology accord status of absolute equality to women 

and philosophy, the highly evolved Shakta tradition equates Shiva with Parvati, in her form as 

Shakti. This is more in line with the polytheistic Hindu pantheon's role models that provide 

revered images of women as unique and yet complementary to those of male deities. More 

cementing and integrating concepts like Sahadharmini emphasised the complementary nature of 

man and women. Indian tradition has always valued the spirit of cooperation and toleration at all 

levels, including the domestic domain. One ideal role model is that of the Sahadharmini model. 

 The Hindu woman as life partner has a fourfold character: she is ardhangini, one half of 

her husband. And symbolically speaking, Sahadharmini, an associate in the fulfilment of human 

and divine goals; sahakarmini, a part of all her husband's action and sahayogini, an absolute co-

operator in all his endeavours. Husband and wife together are called dampati, joint owners of the 

household, sharing work in terms of their biological, psychological and individual dharma. The 

former provides the seed (bija) and the latter the field (ksetra) for its fructification so that humans 

could be continued in the cosmic process of evolution. Both have the joint responsibility of 

helping their children grow in all respects, but the contribution of the wife is always immense.  

Although that was a late position, initially, this model provided scope for harmonious relations 

between the two. Will Durrant has mentioned and lets us know, ―Women enjoyed far greater 

freedom in the Vedic period than in later India. She had more to say in the choice of her mate 

than the forms of marriage might suggest. She appeared freely at feasts and dances and joined 

with men in religious sacrifice. She could study, and like Gargi, engage in philosophical 

disputation. If she was left a widow, there were no restrictions upon her remarriage.‖ (Durrant, 

1935, pp 401). So we can find equality between girl and boy during the religious period. This 

proved that Gargi was a dialectician and philosopher of a high order.  
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 Whereas the religious life (dharma) of a man was usually described in terms of his class 

(varṇa; i.e., according to his membership of the priestly, ruling, mercantile, or servant class) and 

stage in life (āśrama; i.e., according to whether he was a religious student, a married 

householder, a hermit, or a renunciate), of a woman-focused solely on the cultural expectations 

of the good wife (strīdharma). Shalini Shah, in her article ‗On gender wives and Pativratas‘ the 

words refer to essay it was suggestive of the view that R.C. Majumdar, in his easy ‗Ideal and 

position of Indian Women in domestic life (1953) as follows that during the marriage rituals in 

Rig Veda and in the fully developed form in the Grhyasutras, do not enjoy the obedience upon 

the wife. However, this division was based on karma and dharma when a man was associated 

more with the public domain and female than mostly with nurturing and culturing; accordingly, 

roles were divided between husband and the wife, that did not keep room for a dominated 

dominating relationship that Hegel characterised as master-slave inequality. Although at a later 

phase, the Sahadharmini Ideal appeared more a contract than a dialogue.  

 Unlike the pseudo-Vedic attempt of a few scholars in mediaeval India, which prove that 

Daughter is an unwelcome member of the family, early Vedic literature draws a very positive 

image of daughters and women. Women's position gradually deteriorated as the Vedic ideals of 

unity and equality began to vanish off as time passes by. During Smrities, women were 

bracketed with the Shudras. Achla Sharma, in her article Status of women: A social-historical 

analysis in different ages of Indian society, quoted that, according to Baudhayana, ―A father who 

did not give his daughter in marriage before her first menstruation incurred the guilt of one 

procuring abortion (a grave sin, worse than many kinds of murders) for every menstrual period in 

which she remained unmarried‖. However, there are some references in smriti like in Manusmriti 

that women should everywhere be worshipped as Goddess. He also takes the opposite position 

that women should be in control by her father, husband and son. According to Manusmriti, 

―Bride was one third the age of the groom; thus a male of twenty-four should marry a girl of 

eight years, i.e. Nagnika‖ (Sharma, 2014).  

 On the contrary, some literature was totally against of early marriage of a girl child, as 

example. Sati system was prevalent in this period. This might be the main reason that women 

often immolated themselves on the husband‘s funeral pyres. Widow had suffered a lot; she was 

an ascetic, sleeping on the ground and eating once a day simple meal, wearing no ornaments or 

coloured garments. The widow had to maintain this austere regimen to the end of her days in the 

hope of being remarried to her former husband in her consequent births.  
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Woman as Pativrata not as dominant ideology consequent times though not as a dominant 

ideology in the Vedas  

 Generally, the word Pativrata is acquainted from Vedic scriptures, which defined as an 

adjective representing a woman wholly faithful to her husband. If we continue with the Vedic 

period, it has found that Pativrata was not the Vedic tradition's dominant ideology. In its early 

phases, Vedic literature was more resilient with determining the uniformity of husband and wife. 

They were equally and unified while doing the tasks like safeguarding the home and the act of 

ritual as has been copiously mentioned in the texts. In Vedic literature, the primary notion of 

woman is Sahadharmini, rather than Pativrata. Hence a woman was understood as the necessary 

and obligatory ritual partner of her husband. The husband was as imperfect without her as she 

without him. But the recent scholars of Hindu literature and tradition take it as a point to be 

debated, though literature is remarkably known for these unifications for generations.  

 Ancient Indian literature exhibits a uniform spirit of reverence for womanhood, and 

Vedic religion does not deny any right to women, not in the least the religious (Chaudhuri, 1956; 

pp1). A woman had a clearly defined ritual role in the Vedic sacrifice, and her participation in 

the ritual was an essential requirement. In this way, she was associated with ensuring the 

solemnity and success of the sacrifice as the man. Apart from Vedic paradigms, the process of 

change is evident everywhere. The evolution in the theoretical place of womanhood mirrors 

these broader intellectual and social existences. Women thus go from being the partners and 

supporters of their husbands in religious life, which indeed in the Vedic world is all of life, to 

being their uncritical servants and devotees. Pativrata Dharma is thus an embryonic ideology that 

becomes grafted over the older paradigm of the Sahadharmini woman and exercises a powerful 

ideological appeal. It is seen rapidly emerging as the dominant ethic, considering prior ethics into 

its own title. While more ancient practices continue to be recorded in the text, the increasing 

supremacy of the Pativrata dogma is evident in the moral aims of the text. The depreciation of 

women‘s roles in the conjugal relationship coincides with the attenuation of women‘s roles in the 

ritual orb. Whereas in Vedic times, women were indispensable participants in the sacrifice, even 

if in passive rather than active modes increasingly. Where women clearly did perform various 

rites, these reflect the evolving mood that women‘s religious lives should be located around their 

husbands. In classical Hinduism, it became common to refer to marriage as the upanayana for 

girls and think of the husband as the guru. These formulations reflect the ethos of the pativrata 

creed that husbands possess both intellectual and religious priority over their wives. In living in 

humble service of their husbands, women hope not only to propitiate them as they would a deity 

but also to learn from them, be intellectually formed by them. This is a very different ethic from 
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that of sahadharma, where husband and wife are conceived as complementary partners with 

different roles, together responsible for maintaining order in the universe through their ritual 

activities. A host of congruent cultural practices achieves the purposes of Pativrata dharma from 

every angle of society- public, media, ritual, social convention, even law; she is beamed images 

of Pativrata woman. She is that gigantic model of virtuous womanhood in whose image she must 

shape herself. Even in this age of urbanisation, globalisation, and increasing sexual equivalence 

in the public globe, all promise change. The Pativrata woman is a profoundly internalised 

peaceful identity for Hindu women, armoured through the current boulevards of the present era. 

Though hidden in the western group, the Pativrata woman reign as the reserved ornamentation of 

this genre of presenters, readers, writers and through her enticing fashion sense, she magnifies 

and bolsters the Pativrata ideals for new generations.  

Complementary to one another as Ardhanaareeshwara  

 Advocates of the Hindu religion believe their Gods to possess both male and female 

elements that are integral to their origin. God is shown as 'ardhanarishvara' or 'God who is a half-

woman. Interestingly there are subtle conceptual differences and sophistication when terms as 

gods and goddesses are used in the Hindu pantheon. It sometimes overcomes the usual male-

female dichotomy where God is shown as 'ardhanarishvara'. The mother is considered a thousand 

times more venerable than the father. There was no restriction in the ancient Hindu society that 

sons must always be named after their father. Numerous heroes of Hindu tradition are frequently 

addressed as sons of their mothers. Generally speaking, mothers had a free hand in administering 

home and family affairs. Some women from the high class were not only highly educated but 

took an active part in intellectual discourses (Singh, 2009).  

 Another reason for connecting dharmic role models for the prophet character of modern 

society is that there was scope for interpreting Dharma in a positive sense, and very often, it 

helped to provide better scope for women's emancipation and empowerment. A careful 

inspection of Hindu religious texts, social customs and laws make it abundantly clear that our 

Dharma grants a very high status to women. She and her male partner form a pair together, or 

rather, the husband and wife form one whole. It is a convention rather than religion that has 

halted Hindu women's growth on many accounts. Though it cannot be denied that over the 

centuries, many vices have crept into the Hindu society, which has negatively impacted women's 

condition, these can only be altered through internal reforms. Evil customs such as dowry, 

female infanticide /sex-selective abortions, child marriage etc., are not only regressive but also 

criticise the Hindu religion and culture. It becomes the duty of the Hindu husband to treat his 
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better half on equal footing. Indian women also desire little respect and just treatment at the 

hands of the society that they are very much a part of it (ibid, pp 90).  

 Ardhanaareeshwara, is the union of Shiva and Shakti in one body. And the form denotes, 

male and female principles work together as equal partners in the universe. In the Hindu 

pantheon of gods and goddesses, every God has a goddess. Other instances reiterate that already 

has mentioned the status of woman as Sahadharmini in ancient India; women occupied a vital 

position. The concept of Ardhanaareeshwara, where God is depicted as half-man and half-

woman, is a concrete example to support the view that how men and woman are complementary 

to one another this argument. And, one can find a comparable Goddess for each God. In many 

philosophical versions, God is referred to as Tat, meaning 'It', which means that God is beyond 

gender.  

 The notion of Prakriti and Purusha is one of the most significant aspects of Hindu 

philosophy. This has been a matter of dialogue from time ancient, what with different schools of 

philosophical thought, understanding it in different ways if we analyse the concept on this 

Prakriti and Purusha phenomenon, and defining its origins and reality right from Indian 

mythology to how it is still very much valid in the present-day world.  

 Indian mythology is probably the most all-encompassing in the world. The reason being, 

several beliefs of Hindu philosophy are explained by means of modest, interesting and educative 

mythical stories. These stories sometimes even explain high philosophical and ethical principles 

by the approach of representation. However, a mythological story may sound modest at first 

glimpse, but a deeper level of those analyses reveals the true wealth of philosophical content it 

has to offer by those. Corresponding to everything else, Indian mythology explains this very 

perplexing concept of Prakriti and Purusha. And makes us understand in the humblest way, and 

along with that contributions are there also by way of tales and stories of yore. We now examine 

one of the most oft-repeated stories of Lord Ardhanarishvara and find out how this complicated 

Prakriti-Purusha concept is explained by way of mythology. The Ardhanarishvara, which 

signifies that Prakriti and Purusha in complete harmony. The conception of Ardhanarishvara pre-

eminently illuminates the aspects of Prakriti and Purusha and male-female as complementary to 

one another. Ardhanarishvara, the Neutral One, is an aspect of Lord Shiva, whose representation 

is half man and half woman. The image embodies a transgender entity. It portrays how the 

female principle of Goddess Shakti is inseparable from the male principle of Lord Shiva. The 

Shaktas (devotees of Shakti Goddess) and the Shaivas (devotees of Shiva) of the Tantra school 

of thought both believes in the Divine Union of Shakti with Shiva as the Ultimate Reality. The 

neutral form of the Ardhanarishvara represents this concept of Oneness or wholeness. It is that 
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which goes far beyond all perceptions of duality and from whose womb all existence began. The 

Ardha-Nari, which literally means ‗half woman, is considered in Indian mythology to be the Soul 

of the World. All the creation starts from Him, life is created from Him, and death is considered 

as a reoccurrence back to His Kingdom, only to appear yet again arrayed in another entity.  

 Hence, there is no perishing of any being; it is all only a part of a much larger procedure 

of the cycle of life itself. The Shaktas consider the Shakti (Goddess) as the main source of all 

creation. So they contemplate Goddess Ardhanarishvari to be the Supreme Creator, who divided 

Her own body into half man and half woman. The Ultimate One should be female, as it is the 

female species that gives birth to all being. They also believe that this Supreme Goddess is at the 

centre of all creative processes in this world. The Shaktas depicts the Goddess producing Shiva 

from Her own form, thereby balancing her own feminine qualities with masculine ones. 

Philosophers agree that it is not much significance debating if God is masculine or feminine and 

meet up to the common point that the inner meaning of the form of the Ardhanarishvara. God is 

essentially energy that activates all being, and all else associated with that icon are mere 

symbolism and nothing more. In an article written by Saipriya Viswanathan (2008), 

Ardhanarishvara - the Dual Nature of the Cosmos, that it is to be understood here that the 

concept of Ardhanarishvara is not merely a combination of the male and female genders. Infect 

it, in reality, exists in order to educate the Sadhak about nonduality between male and female. 

And moreover teaches to break free from the malicious cycles of base human emotions, biases 

and other common idiocies and eccentricities.  

 The Rig Veda put forwarded a beautiful explanation for this concept of Ardhanarishvara. 

It says that in Aadikaala, that is during the very beginning, there was only One and Unique non-

manifest supremacy. This power existed without breath, without emotion and without thought, 

and there was nothing beyond the One. Without its proper knowledge, there only darkness and 

inconscience ruled. Then the Universal Supremacy created its own energy, and it leads to rise to 

the Supreme One, who then gave rise to the whole with a mere thought by springing from its 

Mind. And this One Being felt the desire to grow numerous. This is where the phrase ‗Ekoham 

Bahusyami', comes to be. This means, ‗That which I only am, shall manifest as many‘. This was 

the desire of the Power to emanate forth in the form of Shakti, creating a multitude, and also to 

emanate as Shiva, to witness that multitude in action.  

 Male and female are the two completely opposite, yet complementary, forces of Shakti 

and Shiva as Prakriti and Purusha, respectively. Here, Shiva is the Transcendent One, the Sat-

chit-ananda, who merely observes and is unmoved by events occurring in creation. Shakti, on the 
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other hand, does not depend on him to perform her functions, but she needs his power to sustain 

and maintain her creation. So though Shakti is not co-existent with the Purusha, that is, Shiva, 

she requires his presence to keep the cosmos functioning smoothly. Shiva, though he wields 

unlimited power, cannot create the universe without the Eternal Life Force of Shakti to back him. 

Therefore, the concept of Ardhanarishvara clearly conveys the fact that Prakriti (Shakti) and 

Purusha (Shiva) are nought without each other, and one cannot exist and function in the absence 

of the other. It also shows that the male is as much female as the female is male. This means that 

masculinity and femininity are merely attributes working to create the entire bigger picture of the 

world.  

Goddess complementary to God  

 A woman in the role of wife subjugates a position of primacy in ancient Hindu tradition. 

Some illustrations from Hindu mythology provide insights into the transcendent journey that 

they made during their lifetime and how they are being perceived in contemporary India. India, a 

land of vast spiritual, social and cultural diversity, has shown the power of women in an infinite 

way. The infinite potential of women shakti has been seen in Sita, Draupadi, Durga, Kali, 

Saraswati, Lakshmi, Kamakhya goddess and several other Goddesses. Goddess has expressed the 

deep and boundless potential of the human personality. When women have identified with these 

mythological characters, they have examined, understood and deepened their own concerns, 

values and identities. In the senses of women, Goddess Sita is a capable, independent woman 

who met every challenge with strong, feminine grace and archetypal audacity. Goddess Durga is 

referred to as all-powerful and Kali as the destroyer of evil. Lakshmi symbolises wealth and is 

highly revered by both men and women. The consorts of the three gods of the Hindu trinity 

Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva - Saraswati, Lakshmi and Parvati, respectively, were their men's 

strengths. They were complementary to their male counterparts.  

 Women occupied a very important position in ancient India. It is a philosophy whose 

only words for strength and power are feminine, which is Shakti. All male power comes from the 

feminine. Knowledge, intelligence, rhythm and coordination are all essential requirements for 

any creative activity. These aspects are personified womanhood and religiousness. Saraswati, the 

Goddess of knowledge, learning, music and fine arts and without the grace of Saraswati, Brahma 

cannot do the creation and would not be regarded as the Creator of the universe. Any 

preservation movement needs plenty of resources, mainly fiscal resources and here Lakshmi, the 

Goddess of Wealth. She is an essential companion to Vishnu. Shiva, as Destroyer, requires 

abundant power and energy. This is what Parvati, or Durga or Shakti as she is called, provides. It 

is only the Hindu tradition that delivers, even at the theoretical level, this picture of the male and 
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female principles working together as equal partners in the universe. This togetherness or 

complementary concept is carried further to its logical climax in the form of Ardhanaareeshwara, 

formed by the fusion of Shiva and Shakti in one body. And each occupying one half of the body, 

denoting that one is incomplete without the other. Shakti is female; in Hinduism, it generally 

symbolises all power. So, the female signifies the entirety of the power, and the male is imaged 

as the mediator of the female. Shiva, this great power, is the moon god. Parvati, his consort, is 

the sun power. And although the worship in the masculine-oriented action systems in India is 

directly to Shiva, it is the Goddess Kali, who is finally worshipped. In Hinduism, Kali is the 

great divinity. The Hindu goddess Kali is shown standing on the prostrate form of Shiva, her 

spouse. She waves the sword of death, that is, divine discipline. In this background, the chapter 

keeps its focus on the development of the concepts that keep room for providing highly 

philosophical and abstract conceptions on the one hand and deeply personal and religious 

attachment with this role model on the other hand.  

 This is well illustrated, and the life of the great Advaita philosophers Sankaracharya, who 

developed the highest concept of Nirguna Brahman, also composed very personally devotional 

hymns to the goddesses. The focus on the divine creative feminine force is important as it is 

known by Hindus as Shakti. We have to believe this knowledge is important because it 

demonstrates how women can maintain positions of power without distressing an established 

patriarchal tradition of society.  

 The book Hindu Goddesses Beliefs and Practices (2009) by Lynn Foulston and Stuart 

Abbott acts as a general primer on the subject. Foulston and Abbott give in-depth explanations of 

the three main elements associated with the Devi: Shakti, Maya, and prakrti. Shakti is defined as 

"power, ability, and strength". Tantric regarded women as Shakti. Man uses Shakti, and he 

became too the owner of Shakti. In Tantric school, the whole way of interpreting women will 

change as seen as power centre may be spiritual or intellectual. Later we will find this power will 

be a more specialised sense, some parts will be more power centres than others. Accordingly, the 

representation of women's body parts in yantras, chakras, and others will try to capture their 

particular body parts as power centres more vividly. For example, a Sadhaka may be required to 

focus his whole attention or concentration on a particular Yantra or diagram like the Yoni, the 

grave or even some other parts of the body as fluids, menstruation blood, etc., which may be 

required for some kind of extreme Tantric Sadhana. Even later on, the corpse of the dead body 

can also be seen as a power centre that may lead to meditation on the corpse (shav Sadhana). The 
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point is women here, especially a bleeding woman, fertile women will be seen especially 

powerful Shaktis in comparison to men.  

 Women are also seen as powerful not only for her womanly attributes but also for her 

men like abilities to fight with men and to aggressively kill the demon-like any other men will do 

in war heroically. Sita, who appears in the epic Ramayana, the Goddess that is most often put 

forth as exemplifying an ideal Hindu wife Sita is loyal to her husband Rama, even to the point of 

death. Another submissive goddess is Durga's tamed avatar, Parvati. Like Sita, Parvati also 

exemplifies the ideal Hindu wife through her mythology. To obtain the love of her consort Shiva, 

who is a devoted ascetic, Parvati leaves her lavish lifestyle to meditate for decades alone. Her 

commitment to her meditation finally forces Shiva to acknowledge Parvati's utter devotion to 

him. David Kinsley notes that "goddess mythology to a great extent is probably a means by 

which the Hindu tradition has thought about sexual roles and sexual identity"(Kinsley,1986). 

Here we see actuality termed role preferred in a patriarchal role as ideal. Thus these are obedient 

and ideal.  

 Power bears on chastity as equal with the power of tapas as also there is the power of 

Truth (satya) and others, chastity too came to be regained as to be a virtue, for a general 

philosophical understanding if we compare it as one of the virtue ethical terms in the context of 

Aristotelian virtue ethics, this remains a gradually acquired virtue in a particular context only not 

in general, also understandable from an Aristotelian virtue ethical perspective. Virtue should not 

be something that is in extremes, that it ultimately leads to disintegration and disharmony, then 

stability and pro-life eudemonia rather transforming by extreme positions what is life to death 

like situation, a euthanasia. Thus any virtue of being good must take a middle path in between 

destruction and extreme obsession for both sides. That way, chastity understood as pativrata as a 

virtue sought to serve its purpose that is seen in the sanctity of marriage as an institution attached 

in Vedic and also post vedic society that was hoped to safeguard stability of such institutions 

counting on loyalty and mutual trust as one of the main capitals. The concern remains despite 

some flexibility in understanding towards the true meaning of some such terms used context wise 

even within the so-called patriarchal family structure. That Rama, the ideal god-man in the Epic, 

himself remains concerned about Sita's chastity despite she being forcefully kidnapped by 

Ravana and making her a captive. That way, we can see these accidental disturbances in Rama-

Sita's life could not lead to disintegrations of the sanctity of the institution of marriage. Because 

even after Vanavasa and of all trails they remain Sahadharmi(nis) to one another, dutiful parents 

to their children, the ideal daughter in law in Dasaratha's family, so that even in the coronation 

and in Yajgya that Rama had to perform his Shadharmini Sita's presence was mandatory. Even in 
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case of her physical absence for some reason, a replica of Sita was made to sit by Rama‘s side. 

 This shows that sometimes certain virtues may have greater roles to perform in a 

particular context that a flexible and symbolic interpretation of certain terms may be possible. In 

the case of Sita's exile, we have seen that for Rama, Sita remains chaste, as a role model, Ram 

thus remains remain an ideal sahadharmi even though he put her in trials but more as a 

prajaranjaka ideal role model for kings for his subjects that took upper hand over his personal 

relations time and again. Within this role model king in a democratic setup, where people decide 

what kind of husband role he should play to his wife, it was a picture of a fully committed ideal 

king dedicated to the will of his people who in turn will follow his works and deeds as ideals to 

be followed for them too. Rama had to unwillingly succumb to the pressure still waiting that the 

section of the people of Ayodhya, who remained still insensitive not very educated or with 

refined taste and sensitivity and not very refined in their public treatment of their better-halves, 

will one day appreciate and realise that a woman, Sita, can remain chaste and retained her 

Sahadharmini virtues by keeping loyal to her better half till her death, that her own position 

cannot be denied by any external force no matter how powerful that force came to her . That her 

own self-willed suicidal possibility remained a threat that she used against Ravanas power was 

clearly reciprocated by her otherwise always a loving and caring counterpart Rama. However 

public mind being mostly less reflecting and less sensitive differed in their interpretation and this 

is how at times individual‘s own sense of right and wrong become hijacked by strong mob power 

or majoritarianism. But Rama still remaining an ideal husband as sahadharmi even in Hindu 

mindset, patiently walked and hoped for a change in the outlook of may not refer common page. 

This justifies how Rama is adored both as ideal king and representative of his people and also an 

ideal husband that for him he remained loyal to Sita only all in his life and in death also as per 

Hindu marriage vows.  

 Here chastity could be taken to mean that when one of the counterparts particularly the 

wife never violates the vow of ideal Sahadharmini herself, she ideally remains true to her 

husband through thick and thin. Even in her difficult time, it was Rama only who is in spirit was 

always with her, not the person Ravana who tried to take her away from Rama. As per Rama‘s 

understanding, Sita remains chaste and Sahadharmini, and with his sole focus, she will overcome 

any physical trial or ordeal right from imprisonment to agnipariksha. However, Rama's symbolic 

interpretations of chastity differed from their very literal and rigid interpretation of the term (e.g. 

news of rape victim accepted by husband). Related to this, we may also refer to some newer 

interpretation of conjugal partnership in a modern setup. That will also lead to concepts like 
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living together as partners without taking the vows of marriage etc. that are on the one hand 

threats to the stability of the institute and sanctity of marriage, family etc. but also a modern way 

of experimenting with some such terms as understood by the new generations in difficult times 

and so on. Here, of course, there is no question of safeguarding the sanctity of marriage as an 

institution because marriage is seen here as a temporary contract, so long both the partners 

remain agreeable to one another in temperament, taste and others. Thereby the question of 

chastity is no virtue in this context. However, it is better if one remains committed so long as the 

relationship continues. But in the case of marriage, especially a Hindu marriage. The religions 

and the sanctioning social part remain so great that breaking loyalty means becoming unchaste in 

this regard that appears almost impossibility, a vice-like as it will also lead to seriously touch 

upon religious, social and other expectations and objectives what so ever.  

 Hinduism regards man and woman as the two halves of the eternal Being. Both constitute 

a vibrant, existential part, quite imperfect and imperfect and incomplete in itself. Usha Kapoor 

(2005), in her article, mentions the Vedic woman status, that in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, 

Prajapati, the primordial God, divides himself into two-man and woman, the symbols of cosmic 

polarity deriving sustenance from the same source. In the cosmic scheme, man represents 

Purusha (the Person, Spirit) and woman Prakriti (Nature, Primal Matter), both of whom unite to 

keep the world going. So goes the Vedic verse: 'I am He, you are she; I am song, you are verse; I 

am heaven, you are earth. We two shall here together dwell becoming parents of children.  

 Women traditional period of Hinduism was quite learned in the Vedic lore. Draupadi and 

Tara were the famous brahmavadini and also skilled at narrating spiritual syllables. Moreover, 

additional women sages were there like Oghavati, Arundhati, and Sulabha possessed a thorough 

knowledge of the Vedas and imparted religious knowledge even to rishis. The spiritual 

attainments of Savitri and Anusuya have become legendary. In the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, 

one meets women of wisdom such as Maitreyi and Gargi. There has been a famous conversation 

between king Janaka and the sage Yajnavalkya that about the formerly abandoned wealth for 

wisdom. And the latter entered into a debate with sage Yajnavalkya at the court of King Janaka. 

Much later, Bharati, the wife of Mandana Misra, carried forward the tradition by acting as a 

critic in the ethical and philosophical discussion between her husband and Shankaracharya. 

When she found her husband losing the discussion, she insistently told Shankaracharya that his 

conquest would be complete only if he could defeat her since she constituted her husband's better 

half.  

 Manusmriti regards women as a precious unit of the family and society. But refutes them 

complete freedom due to their physical vulnerability. He, however, differentiates between the 
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noble and virtuous and the degenerate women, and like other smrti Karas, criticises those who 

are dishonest, indecisive, sensuous, immodest, quarrelsome and loose. There has mentioned that 

day and night women must be kept in dependence upon males, and if they attached themselves to 

sensual enjoyments, they must be kept underneath one's regulator. Manusmriti suggests capital 

punishment for killers of women, exempts pregnant and older women from paying fines and 

suggests that as a matter of courtesy, they should be given precedence when crossing the road.  

 We have seen from above examples that the adherence of the pativrata dharma by women 

is not comparable to master-servant relation and subordination. Conjugal dependability is 

significantly valued in the Hindu custom, and it leads to family harmony and bestows occult 

influences. A woman who comprehends the Lord in her husband and makes him her very life. 

And cannot depart from the pathway of virtue, and virtue is supremacy itself. There are many 

illustrations of Hindu women who, as life companions, made abundant sacrifices, experienced 

trials and misfortunes, and sometimes showed their thaumaturgy powers born of chastity.  

 Hindu women as life partner by Dr Usha Kapoor (2005), where she tried to focus on the 

notion that Hinduism concerns man and woman as the two halves of the eternal Being and each 

constituting a vibrant, existential part but quite incomplete in itself without the other halves. She 

has put down that partner in Faith is the Meaning of Sahadharmini, and tried to jot its strong 

base by mentioning the Vivekananda‘s quote as the sage (woman) placed her hand on the head of 

Sita and said: 'It is a great blessing to possess a beautiful body; you have that. It is a greater 

blessing to have a noble husband; you have that. It is the greatest blessing to be perfectly 

obedient to such a husband; you are that. You must be happy.' Sita replied, 'Mother, I am glad 

that God has given me a beautiful body and that I have devoted a husband. But as to the third 

blessing, I do not know whether I obey him or he obeys me. One thing alone I remember, that 

when he took me by the hand before the sacrificial fire-whether, it was a reflection of the fire or 

whether God himself made it appear to Me-I found that I was his and he was mine. And since 

then, I have found that I am the complement of his life, and he of mine.'-Swami Vivekananda, 

'The Women of India'.  

 But regarding the meaning of the word Sahadharmini may be literal and symbolical. 

People are often confused with the term are misunderstood. If we go with the literal meaning, 

then it will lead to our understanding limited. When we go for the literal sense, then the touched 

and untouched concept has come up. So certain times, it can be taken as symbolically like in Sita 

Rama, Sahadharmini redefined Chastity but not literally as explained here.  
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 In Hinduism, there is clear expectations towards the performance of a woman in society 

exist that the role of a wife in marriage is not only socially but also religiously defined. In 

Hinduism, role models are given, Rama's wife Sita and Krishna's mistress Radha, as Narayand's 

wife Lakshmi, As Siva's wife Parvati, as kali, as Durga. An explanation has to be made by 

having a closer look at the relationships between the mythological couples. Those relationships 

strongly emphasise the commitment and pledge of a woman to a man. In the Ramayana, Sita is 

defined as constantly concerned with her husband's wellbeing, reputation, and will. To please 

him, she acts generously and sometimes even shows an incapability to operate since Rama didn't 

confirm her deeds. Thus, these benign goddesses have been represented as the 'ideal' Hindu 

wives and daughters, faithful and obedient. At the same time, women must surrender to their 

husbands, fathers, and other males in positions of power. But here it is in some of the case of 

their children that mothers may express masculine traits such as aggression and dominance. For 

instance, aggression may be expressed by a woman seeking to protect her children. Aggression 

and dominance may also be conveyed by a woman when she must discipline her children, 

especially her daughters. Discipline is one means by which a mother indoctrinates the Hindu 

patriarchal ideology in her daughter.  

 An article, The role model wives in Hinduism, by Kati Neubauer (2008), tries to explore 

the nature of Sita as Sahadharmini. Only one time Sita makes a decision herself and puts the 

norms of society above the word of her husband, she immediately gets in trouble. By stepping 

outside the area restricted by her husband to give food to a hermit, she gets captured by Ravana 

and causes trouble for her husband and even might disgrace him (Pattanaik 90, 1, e.g. 

Ramayana). But in her devotion to her husband, she refuses to be rescued by Rama's ally, 

Hanuman, because, on the one hand, she would have to touch another man and by that disgrace 

Rama and on the other hand, she would take Rama's chance away to free her to protect his 

dignity. Also, she claims she could defend herself by burning Ravana with the fire of her chastity 

but refuses since Rama disapproved of this option (Kinsley,1997, pp 73). In Ramayana, Sita is 

always thinking about their mate first and are almost unable to take action without seeing the will 

of their partners. A Sahadharmini, or complementary is the principle in a male-female 

association, is the selfless love of a woman towards a man, displayed in Sita‘s obsessive 

concerns about Rama regardless of his action towards her.  

 Sahadharmini is the division of labour. It's like the present-day social status demand for 

women. This kind of division of labour was according to aptitude and capacity. The wife took 

part in household activities, and husbands used to go to work. Here the concept of equality does 
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not come as inequality as household activities are also important to run a family. Sahadharmini 

is the co-partner of Dharma. Dharma stands for duty, not the Kama.  

Contemporary notions have changed the concept of Sahadharmini  

 When Hindu society started dominated by Brahmanical concepts, then the concept of 

Sahadharmini has changed. According to lifestyle and needs, the idea also varies as we know. 

When Priests came into the scenario, the 'purity of women' specifically for the upper caste 

Brahmins is to maintain the '·purity of caste'. Women's general subordination was essential in 

this stage because it was only then that the mechanism of control upon women's sexuality could 

be effective. In the case of Hindu culture, the design of the patriarchal caste-class structure was 

mapped out by the Brahmins, 'pativrata' and Sahadharmini, and the specific dharma of Hindu 

wife then became the beliefs by which women accepted and even aspired to chastity and wifely 

fidelity as the highest expression of their selfhood. Thus the 'Stridharma' or 'Pativrata dharma' 

has taken as a theoretical device to take control over women's sexuality through the institutions 

like purdah, arranged marriage, pre-puberty marriage, widowhood which are 'naturalised' in 

Indian caste structured society Acceptance of these norms given by priests' class, reflected how 

they had victimised women in a structured society, which give them an explicit reward of caste 

and class.  

 The firm belief of the day was that only a male heir could save his parents from the cycle 

of rebirth. Since a daughter left her parental home after marriage, it was the son who was left 

with the responsibility of caring for parents in their old age. This added further value to the sons. 

A woman's place was the home, and her primary responsibility was to bear sons and ensures the 

continuity of the family lineage. A husband's rights over his wife were total, and he had the 

freedom to go for another marriage if his wife failed to beget sons. A woman was kept constantly 

under male control and lost her right to seek knowledge. Over some time, marriageable age was 

also lowered. Though there within this changed nature of patriarchy, her motherhood, instead of 

being her glory and pride, made her permanently dependent on others, economically, politically, 

socially, and culturally. Instead, her sole identity now would depend on her functional part, her 

ability to reproduce a male child. She is adored for her motherly role, no doubt, but the Mother 

Goddess herself underwent various transformational phases till she re-claimed her lost power as 

the Great Goddess with more focus on her warrior traits and Shakti and her heroism.  

 As her womb, instead of being glorified for her femininity and creativity, remains to be 

magically controlled aiming at more productivity, particularly of more male members into her 

dynasty, and thus disrobes her of all joy of motherhood, this kind of post-Vedic phase of 
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patriarchy created problem for a woman against which specific feminist paradigm shift was 

looked for in a feminine way. But the later trend of masculinising Shakti, irrespective of the 

power centre, is the Male or the Female deity, as it is the power of Shakti that energizes all, 

sacred as well as secular, the gap widened between the powerless mortals and the supra-powerful 

Divine, who is now elevated to a level of 'beyond male-female' symbolically but more in line 

with focusing entirely on the masculinist traits at the cost of transcending the feminine ones. 

Unlike her previous recognitions of glory in motherhood or her feminine characteristics, 

although it remained a complimentary with no feminine ones as well, the ideas that nurtured such 

values were ' sahadharmini', the ideals that encouraged such traits were femininity even in male 

gods and masculinity even in female gods, but both in a balanced and dialogue. Now under 

changed patriarchy of priest Vedic Brahmanical era, gradually everything, including the womb, 

fertility, blood of any kind, all attained power centric magical centrality only.  

 Thus we have seen that the changes in time to concepts like Sahadharmini, Pativarata, 

etc., have also come to be emancipated in many different ways, which sometimes lead to male 

domination or domination of the powerful one instead of giving equal roles to both the relational 

terms. In place of liberal kind of patriarchy that we have seen where man praised women for 

their motherly and wifely roles. But also treated her equally as his friend, companion and at 

times philosopher and guide at a different moment of life as he is to her. Later, the wife, instead 

of Sahadharmini came to be seen as a man as woman is essence of man and then men end in 

survive a prophet and the husband as the master, the one who owns his wife, the way he owns his 

house and properties. We can also refer to a certain new way of looking at the relationship with 

changed terminology closure to the legal concept of property ownership or master-slave domain 

etc. Here we may refer to changing patterns of addressing husband even in the Bengali language 

when he will be addressed more as 'Karta-babu'(my master lord). Than classical term 'swami' or 

'pati' etc. The present work seeks focus The Goddess as role models. And Here more than Sita, 

Lakshmi, she will be dependent on her master and the person who owns her. Therefore, her in 

modern times Lakshmi is more seen and prayed as dhana Lakshmi only, the ‗dowery‘ she will 

carry with her will add value in her although earlier time her presence itself was celebrated into 

the household as the presence of Lakshmi herself. Even if she is Sita or Lakshmi in this changed 

perspective, she is praised for more material benefits that will bring with her, and so instead of 

this one should follow that in marriage institution both can contribute to their better material 

comfort and future as per demand of the time but that does not mean that an unproductive wife 

remains valueless in comparison to a working wife in modern society.  
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 It seems only natural that the modern Indian woman should rediscover the Goddesses of 

her culture as a means of empowering herself. These images belong to her as part of her cultural 

heritage. The modern woman has to use the Goddesses as tools of an all-powerful, all-enduring 

feminine energy. Religion is an exploratory path in the journey of self-exploration. It is a process 

of looking inwards and establishing a deep level of honesty with the self. The sexual core of an 

individual is the seat of great power and energy, and the spiritual path is to unleash this power to 

transcend into higher realms of supreme bliss. It may be stated that the term 'Sahadharmini’ may 

convey a variety of meanings to women in its cultural and historical contexts. These may range 

from possession, asceticism, obligation, compassion, and transcendence. The examination of the 

term Sahadharmini in work is undertaken within the context of traditional texts and its various 

contexts. However, it is clear that gender differentiates the paths, expressions and attributions to 

woman, both at the individual and at the societal levels.  

 However, there is one common point in Indian texts and contexts, quite irrespective of 

language and region. This one characteristic that is noticeable both by men and by women is the 

archetypal mother figure. Not the terrible mother, but the shakti giving, sustenance giving, stable 

figure of security representing Indian womanhood in person. The eternal mother is a familiar 

figure appearing in both the world of female writers as well as male writers. This archetypal 

mother is a reality in the Indian social scene. She holds the world together, supplies moral 

courage to the men, just as she once supplied milk to her children for basic sustenance. This is 

the one point where writers all over India agree, across time and region, sex and language; this 

makes the duality even more apparent.  

 

Conclusion:  

 Although along with changes in time and the socio-cultural conditions, the original 

meaning of specific terms such as Sahadharmini, pativrata idea that provides sanctity to 

institutions like family and marriage keep room for further flexibility in widening its scope and 

significance as per the situation, within the changing scenario, the whole question is do we need 

a goddess as role models appear meaningless, a redundant question that has lost its value in the 

current period. The exploration will choose role models with changing time, our sight of 

understanding of marriage, partnership, and any other relation more as a fashion. Still looking for 

some different kind of stability over and above the material foundation of such relations, do we 

need to be sole partners in marriage, then do we need Goddess as a role model for women and 

complementary gods for men, or do some concepts such as soul partners appear to be 
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metaphysical only? Is there any scope for re-interpretation of our life partners and relationships 

in terms of friendship and companionship as Aristotle once laid down as ideals for role models to 

imbibe in them, the profound virtue ethics looked for as the ideal relationship over and above 

one being a citizen of a state that safeguards the right of any partnership legally and 

constitutionally only.  
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“I like the religion that teaches liberty, equality and fraternity” – B R Ambedkar 

“Gender equality is more than a goal in itself. It is a precondition for meeting the challenge of 

reducing poverty, promoting sustainable development and building good governance.” - Kofi 

Annan 

“If you want something said, ask a man: if you want something done, ask a woman.” – Margaret 

Thatcher 

“I hate to say there are female and male ways of dealing with power because I think each of us 

has a male and a female part. But based on my own experience, women will tend to be inclusive, 

to reach out more, to care a little more.” – Christine Lagarde 

“Women will have achieved true equality when men share with them the responsibility of 

bringing up the next generation.” – Ruth Bader Ginsburg 

“There's nothing a man can do, that i can't do better and in heels” ― Ginger Rogers 

“Our Matru Shakti is our pride. Women empowerment is very crucial to our development.” – 

Narendra Modi 

 

Abstract: 

 The principle of Gender equality is enshrined in the Indian Constitution right from its 

Preamble and goes further through the Fundamental Rights, Fundamental Duties and deeply 

rooted in the Directive Principles. The Constitution grants equality to the Indian women and also 

empowers the State to adopt measures of positive discrimination in favour of the marginalized 

females. Within the framework of a democratic polity, our laws, socio-economic policies, plans 

and goals have targeted to achieve women‘s advancement in allwalks of life. Indian democracy 

has ratified international conventions and human rights instruments, which are the commitment 

to secure equal rights for women. However, over the years women aresubjected to gendered 

restrictions but through their political and social activism and struggles, sheis gearing towards 

ensuring equality and justice across all sectors of society.The feminist movement and a 
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widespread network of Non-Government Organizations with strong grass-roots presence and 

deep insight into women‘s concerns have contributed remarkably in inspiring initiatives for the 

empowerment of women. Astonishingefforts are madeto promote societal awareness on gender 

issues and women‘s right to equality and humanly treatment. The three pillars of democracy i.e. 

Executive, Legislative and Judicial wings of the State alongwith the fourth pillar i.e. the Media 

have significantly contributed in promoting women‘s equality and their empowerment, so that 

the nation marches forward towards an Equal India and achievesthe prosperity of our country, 

whichthe constitution makers haveenvisioned i.e. an Equal India - where men and women have 

an equal position.  

 This research paper by way of conceptual, descriptive and non-empirical method of 

research aims to study the impact women have on challenging the status quo on gender issues, 

efforts made on changing the narrative to ensure social, economic and political justice for herself 

to stand up against various forms of society-imposed restrictions on them and defeating the 

innumerable discriminations to her. The research also throws insights on in what wayssince the 

days of Indian freedom struggle, the women in India played a prominent role in every walk of 

life, such as nation building, empowerment of society, educating masses, taking the nation 

forward on the path of development. The research work concludes and summarizes that the 

Indian Women have exceledto significant positions in socio-political and economical 

arenaplaying their roles with utmost excellence.  

Keywords: Gender Equality, Women Empowerment, Nation Building, Equal India, Non-

Government Organizations, Marginalized, Positive Action. 

 

Introduction: 

 Gender Equity and Women's inclusion both play a central role and act as a litmus test to 

the progress of a society towards an egalitarian world.Equal participation of both the genders in 

the social, economic and political arena beginning from the grass-root level is active variable in 

shaping a just, democratic, stabilized and developed society. ―Incorporating women in the 

nation-building process as early on as possible will help make these improvements happen 

sooner.‖ 

 Both, Men and Women should realise the power and charisma of women, what 

proposition she can achieve in the race for progress for them, their family, society, economy and 

the nation. Female share half the population and plays equally as the building blocks of the 

nation‘s development. In the words of, Martin Luthar King, Jr. ―A mother's place is inside her 

home, but she should also make certain, she gets outside that home enough to help worthwhile 
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crusades and actively mould the country her children will live in. She, therefore holds a key 

position and her role in shaping the fate of the nation must be recognised and respected.‖ 

 Today's modern confident women are educated and have repudiated their social 

inhibitions and fears. They have proved to the world that they are highly equipped to compete 

their male-counterparts in personal as well as professional spheres of life. They are successful as 

homemakers as well as professionals, academicians, bureaucrats, politicians etc. 

Role of women in nation-building: 

 Women across the globe have proved themselves as competent, scholar, dynamic, 

vibrant, sincere and perfect in almost every aspect of polity, social affairs, economic, financial, 

business and administration etc. They have demonstrated their efficiency and perseverance to 

face all odds, challenges and obstacles and manifested their genius, efforts and role in shaping 

development exhibiting indistinguishable capabilities, in a male dominated society. Today's 

educated and modern women have shed away their inhibitions and fears. They have shown to the 

world that they are highly equipped to compete in personal and professional spheres. They are 

successful both as homemakers as well as professionals, academicians, bureaucrats, politicians, 

etc. 

 Women have a great role to play in the progress of a country with her long lasting and 

far-reaching connect with physical as well as mental life. William Ross Wallae celebrated the 

women-hood and praised pre-eminent feminine force and mother-hood in his poem ―What Rules 

the World‖. The refrain from this poem has became a commonly used proverb ―The Hand That 

Rocks the Cradle Is the Hand That Rules the World‖ which means that ―In woman is hidden the 

revolutionary energy which can establish paradise on this earth.‖ 

 Women are the companions of men, the magnificent creation of God, a multidimensional 

personality with the power of munificence, adjure strength, veracity and broad mindedness. 

Gifted by God with equal mental ability and embodiment of love and affection, she has a 

significant protagonist in the evolvement for the humanity. The responsibilities squared by the 

women in the society are the correct measure and appropriate index of its civilizational 

attainment. In the literary work of Gurudeo Rabindranath Tagore women are portrayed in avatar 

of confident, outspoken and strong characters playing vivid roles on societal canvas. In his words 

―Woman is the builder and moulder of a nation's destiny, though delicate and soft as lily, she has  

heart, stronger and bolder than that of a man, she is the supreme inspiration for man‘s onward 

march.‖ 
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 The dawn of freedom and the Indianfreedom movement witnessed remarkable positive 

turn for the Indian women. Feminist movement in India started while India was struggling to get 

free itself from the colonial rule i.e. the British Raj. Many women joined the independence 

movement to shoulder the responsibility with their male counterpart. In 1857 which is considered 

as the beginning of Indian movement for freedom, Rani Laxmibai the queen of the Maratha 

princely state of Jhansi is an epitome of bravery, resistance and courage displayed by a woman in 

India. Savitribai Phule, Capt. Laxmi Sehgal, Mahadevi Verma, Sarojini Naidu, Mira Ben, Vijay 

Lakshmi Pandit, Aruna Asaf Aliwere a few women, who not only joined but successfully played 

important role in our struggle for independence. These feminist along with masses of women set 

exemplary display of courage, determination and capabilities of the woman. The prominent 

Indian leaders such as Mahatma Gandhi, PanditJawaharlal Nehru and Dr. Rajendra Prasad 

realized the urgent need and importance of women‘s emancipation. They realized the importance 

of upliftment of women and their equal status as of men in political, economical, domestic, 

educational opportunities in India for progress and significant advancement of our country in any 

field. They gave clarion call for women‘s participation in the freedom movement.  

 To provide women more wide scope of participation in the economic interest of the 

country, the government has implemented major programmes such as Mahila Smirdhi Yojna, 

Women‘s development Cooperation, Mahila Bank etc. By the effective implementation of 

literacy mission and government plans, the female literacy rate has significantly increased. 

 Women in independent India are successfully playing significant role, as doctors, 

engineers, judges, scientists, diplomats, legislators, ministers, president and even as a prime 

minister. Smt. Indira Gandhi had held the office of Prime Minister of India for more than a 

decade in high esteem the world over. Smt. Vijay Lakshmi Pandit became the first women 

President of the United Nations General Assembly. Woman in India have really become into 

their own, playing important role in every field demolishing myth that ―higher fields and 

positions were only meant for men‖. Women have held their modesty up and proved to be more 

vibrant, dynamic, sincere and perfect for all positions, status, office and stream of opportunities. 

Modern women occupy top ranks; attain immense success in all the fields such as sports, 

politics, performing arts, police, administration, medicine etc. They have proved themselves not 

only equal but also better than their male counterparts. These women have shaped their own 

destiny as well as the country's destiny in such an efficient manner that made the whole society is 

proud of them.Large number of Indian women attained dignity, individuality and respect in their 

respective fieldacross the world, setting new icon and standard of excellence.Mother Teresa, P.T. 

Usha, M.S. Subbulakshmi, Ms. Kiran Bedi, Dr. Padamvati, Mrs. Sushma Swaraj, Medha Patkar, 
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Indira Nooyi, Kalpana Chawla, Roshini Sharma, Arunima Sinha, Arati Saha, Mithali Raj, Smt. 

Pratibha Patil, Mrs. Kiran Bedi, Anjali Gupta, Justice M. Fathima Beevi, Sania Mirza, Sania 

Nehwal, Sarla Thakral, Mary Kom, Bachendri Pal, Priya Jhingan, Durga Banarjee, Kiram 

Mazumdar Shaw, Vandana Luthra, Nirmala Shantiraman, Nita Ambani, Ziya Modi, Falguni 

Nayar, Sonali Banerjee and Pramilla Kalhan have become legendry names in different fields of 

their work. Recently, India had its first-three women air force pilot of the country, which is 

another milestone achieved by the woman.Whether, it is media or social issues or science 

research or stock exchange, or foreign affairs, sports women have shown their ability of 

decision-making, hard work and professionalism in all spheres. They have been successful in the 

roles of professionals, academicians, bureaucrats and politicians. 

 Women's patience and politeness make them better contenders than their male 

counterparts. Today's modern and educated women have shed away their inhibitions and fears. 

They are actively participating in the personal and professional sphere. Role of women in 

modern India can be called as phenomenal. 

 On the one hand, they are perfect homemakers and on the other hand, they have been 

successful in the roles of professionals, academicians bureaucrats and politicians. The modern 

Indian women have honed their skills and have jumped into a battlefield of life fighting against 

social restrictions, emotional ties, religious boundaries and cultural clutches. 

For women as an equal contributor in equal India following provisions are mentioned 

herein:  

Constitutions Aspirations: 

 The Constitution of India incorporates the feminist jurisprudence and aims to achieve 

gender equality in the true sense. Although the term gender equality is specifically not mentioned 

but it is integrated in the text and spirit of the Preamble, Fundamental Rights, Fundamental 

Duties and Directive Principles of State Policy. The Constitution not only guarantees women‘s 

empowerment but also encourages the State to adopt various measures of equality and 

empowerment in favour of women.The Constitution of India makes gender equality a human 

right. 

Constitutional Provisions: 

 Article 14, Article 15, Article 15(3), Article 16, Article 39(a), Article 39(b), Article 

39(c) and Article 42 of the Constitution are of specific importance in terms of gender equality 

and equality in the general sense. Mentioned below are some of the articles- 

https://legislative.gov.in/constitution-of-india
https://www.barandbench.com/topic/preamble
https://indiankanoon.org/search/?formInput=fundamental%20rights
https://moes.gov.in/content/fundamental-duties
https://moes.gov.in/content/fundamental-duties
https://moes.gov.in/content/fundamental-duties
https://www.mea.gov.in/Images/pdf1/Part4.pdf
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/367586/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/609295/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1603957/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1603957/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1603957/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/555882/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/555882/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/62166/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/62166/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/111604/
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Article 14- Article 14 of the Indian Constitution parleys about equal status or equality before the 

law. Every person has been given equal status before the law and the State cannot deny the equal 

protection before law. 

Article 15- Article 15 prohibits all discrimination on the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex and 

place of birth, but this Article enables the state to take positive action and enables them for 

making special provisions for women and children. 

Article 16- Article 16 states that state shall provide equal opportunity for all its citizens in the 

matters of employment or appointment to any office. 

Article 39 – According to Article 39 of the Constitution, it provides for equal pay for equal work 

and the State shall make sure that men and women have an equal right to an adequate livelihood, 

there is equal pay for men and women, the economic system does not result in the concentration 

of wealth and the material resources are distributed to serve a common purpose. 

Article 42– This article casts duty on the State to secure humane conditions for work and for 

maternity relief for women workforce, to assure return on work and human treatment during 

their pregnancy and related matters. 

Legal Provisions: 

 Apart from these constitutional provisions, certain Acts have emerged more or less from 

these constitutional provisions, which are as follows: 

The legal provisions are broadly classified into two categories which are: 

1. Crimes identified under Special Laws 

 The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 

 Under this Act, the employer must give equal pay or remuneration to men and women for 

the same work. No employer can, while recruiting, training or transfer, for the same work, or 

for the work done can discriminate between men and women. 

 The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013 

 The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 2013 came into force on February 3, 2013 on the 

recommendation of the Verma Committee Report. This Act added some new offences such 

as acid attack, sexual harassment, voyeurism, stalking all of which have been incorporated in 

the Indian Penal Code. 

 Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Act, 2013 

 The issue was first brought to light in the Vishaka‘s case in 1992, where protection from 

sexual harassment of women at their place of work was considered to be as the duty of the 

employer, court passed certain specific direction which are later incorporated in the 

https://clc.gov.in/clc/acts-rules/equal-remuneration-act
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/544006/
https://www.prsindia.org/report-summaries/justice-verma-committee-report-summary
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1569253/
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legislation for the same. It is held by the Hon‘ble Court that harassment of women at their 

place of work violates the their fundamental rights guaranteed under Articles 14, 15 

and 21 of the Constitution of India.  

The Women’s Reservation Bill 

 The Women‘s Reservation Bill or the Constitution‘s 108th Amendment Bill, 9
th

 March 

2020 is a pending Bill in which India plans to reserve 33 percent of all seats in the Lower house 

of Parliament of India, the Lok Sabha, and in all state legislative assemblies for women. The 

Rajya Sabha or the Upper House of Parliament has not yet voted on this Bill. 

The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 

 Under the Hindu Succession Act, 1956, amendment was made in 2005 leading to the 

removal of discriminatory provisions. Under the Act, females are granted ownership of all 

property acquired either before or after the signing of the Act, abolishing their ―limited owner‖ 

status. 

The Maternity Benefit Act, 1961 

 An amendment was made in 2017 to the Maternity Benefit Act, 1961. Under the 

Act, paid maternity leave for women employees with less than two surviving children, from the 

original twelve (12) weeks to twenty-six (26) weeks was extended. The amendment further 

provided working mothers who have adopted a child below the age of three months, to take 12 

weeks of maternity leave from the date of receiving the child and also allowed mothers to work 

from home after completing 26 weeks subject to their mode of work and employer‘s consent. 

The Special Marriage Act, 1954 

 The Special Marriage Act, 1954 provides for a special form of marriage irrespective of 

religion, or faith that the other party believes in. This Act replaced the Old Act of 1872. 

The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 

 This Act prohibits the payment or acceptance of dowry as a consideration for marriage. 

Asking for or giving of dowry can be punished by imprisonment of up to six months, a fine of up 

to Rs. 15000 or the amount of dowry, or imprisonment up to 5 years.  

2. Crimes Identified under the Indian Penal Code 

 Rape (Section 375); 

 Kidnapping and abduction (Section 363-373); 

 Molestation (Section 354); 

 Sexual Harassment (Section 509); 

 Importation of a girl (up to 21 years of age); 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1199182/
https://prsindia.org/billtrack/womens-reservation-bill-the-constitution-108th-amendment-bill-2008-45
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/685111/
https://labour.gov.in/whatsnew/maternity-benefit-amendment-act2017
https://labour.gov.in/sites/default/files/TheMaternityBenefitAct1961.pdf
http://legislative.gov.in/sites/default/files/A1954-43_1.pdf
https://www.constitutionaltribunal.gov.mm/lawdatabase/my/download/file/fid/1363
https://wcd.nic.in/act/dowry-prohibition-act-1961
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/623254/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/619940/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/203036/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/68146/
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 Cruelty (Section 498A); 

 Dowry Deaths (Section 304B). 

 

Judicial interpretation and activism:  

1. Vishaka v. State of Rajasthan (1997) 

 In this case, the court laid down ‗The Vishaka Guidelines‘ which were later converted 

into the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace(Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 

2013. This case pertains to a woman Bhanwari Devi who was gang-raped by five men as revenge 

on her for attempting to terminate the marriage of an infant and to fight against the male ego in 

Rajasthan which was part of her job. The Court held that sexual harassment was a clear violation 

of rights under Articles 14, 15, 19 and 21 of the Indian Constitution. 

2. Air India v. Nargesh Meerza (1981) 

 In this case, an inclusive reading of Article 14 was done by the Supreme Court and it was 

decided that employment cannot be denied to any person on the grounds of sex. For inflight 

services, stress was laid on the height of the youth, appearance, and glamour quotient of the 

employees. 

 An aviation company called Air India regulated that the air hostesses should retire if they 

reach the age of 35, conceiving a child, or on marriage whichever occurs earlier. These 

conditions were derogatory and offending and hence challenged in the court and were later 

struck down. 

3. Laxmi v. Union of India (2015) 

 Amidst increasing acid attacks, the Supreme Court was called out to issue directives and 

suggest ways to prevent such attacks. The Court instructed the Governments at both levels to 

prohibit the unauthorised sale of acids across the nation. This decision paved the way to enforce 

harsher punishments for people involved in such crimes. 

4. Vineeta Sharma v. Rakesh Sharma (2020) 

 In this case, the Supreme Court held that daughters will have equal coparcenary rights in 

the Hindu Undivided Family by their birth and cannot be excluded from inheritance irrespective 

of whether they were born before the amendment of 2005 to the Hindu Succession Act, 1956. 

Comparison of provisions for Gender Equality in India and other nations 

 India has always been a gender-sensitive society and this has been a matter of concern. 

The current social structure in India states that women are still considered inferior to men. 

Moreover, India‘s rank in the World Economic Forum‘s Global Gender Gap Index 2020 is 112th 

out of the 153 total countries covered. According to the report, India has slipped by 3% in 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/538436/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/653797/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1031794/
https://www.indiacode.nic.in/handle/123456789/2104?view_type=browse&sam_handle=123456789/1362
https://www.indiacode.nic.in/handle/123456789/2104?view_type=browse&sam_handle=123456789/1362
https://www.indiacode.nic.in/handle/123456789/2104?view_type=browse&sam_handle=123456789/1362
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1903603/
https://www.airindiaexpress.in/en
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/90443079/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/67965481/
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GGGR_2020.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/reports/gender-gap-2020-report-100-years-pay-equality
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offering equality of opportunity to men and women. Iceland topped in this ranking index with 

88% of the gap closed, while India who ranked 112
th

 closed only 66% of the gender gap. The 

major sectors contributing to this gender gap index are education, health, economy, labour force 

participation, and politics. India‘s ranking, being so low, shows that men are still encouraged 

more than women.  

 To compare India with a close ally USA on these dimensions, the US spends much more 

on education and the health sector than India. Women in the US get better opportunities than 

Indian women. This shows the negative impact gender inequality has on Indian women. Even 

India‘s immediate neighbours except for Pakistan performed better in the WEF‘s Global Gender 

Gap Index 2020. In comparison with other countries, there is strong support for gender equality 

around the globe. Amongst the countries surveyed, the majority of them agree that women 

should have equal rights to men. These countries include The UK, The US, France, Germany, 

etc. 

 

Issues and Barriers:  

 India‘s low rank at the ‗WEF‘s Global Gender Gap Index report‘ shows that there is a 

need for work to be done at the grass-root level. Culture and traditions play an important role in 

igniting gender inequality. A cultural parental preference for a son automatically leads to poor 

consequences for daughters. In many parts of the country today, customs like sati, child marriage 

still exist and no one is even aware of all this. To achieve gender equality, solutions should be 

implemented targeting gender-based violence and discrimination; also creating awareness 

especially in the rural areas and remote villages is a must.  

 Women have generally been looked down upon with disdainful contempt. All sorts of 

strictures have been inflicted upon them, reducing their status to a mere play thing or a slave of 

man's whims, a mere creature to remain dumb and just obey. They have been confined to the 

hearth and home. But time and again women have shown streaks of courage, will-power and 

ability to handle responsibilities both inside and outside the house. Women have time and again 

proved that they are equal to men in every field. 

 

Suggestions and Recommendations:  

 The paper suggests that the women must be treated at par with their male counterparts. 

Despite all the contributions made by the women in the different spheres, the ground realities are 

extremely different. A considerable pay disparity still exists between both the sexes across the all 
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job market. Even today, there are quite a handful of women who have been able to make it to the 

top of the ladder only because the female employees are always less considered and not given 

proper opportunity in comparison to their male counterparts. 

 The Indian Constitution provides provisions for equality as a basic right of all the citizens 

of this country, but the disparity still exists in the mind-set of the patriarchal societal setup. Girl 

child is still not welcomed in the family and are considered as a social and economic burden to 

the family. The Government, the Judiciary, and other authorities have time and again 

implemented various measures and programmes to prevent gender discrimination but, this still 

the shallow thinking of the mass has not changed and people even now also consider practising 

female foeticide. These factors negatively contribute to the constitutional goal of achieving 

absolute gender equality and an egalitarian setup in a country like India continues to be a huge 

challenge. 

 It is high time that the society and men changeits attitude towards the women and 

acknowledge that their contribution are of grave importance in overall development process, 

which needs to be acknowledged and applauded. On the professional front, women need to be 

provided equal opportunities with their male counterparts, banishing disparity between men and 

women. Participation of women in politics, education, business and professional work should be 

encouraged.Swami Vivekananda has rightly quoted "There is no chance for the welfare of world 

unless the condition of women is improved. It is not possible for a bird to fly on only one wing". 

By strict implementation of penal laws,the crime against women may be controlled by creating 

deterrent effect. All these measures sound ambitious and stable; however, the main crux of 

improving gender-based equality lies in changing the mindset and the thinking of the people. The 

woman herself needs to understand her potential and break down the barriers around her, instead 

of looking for a role model, she needs to become a reference point for others.  

 In order to make optimum use of our vast woman-power, we must liberate them from 

social taboos and societal bindings. Mere legislation cannot emancipate the women; a radical 

change in our mental make up and our social structure is required.  

 

Conclusion and Summary: 

 It can be said with a sense of pride and confidence that the future of women in India is 

quite bright and that our prosperity will be in men and women walking hand and hand in an 

Equal India. Napoleon was right when he said that by educating the women we educate and 

uplift the whole nation. Women in India have now become more aware of their rights for higher 

position at work, at the same time being a perfect housewife at home. This is the glorious state at 
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which women have reached today. Only elevating presence of women on the top can help bring 

in a semblance of order in the present situation. Emotional, affectionate, caring and yet firm, 

woman is the perennial source of inspiration for man in the odyssey of life. 
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Introduction: 

 Environment which consists of both biotic and abiotic elements is deeply connected to us. 

We are very closely related to our environment. Environment is that which shape us, make us 

what we are today. Our ability, skill or even our behavior, to some extent depends on our 

environment. Without a good or proper environment we cannot survive, or it would be very 

difficult to survive for long. So, it is our duty or responsibility to respect, nurture and develop our 

environment. 

 In the ancient period man was under nature or dominated by environment. But in modern 

era man has controlled over nature and exploited it fully for his selfish benefits. And as a 

consequence we are suffering very much now. Global warming is increasing day by day, sea 

water level is increasing and environmentalpollution is increasing day by day. Many people die 

due to these reasons and also face several health issues. But in postmodern period people has 

realized the severe effects of environmental exploitation and the importance of environmental or 

natural conservation. 

 It is impossible for us to live without using the resources from environment. But the most 

important thing is that we should use the resources of our environment in a moderate way so that 

our next generations can use the resources for their needs and the balance be maintained in the 

environment. 

 It is the responsibility of every man and woman to conserve our environment. But it is 

seen that naturally women are more caring or nurturing to the environment than men. Women are 

more close to the environment as they have to collect water, woods, and foods also (specifically 

in rural areas or underdeveloped countries), they are more dependent on nature and 

consequently, understand the value of environment and its conservation. 

 The paper tries to discuss the feministic role in environmental conservation in Indian 

domain.  
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Importance of environmental conservation: 

 Generally, excess and deficiency of anything, are both harmful. We live within 

environment and very much dependent on it. We use both biotic and abiotic components of our 

environment to fulfill our needs. But to use these resources in extreme amount or in an exploiting 

manner just to attain comforts in our daily life is not acceptable in any way. This is completely 

unethical and must be abandoned. The exploitation of nature in return affects us in many ways. 

The polluted environment and deforestation makes people poor in health. Due to pollution we 

can see many new diseases which are the matter of concern. Again, it can affect the food chains 

of humans and animals. It also affects the atmosphere of the earth, specifically damages the 

ozone layer. Conservation of environment will benefit human species and also the other living 

species.  Thus, we can say that exploitation of our environment would make the earth 

uninhabitable for us. In such a situation respect towards nature is the prime solution or 

demand.Viorica Torii Caciuc refers to J. B. Callicott, ―He states that each time humans get 

involved in a project, be it personal or public, they must evaluate the impact on the environment, 

than they must choose the actions that will increase the diversity, integrity, beauty, stability, 

health, and wellbeing of the biotic community or of the whole ecosystem‖ (Caciuc, 

2014).Coexistence between human and nature is very important. Both need each other for its 

development and survival. So, we need to balance between human and nature. It is 

modernization or industrialization which basically does harm to the nature for financial profit 

and special comfort and luxury.  

 It cannot be said that wanting comfort or luxury is completely wrong, but the thing is that 

we need to balance the relation between human and nature. And for this we strongly need 

environmental ethics. Environmental ethicist J. J. Kassiola says, ―The fate of our planet and all 

of its living inhabitants lies in the balance‖ (Kassiola, 2003). For a better world and better future 

of us we need to make change in modernity and its social values. It is usually stated or thought 

that environmentally consistent values and activities have the chances to harm us more – 

economically. But Kassiola emphasizes environmentally consistent values and asserts, ―Such 

‗environmentally sound options‘ may indeed hurt corporate profits in the short run, but where 

will corporate profits be after a global environmental catastrophe? Will there be more jobs for 

citizens and opportunities for corporate profits in the economy and after a disaster such as 

flooding of coastal cities as a result of global climate change?‖(Kassiola, 2003). 

 In present time, people have become concerned about the complexities due to the 

exploitation of nature. So, they are now concentrated on sustainable development of the 

resources of our environment. Sustainable development of the resources is necessary for the 
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future generations so that they also can use those for fulfilling their vital needs. Conservation of 

environment is very much necessary for us as we get everything necessary for our survival or 

existence from environment.Oxygen, Food, water, shelter, medicine, and various other 

commodities that we use in our daily life we get from our environment or nature. So, life without 

nature is unthinkable. 

 Again, environmental conservation is very important for the protection of wildlife. Only 

in a healthy ecosystem wildlife can survive, otherwise it would become very hard for them to 

survive and also many animal species will be extincteasily. This world belongs to every living 

and non-living. So, it is their right to live in this world within the ecosystem they are able to 

survive. As we, human beings, are the most superior animal so, it is our responsibility to take 

care of them. Superiority does not mean to be the owner of this world rather it means to take 

responsibility for taking care of the world and everything which belongs to it. If you are a taker 

then you must learn to be caretaker. As we take our needs from environment, it is our duty and 

responsibility to take care of it.  

Eco-feministic role for environmental conservation: 

 Eco-feminism is the feministic movement which equates woman and nature. According 

to it, human civilization has been dominating and exploiting nature similarly as men have been 

dominating women since old time.The dignity of women and nature are overlooked by the men 

which is not good for our society and the world. Man must learn to respect woman and nature. 

Only then there will be balance in the society and in the environment. Balanced position implies 

a healthy environment or atmosphere. Only a healthy atmosphere can provide us healthy life. 

Women of India have very crucial role in agriculture and its allied fields which contribute 

in the conservation of nature or environment. Women of India play very active role in 

agricultural aspects which fosters the development of the environment. Basically, the women of 

rural area are involved in agricultural activities and various other allied works. These activities 

include weeding, sowing, transplanting, irrigation, plant protection, harvesting etc. They play a 

key role in ensuring food security and protecting the local biodiversity which maintains the 

balance between human and nature. Rural people have a special love and respect for trees and 

nature. Mostly, Women depend on environment for their household requirements. So, the loss of 

environment directly affects the life of women. ―Throughout history men have looked at natural 

resources as commercial entities or income generating tools, while women have tended to see the 

environment as a resource supporting their basic needs‖ (Sharma and Kaushik, 2011).Hence, 

Indian women do not destroy environment, rather nurture it and maintains the development of 

it.They live in nature and with nature, and consequently, are more sensitive towards nature or 

environment.Indian women respect nature or environment and even worship it.  
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They actually do not make any harm to the nature. It is modernization or industrialization which 

basically does harm to the nature for achieving financial profit and special comfort and luxury. 

 There are various eco-feminist movements for the conservation of environment where 

Indian women have played very crucial role. These are –  

Chipko Movement: 

 This movement can be said to be inspired from the movement held in 1731 A. D., where 

Amrita Devi from Khejarli village of Jodhpur district, Rajasthan sacrificed her life to save the 

trees of her village. She holds a tree and stuck herself to it which means in Hindi ‗Chipko,‘ and 

then she was cut as per the order of then Maharaja (Great King). And then her daughters, 

husband and other villagers came to protest in the same way and one by one 363 people were 

killed and the trees were saved from cutting due to the strong protest.  

 This movement was revived in 1973 and a proper direction to it was given by 

SunderlalBahuguna. And womenfolk of Uttarakhand contributed very much to this movement 

including Bachni Devi, Gaura Devi, Suraksha Devi, Virushka Devi and others of then Uttar 

Pradesh. 

Silent Valley Movement: 

 Silent Valley movement was a social movement to protect the evergreen tropical forest of 

Silent Valley which is situated in the Palakkad district. This movement was started in 1973. This 

movement was launched against the decision of the government to construct a dam for 

hydroelectric power project in the Silent Valley. The poet and environmental activist 

Sugathakumari was one of the most active campaigners of the Silent valley movement. The 

valley was declared as Silent Valley National Park in 1985 as the result of several protests and 

active role played by women. 

Appiko Movement: 

 This movement is similar to the Chipko Movement and was launched in 1983 in 

Karnataka. This movement also was a movement for forest conservation which was launched by 

women and youth of Karnataka region. This movement was against some governmental policy 

which could be the reason of deforestation in South. The role of women, specifically Adivasi 

women was very commendable in that movement. 

Narmada Bachao Andolan: 

 Narmada Bachao Andolan is a social movement which was led by MedhaPatkar in 1985 

around the Narmada River. The farmers, native tribes, environmentalists and human right 

activists also played very crucial role in this.This movement was against the disastrous Narmada 

Valley dams‘ project which could be the cause of the destruction of local habitat or ecosystem. 
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In this movement women played very active role and they were even ready to sacrifice their lives 

to save the great Narmada River. 

 Thus, we can see that how Indian women have actively participated in various 

environmental conservation movements. Again, it is not the case that Indian women have 

participated in environmental movements only but they also play important role in the 

conservation of environment in their daily lives. They are very close to it and understand its 

value very well. 

 

Conclusion:  

 We got know about the importance of nature or environment in our lives. Without a 

proper or healthy environment no one can live in this world. Only a healthy environment can 

provide us a healthy life. Oppression or exploitation of environment in turn makes our lives 

impossible. We must learn to respect each and everything existing in this world. Our relation to 

the nature or environment must be friendly. Only then we can live in this world with peace and 

harmony. As everything in this world has its inner value, we should have respect for them and 

try to coexist with them.  

 Women are always seen to be of nurturing character; and they take care of the 

environment also. Their role in the conservation of environment is pivotal. We must have respect 

for our environment. We can expect good quality fruits from a tree only when we take care of it 

properly. Thus, we can expect some good results or benefits from our environment when we 

nurture it with deep responsibility. It cannot be said that wanting comfort or luxury is completely 

wrong, but the thing is that we need to balance the relation between human and nature. For this, 

we need to change our value systems and perspective towards nature. 
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Abstract:  

 The Muslim society in India with particular reference to the women of South 24 Parganas 

(WB) are negligible causing immense loophole in our insight and understanding the Muslim 

society from empirical point of view. Because of this fact, we hardly know about their society, 

economy, social structure, social organization, culture, social problems, social change and 

developmental processes, gender studies of the Muslim society. The present paper is a modest 

attempt to examine the socio-economic situation of the largest religious minority population 

compared to other religious minorities of the state generally, and the status of Muslim women of 

South 24 Parganas in particular. An attempt has also been made to highlight the socio-economic 

backwardness prevailed among this group of people from historico-religious perspective and to 

find out the factors contributing as a bottleneck in their development and social change. 

Keywords: South 24 Parganas, Muslim Women, Minority, Backwardness, Development. 

 

Introduction: 

 The Muslims of South 24 Parganashitherto remains unexplored for this we have very 

insufficient and little awareness about their society in general and the situation of Muslim 

women in particular in comparison to the women in other religious groups due to the social 

scientists, scholars,academicians, planners and policy makers, researchers and social activists 

etc. who have not paid as their much attention to the Muslims. It is estimated that one-fourth of 

the total population ofSouth 24 Parganas are Muslims by religion and are the biggest and 

principal minority of the state comprising about ninety six percent to the total minority 

population of the state and about twenty five percent population of this state are belongs to the 

Muslim community, according to 2001 census report of India, inhabiting in all the districts of 

West Bengal in various quantity. There are twelve such districts where the Muslims represent 

about twenty five percent to the respective district‘s total population and at the same time as in 
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the districts like North Dinajpur, Malda and Murshidabad their population represents more than 

fifty percent to the total population of the respective districts. 

 Muslims have been found mosteducationally backward religious minority community at 

national level and for which the Government of India acknowledged them National 

Educationally Backward Minority in 1993 nevertheless the destiny of the Muslims of Indian has 

not changed in the last sixty two years of independence when they are again found most 

underprivileged section of the country by the Sachar Committee Report of 2006. 

 Despite the fact that overall progress of any nation or state is not possible without 

considering its women irrespective of their caste, color and creed as they represent about half of 

the population. The Muslim women of South 24 Parganas are lagged behind the mainstream on 

all human development indicators since independence due to various external and internal 

factors. They have not received ample attention of the academicians, Government and also social 

workers although there is an acute need to undertake researchers in order to find out the factors 

contributing as a bottlenecks in their development and social change and their multifarious 

problems specific to Muslim women . They are still remained socially, economically and 

educationally towards the back when change is the assortment of today. Empowerment of 

women implies their better position in socio-political and economic spheres. Muslim women‘s 

empowerment is crucial as they continue to be victimized bytraditional social structure, social 

systems and social institutions of the community when modernization of women in India is a 

potential medium. The educational backwardness of majority of the Muslim women is one of the 

crucial factors for their way behind, employment and economic empowerment is also 

indispensable for raising status in social hierarchy and social change. Therefore, lack of 

education, economic dependency, poverty and ignorance of their rights has made them further 

vulnerable to exploitation. 

 Since the 1930s this term has been applied to social groups that are oppressed or 

stigmatized on the basis of racial, ethnic, biological, or other characteristics. Louis Writh, for 

example, defines a minority group as „a group of people who, because of their physical or 

cultural characteristics, are singled out from the others in the society in which they live for 

differential and unequal treatment and who therefore regard themselves as objects of collective 

discrimination. However, seen in these terms, a minority group could in fact constitute a 

numerical; majority in any society-for example Blacks in South Africa. It might be more useful, 

therefore, to distinguish between groups which are actually a minority in numbers and those 

which are marginal in terms their access to power.
1
 A minority is a group of people subjected to 

prejudice and discrimination in a given society. Minority groups are not necessarily numerically 
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small groups; they are simply victims of differential and unequal treatment. In the United States, 

blacks are a minority, numerically and sociologically. But in South Africa under the apartheid 

system, blacks were the majority group, a predominant majority that was discriminated against 

by a small group of whites who had the power. In India or West Bengal, the government makes a 

distinction between minorities and weaker sections. Muslims, Christians, Sikhs, Buddhists, 

Zoroastrians, and jains, as well as the handicapped and the elderly are treated as minorities. Note 

that these are all numerically smaller groups. But Dalits, tribals, and backward classes are treated 

as weaker sections. Women are also categorized as weaker sections whether or not they are 

numerically small. Therefore, it appears that weaker sections actually mean minoritiesor groups 

who suffer discrimination and unequal treatment. 
2
 Minority Right has been a problematic issue 

for international law to handle. Although international law primarily deals through the medium 

of states and minorities generally have no locus standing, the treatment which minorities receive 

from their states has increasingly become a matter of international concern. International law, 

however, has historically found it difficult to deal with the problems around minorities. Like the 

poor, the week and the inarticulate, minorities have historically fallen victim to persecution and 

genocide. Even in the contemporary period of relative tolerance and rationality, minorities are 

often subjected to persecution, discrimination and genocide. The stance of international law 

remains tentative and extremely cautious, for minorities pose questions of a serious nature; they 

exit in myriad forms, with their own social, political, cultural and religious particularities.
3
has 

pointed out, from the Constitution of India, 1950, e.g., Articles 30, 350-A and 350-B, that in 

India, the National Constitution of 1950 or any other Constitutional document does not define 

the word Minority.
4
 The Constitution only refers to Minorities and speaks of those based on 

religion or language. In the constitution of India, the Preamble as amended in 1976declares the 

State to be Secular, and this is of special relevance for the Religious Minorities. Equally relevant 

for them, especially, is the prefatory declaration of the Constitution in its Preamble that all 

citizens of India are to be secured liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship and 

equality of status and opportunity. By constitution India is secular, democratic and republic. It 

gives recognition to all religions professed by the citizens of India and also gives recognition to 

group identities as such. The constitution of India guarantees to all citizens of India the social, 

economic and political justice; liberty of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship; equality 

of status and opportunity; and seeks to promote fraternity among Indians in order to assure the 

dignity of individuals and the unity of the nation. 
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 The constitution deals with the Fundamental Rights and gives assurance to all citizens of 

India that no discrimination will be permitted on the grounds of religion, race, caste, sex or place 

of birth, Article-15. This acquires significance in the case of Muslims on the ground of their 

position as a religious or cultural minority in India. The constitution also assures equality of 

opportunity to all in the matters of employment under government, Article-16. It gives freedom 

of speech, expression, residence, acquisition and disposal of property, practice of profession, free 

association and free movement, Article-19, gives the right of freedom of religion Article-25, 

protects the cultural and educational rights of the minorities ,Article-29. All these provisions also 

acquire significance when applied to the Muslim community, who constitutes one of the 

important cultural minorities of the country. Every Muslim citizen of India is individually a 

member of a distinct religious community, which together with other religious communities 

constitute the Indian nation. Therefore every Muslim citizen of this country individually and 

Muslims as a whole collectively are the part of Indian nation.
5 

 Muslims are mostly self-employed and their share in regular paid jobs is low. The Hindu 

population is relatively better employed in regular salary-paying jobs in urban areas. The work 

participation of Muslim females is extremely low. The landholding is better among Hindus than 

Muslims, and Muslims work on non-agricultural occupation in substantial proportions in rural 

part of India. Muslims, are, by far, the least educated when compared with Hindus and Christian 

populations in India.
6
 W. W. Hunter states that, ―….earlier it was impossible for a well born 

Musalman to become poor; at present it is almost impossible for him to continue rich‖.
7
 Any 

assessment of the socio-economic conditions of Muslims in South 24 Parganas needs to 

recognize that, like other minorities, issued faced by Muslims are multifaceted as they 

simultaneously face problems relating to security, identity, and equity. And the interplay of these 

dimensions is at the core of the socio-economic and political processes that the community is 

exposed to on a daily basis. An empirical exploration of these multidimensional issues is 

typically hampered by the non-availability of relevant hard and unbiased data. Such data 

constraints are typically more severe for security and identity-related concerns.
8 

 The education commission, Ministry of Education, Government of West Bengal, stated 

that it is the responsibility of the educational system to bring different social classes and groups 

together to promote the emergence of an egalitarian and integrated society. But unfortunately the 

educational development is very poor in South 24 Parganas(WB). Various efforts have been 

taken in the post independent period to spread education among the masses. But result is not very 

satisfactory, especially in the context of scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, minorities and other 

backward communities or weaker sections.
9
 Enrolment rates at the primary level have risen 
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considerably, but many of the students who enroll drop out and only a very small number 

manage to get beyond the primary stage. Gender inequality in education is one important aspect 

of educational disparity. Inequality and differences between communities is another critical 

aspect of this brother phenomenon of disparity in India. Though the census reports remain silent 

on the educational status of Muslims, it is well known that the literacy and educational levels of 

Muslims is below the national average. 

 The educational backwardness of Muslim women is a matter of particular concern, 

especially the high drop-out rate, resulting in subsequently fewer proportions of them managing 

to complete high school, and even less availing of higher education. Not surprisingly, Muslim 

women account for the lowest levels of educational attainment.
10

 There is also a common belief 

that Muslim parent feel that education is not important for girls and that it may instill a wrong set 

of values. Even if girls are enrolled, they are withdrawn at an early age to marry them off. This 

leads to a higher drop-out rate among Muslim girls. Our interactions indicate that the problem 

may lie in non-availability of schools within easy reach for girls at lower levels of education, 

absence of girl‘s hostels, absence of female teachers and availability of scholarships as they 

move up the education ladder.
11

 Muslims in South 24 Parganas are facing two major problems-

education and employment which are essential for the socio-economic development of human 

beings. It is evident that Muslims in West Bengal as well as Muslims in South 24 Parganas are 

lagging behind in terms of quantitative and qualitative education. 

 It is evident that the condition of Muslims in South 24 Parganas in the field of education 

is very poor, even poorer than SCs/STs. Again, woman‘s education among Muslims in the state 

is lower than men. It is seen that the educational status of Muslims in South 24 Parganas, like 

other parts of the State, is also depressing. Among various reasons, the major reasons for 

educational backwardness among the Muslims are poor economic condition, limited number of 

government and government aided schools in Muslim areas and lack of job opportunities of the 

educated people in the community. Perhaps Muslim women are lagging behind in education 

because of socio-cultural pattern of the family and the society, the negative attitude towards girls 

education and are lack of infrastructural facilities for education in Muslim concentrate areas. 

Muslims have limited access to far off school. Need of the hour is to provide job 

orientededucation and also to set up sufficient number of technical schools for male and female 

separately in the Muslimconcentrated areas.
12

 

 Predominantly rural, the Muslim population in the South 24 Parganas is engaged in 

agricultural pursuits, a very large number of them work as agricultural labour and many others 
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suffer from unemployment and under-employment. Facilities for education are awfully 

inadequate and to the extent they are available, they are beyond easy reach of their 

overwhelmingly large number, because of the cost involved.Impelled to resort to self 

employment for their survival a substantial number specializes in a few crafts like carpentry, 

needle and zari works, tailoring, embroidery, paper crafts and the occupation of gold smith etc. 

and such odd jobs like rickshaw pulling, which draw them to cities including Delhi and Bombay. 

Kolkata provides very limited scope for their presence in the city is not quite significant. Day 

labourers, including women from poverty stricken families from suburban areas, arriving to the 

city every morning, largely through local trains quite often get grossly exploited. The sad tales of 

their sufferings deserve serious attention. 

 The presence of Muslims from rural areas of South 24 Parganas, in the city is so 

negligible that a few educated Muslim youth, arriving to the city in search of employment do not 

find accommodation in suitable areas, and under situational pressure have to change their name 

for obtaining place to live in non-Muslim areas.  

 These and similar other social facts go to explain the overall prevailing social situation.
13

 

The societal pluralism of India, as fortified by the unique Constitutional concept of secularism, 

raises the need for the protection anddevelopment of all sorts of weaker sections of the Indian 

citizenry-whether this weakness is based on numbers or on the social, economic or educational 

status of any particular group. The Constitution, therefore, speaks of Religious and Linguistic 

Minorities, Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and Backward Classes and makes- or leaves 

room for making-for them special provisions of various natures and varying import.
14

On the 

completion of five decades ofindependence, women in Muslim communities face considerable 

challenges as citizens of West Bengal and as members of west Bengal largest minority. Their 

poor socio-economic status reflects a lack of social opportunity which, though not a feature 

exclusive to Muslim women, is exacerbated by their marginal status within an overall context of 

social disadvantage for most West Bengal women. 

 According to government reports, Muslim women are among the poorest, educationally 

disenfranchised, economically vulnerable, politically marginalized group in the country or WB 

State.  

 A lack of information on Muslim women contributes to the reinforcement of cultural 

stereotypes, serving to obfuscate their life experiences and struggles. Consequently, the notion 

that Muslim women‘s status in South 24 Parganas is attributable to certain intrinsic, immutable 

Islamic features or that their social status derives solely from Muslim laws is widely prevalent. 
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  In a context where the Shari‘s is used to justify women‘s subordination, it is imperative 

for Muslim women in South 24 Parganas to enter the discourse on the Shari‘s with reference to 

personal law, and challenge their historic marginalization from religious knowledge. 

  The lack of social opportunities for Muslim women is a crucial issue needing urgent 

action. An improvement in literacy rates would directly influence Muslim women‘s socio-

economic and political status as citizens of South 24 Parganas (WB). 

  The acknowledgement of the universality of women‘s rights by the international 

community is relevant to the debate on Islam and women‘s rights, particularly with reference to 

women‘s rights in the family.
15

 Observing a general lack of knowledge about the meaning and 

implications of being a minority the author is critical of the people who discourage revealing the 

facts of extremely bad socio-economic condition of the Muslims for fear of making them 

unnerved. Revealing truth is necessary for creating awareness leading to the solution of the 

problem. 

 Quoting reports of the national Family Health Survey it is shown that Muslim Women are 

seven times behind Hindu women in high school education and in post-high school they are nine 

times behind them.Muslims in rural South 24 Parganasbare predominantly engaged in 

agriculture, a very large number of them are agricultural labour. They also specialize in several 

handicrafts. Predominantly much smaller number of Muslims fromThe South 24 Parganas has 

come to live and work in this difficulty they have to change their name to conceal; their identity. 

 Over 75% of Muslims in Calcutta (South 24 Parganas) live in bustees, large areas of their 

abode have been acquired by the authorities and they have been seldom resettled in the area 

developed. They are the victims of the wrong notion of being a floating population. Nearly 80% 

are either born in the same bustee, or in Calcutta or in West Bengal. 4 percent of the total 

numbers of children are enrolled in recognized schools and a total of 9% attend same sort of 

school recognized or unrecognized and 91% do not have any school to attend. Those enrolled 

hardly complete school education and 90% of the enrolled get dropped out. Child labour is 

rampant. 

 Occupational structure of the Muslims inCalcutta,South 24 Parganas differs sharply from 

that of the Hindus. Their bustees are the hub of a number of handicrafts besides providing them 

space to live. Action programme to improve the overall condition has to keep in mind both 

economy and education because of their interdependence.
16 
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Conclusion: 

 Despite the fact that a good number of the studies mostly advocates towards the Islamic 

theology, ideology, historical perspectives, religious reformatory movements, laws, and the like, 

social scientists like sociologists and social anthropologists, academicians, researchers, scholars, 

social activists, planners and policy makers etc. have not paid much attention to the Muslims in 

general and the women of their society in particular as it deserves. while, in recent past very 

insignificant amount of studies were in print but those are too tiny to fill the gap of our insight 

and understanding about the people under study and because of which we hardly be acquainted 

with the dynamics of Muslim society, social structure, and social organization, social 

problems,social change, culture, subsistence economy, process of development and last but not 

the least on the subject of gender studies of the Muslims societies. 

 By reviewing the overall circumstances of the Muslim women of South 24 Parganas 

(WB) it has been observed that the situations are very pitiable almost in every facet 

ofdevelopment. In respect of educational attainment, participation in gainful jobs, economic and 

political empowerment the women in Muslim society are most marginalized, underprivileged, 

secluded and are in a state of hardship and lagged behind the mainstream which retarded them in 

normal progress in the field of education, economy, politics, knowledge and culture. It is a 

visible fact that the educational status of the Muslims with particular reference to the women is 

very low, inadequate and negligible due to complex panorama of educational problems among 

the Muslim women of South 24 Parganas (WB) where historical, situational, educational and 

socio-cultural variables are together playing the key roles to perpetuate the situation in the 

contemporary time when modernization is the order of the day. Moreover the RanganathMisra 

Commission Findings and the Sachar Committee Report in addition have revealed the fact that 

Muslims are socio-economically, educationally, politically and culturally underprivileged and 

way behind the mainstream Indian society. 

  The multifaceted strange troubles faced by them are coupled with anxieties pertaining to 

security question, identity perception, discrimination and justice. The economic backwardness of 

the Muslim women is a recurring and enduring process as it is leading to social and educational 

backwardness and in turn is resulting in their economic backwardness further. Again the 

consequential result of educational backwardness creates a sort of social and cultural setting 

among them which perpetuates the elements of orthodoxy and traditionboundness among the 

Muslims of South 24 Parganas (WB). One thing is conspicuous that Muslims as a whole have 

been suffering from the apparent prejudice and deprivation in almost every section of the society. 

These people are at the lowest platform of the society and have need of affirmative action. 
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 The prime thing which is necessary for socio-economic development of the women in Muslim 

society is their awareness, spontaneous motivation and their participation in different 

developmental programmes for their progress in the given society. Like other backward 

communities in India, the backwardness of the Muslims women in their society is a national 

crisis and should be documented as a setback of the entire territory so that the nation as a whole 

act together to get rid of this menace.  

 Again last but not the least despite the fact that the plight of Muslim women of South 24 

Parganas (WB) is much worse than other social groups, in recent times due to impact of a 

mixture of factors which are well thought-out to be the paramount for the progress of any social 

group irrespective their colour, creed, sex, race etc. such as modernization, urbanization, 

westernization, globalization, changes in socio-economic facet, democracy, opening out in the 

means of communication, proper allocation and utilization of Government infrastructure, mass 

media, spread of education, lawful enactment regarding the marginal section of the society like 

Muslim, their society is gradually undergoing changes in advancing towards masculinity and 

femininity coming out from their frustration, low level of aspiration, fear psychosis and 

traditionboundness nature, inferiority and minority complex. All these characteristics which had 

kept these people immobilized and retarded from the normal progress in social ladder for long 

time starving from social change and upward vertical and horizontal mobility are now giving the 

way to improvement and empowerment of both Muslim men and women of South 24 Parganas 

(WB). 
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Abstract: 

 Since the glorious days of our freedom struggle, Indian women have played a key role in 

every field of life such as in empowerment of society,nation building, taking the nation forward 

on the development path and leading the country in the cleanliness drive. Women have found 

themselves in very significant positions and played their roles with utmost excellence. Present 

study is undertaken to know the role of women in nation building, Indian government role in 

women empowerment, and socio-political role ofwomen. The present study is mainly based on 

secondary data, collected from government reports, books and online journals. 

Keywords: Women empowerment, WWD, IRDP, SGSY, DWCRA 

 

Introduction: 

 In traditional Indian society, women were confined to the four walls of houses 

performing household activities. Even a distinction was made between men‘s at work and 

women‘s at work, particularly that of the women with family responsibilities. Majority of 

women entrepreneurs are engaged in the unorganised sectors like agriculture, agro based 

industries, handicrafts, handlooms kitchen activities and other cottage based industries like 

basket making, chair making, crates making etc.  

 Empowerment strategies are varied and refer to those strategies which enable women to 

realize their full potentials. They consist of greater access to knowledge and resources, greater 

autonomy in decision making, greater ability to plan their lives, greater control over the 

circumstances that influence their lives and finally factors which factors which would free them 

from the shackles of custom beliefs and practices. Unless they themselves become conscious of 

the oppression meted out to them and show initiative to push forward it would not be possible to 

change their status much. Some of the empowerment mechanisms could be identified as follows.  

 Better health care for herself and her children 

 Literacy and higher education  

 Grater work participation in modernized sector  
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 Higher age at marriage 

 Opportunities for higher positions of power including Governance. 

 Necessary financial and services support for self employment 

 Self reliance self respect and dignity of being a woman.  

 Complete knowledge of her rights and above all  

 Several measures have been introduced to encourage women education. Incentives have 

been provided for larger enrollment of Girls in schools and higher seats of learning. Reduction in 

fees, Provision of bicycles, scholarship, lap top, tab, exclusive schools and colleges for girls and 

many more literacy programs like each one teach one, project approach, continuing education 

approach are other measures. The percentage of literacy has been risen, more girls are enrolled in 

technical education, like medical line, engineering, management etc. They are proving their merit 

in competitive examination.  

 In India rights of women of public employment recognized under articles 16(1) and 16(2) 

of the constitution, grant the right of equal opportunities in respect to employment to men and 

women without any distinction.  

 Women of the modern days are shifting to towns and cities. There is education and 

economic independence and doors are open giving them access to areas where they are growing 

and blossoming as an individuals in their own right.  

 Women are seen not only in schools, colleges but also in the military and defense field. 

Law, science, medical and even in aeronautics and space exploration.Women proved herself that 

they are also equally contributing towards nation development.  

Indian government role in women empowerment:  

 The first few plans followed a welfares approach and treated as women as recipients of 

aid. The first five year plan focused its attention on the problem of high infant and maternal 

mortality and then undertook steps to develop school feeding schemes for children and creation 

of nutrition sections in the public health departments and maternity and child health centers. The 

focus of second five year plan was on the problems of women workers. Hence policies were 

initiated for equal pay for equal work, provision of facilities for training to enable women to 

compete for higher jobs and expansion of opportunities for part time employment. The main 

thrust of the third plan was the expansion of girl‘s education. On the social welfare side the 

largest share was provided. For expanding rural welfare services and condensed courses of 

education for adult women. The fourth plan continues to emphasize women‘s education. The 

fifth plan gave priority for training of women in need of care and protection, women from low 

income family‘s needy women with dependent children and working women. During this period 
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a separate bureau of Women‘s  Welfare and Development (WWD) was set up in 1976 as part of 

the erstwhile department of social welfare in order to intensity the country-wide efforts launched 

during the international year of the women. The Bureau was entrusted with the major 

responsibility of implementing the National Plan of Action for women besides coordinating the 

activities relating to women‘s welfare and development.  

 The sixth plan for the first time in India‘s history contained a separate chapter on Women 

and Development. To make the International Women‘s Decade a success it emphasized on three 

strategies via economic independence, educational advancement and access to health care and 

family planning. Hence varieties of programmes were taken up under different sectors of 

development to ameliorate the socio economic status of women. In the rural development sector 

the IRDP gave priority to women heads of households and about 35% of total number of 

beneficiaries under TRYSEM was women. A new scheme viz Development of Women and 

Children in RuralAreas (DWCRA) was started in 1982-83 as a pilot project in the blocks of the 

country. Many voluntary organizations were requested to avail funds from the government for 

the above schemes and benefit women.  

 Another program Swarnajayanti Gram SwarojgarYojana (SGSY) was launched in 1999. 

The purpose is to bring assisted poor families above the poverty line by providing income 

generating assets through mix of the bank credit and subsidy.  

 Under Science and Technology for Women varieties of activities were taken up. Projects 

were sponsored for development of smokeless chullahs use of solar cookers settingup of bio-gas 

plants and devices for improving the water purification system. A number of technology 

demonstrations cum training centers at selected focal points all over the country were setup by 

the National Research Development Corporation (NRDC) to provide expertise and resources to 

women entrepreneurs.  

Women’s role during freedom struggle: 

 Although the importance of women cannot be attributed only to the freedom struggle as it 

dates back to the pre-independence struggle era i.e. since ancient and medieval times, the 

manner in which women in India came into the public sphere particularly in political sphere 

is remarkable. During 1857 revolt India had important women participants such asSarojini 

Naidu, Jhansi Rani Lakshmi Bai, Kittur Rani Channamma and Begum Hazrat Mahal. 

 The first mass participation of women in the national movement started with the Swadeshi 

movement and kept on increasing through the Non Cooperation Movement with certain 

limitations. In Civil Disobedience Movement we saw women coming in thousands of 
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numbersand leading the key aspects of the National Movement through initiatives like 

picketing of liquor and cloth shops, taking care of the injured freedom fighters, going to 

jails. Therefore, they earned for themselves what they got in the constitution in 1950 which 

was the Universal right to ‗Adult Franchise‘. 

 During the time of freedom struggle (especially during the Civil Disobedience Movement 

and Quit India movement) women in large numbers began to take part in national life and 

sacrificed their personal life for the sake of national cause. 

 

Women’s role inIndian politics: 

 In 1917 an Irish woman, Annie Besant became president of the Indian National 

Congress and in 1925 Sarojini Naidu became the first Indian woman who assumed the role 

of President of the INC. 

 Moving ahead with the post-independence era, India managed to elect its first woman Prime 

Minister Shrimati Indira Gandhi even when the western world did not even think of women 

leaders at that time. 

 The participation of women in Indian Politics has not improved at a rate of expectation that 

it would improve given the stellar role women played in national movement, the increasing 

focus of participation of women in politics is giving fruitful results to the Indian polity. 

 Injecting democracy at the grass root level i.e. at the level of panchayat and municipalities 

India has managed to securethousands of women representatives. Thorough analyses of low 

representation at national and state level signal that the political parties are reluctant to give 

seats to women because of politics being a game of winning ability and power management. 

Women are shy of participating in politics because of increasing violence and 

criminalisation of politics. 

 It is important to understand that the political representation of women is important because 

this is how issues related to women and other major policy decisions get the right kind of 

space. Experience shows that when women are in important leadership rules the policies 

change for good. 

 

Women’s role in social area 

 Women do not face discrimination in employment opportunities or promotion in the 

academic sphere and in the sphere of pure sciences,professional and financial areas like 

banking has accommodated many young professional women. But the prevalence of 

disparity at the lower levels of society is disturbing such as women being paid less in rural 
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labour sector. It is also being said that the Minimum Wages Act also discriminate between 

women‘s and men‘s wages in agriculture and construction labour sectors.  

 There is a debate about the nutritional status of women which was raised recently when so 

many women won Olympic medals for India. The Indian women are nutritionally not 

considered as strong as their western counterparts. Despite the obvious limitations of low 

nutritional status compared to the males, Indian women performed exceptionally well in 

Olympics. 

 In Swachh Bharat campaign also, women are leading from the front.  In the areas of 

cleanliness and hygiene women are entrusted with the responsibility within the family. To 

mark this achievement, the Union Government is celebrating Swachh Shakti Saptahto 

highlight the role of women in the Clean India mission and to recognize their leadership and 

honour the women sanitation winners. 

 

Conclusion: 

 The World Bank recommended that safest and only way to lift India out of poverty is to 

educate and increase the status of county‘s women. As it is already observed by our great 

freedom fighter Mahatma Gandhiji and our 1
st
 Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru.Our 1

st
 

woman Prime Minister Smt. Indira Gandhi also stressed that women have trailed behind men in 

almost all sectors and their status could be raised by providing opportunities for their 

independent means of employment/entrepreneurship. Women have proved that they are not less 

than men in efficiency, hardwork or intelligence.  
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Abstract:  

 This paper is an attempt to deconstruct the social structuring of male superiority through 

the eyes of feminism and gender studies. The paper moves through the conventions of the 

patriarchy which stood as a barrier for women and how some of our Indian women have broken 

those patriarchal norms prevailing throughout our society. Then theories aid in dissecting the key 

factors that formulate the social superiority of man.  

 

Introduction: 

 According to Hindu Religion, Shakti, Sampathi, and Sadbhodhi, power, wealth, and 

wisdom, are ruled by Goddesses Durga, Lakshmi, and Saraswathi. With that point in mind, this 

highly spiritual land called India with the second-highest population in the world has only 21 % 

of women contributing to the better tomorrows of the nation. At 17 % of GDP, Indian women's 

economic contribution is less than half of the global average and falls short of China's 40 %. If 

50 % of women joined the workforce, India's growth rate could be increased by 1.5 percentage 

points per year, to 9 percent.  

 This shows the disparity that exists between the genders in India. Even after 75 years of 

independence, Indian women are struggling for financial independence. To find the root cause of 

this, we must dissect the Indian Society. Be it of any religion or caste or creed, the subjugated 

gender of women is in a continuous struggle for identity. It is an age-old practice of patriarchy 

that drives Indian society forward. Patriarchal society prioritizes men and, to some extent, limits 

women's human rights. Male dominance gets reflected in both the public and private spheres. In 

this way, feminists employ the term "patriarchy" to describe the power dynamic between men 

and women, as well as to investigate the root cause of women's subordination.  

 In its broadest sense, patriarchy refers to the manifestation and institutionalization of 

male dominance over women and children in the family, as well as the extension of male 

dominance over women in society as a whole. It implies that "men hold power in all of society's 

important institutions" and that "women are denied access to such power." It does not, however, 

imply that "women are either completely powerless or completely deprived of rights, influence, 

and resources" (Lerner, 1989). Patriarchal ideology exaggerates biological differences between 
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men and women, ensuring that men are always in the dominant, or masculine, roles and women 

are always in the subordinate, or feminine, roles. Because of the power of this ideology, "men 

are usually able to secure the apparent consent of the very women they oppress." They 

accomplish this "via institutions such as the academy, the church, and the family, each of which 

justifies and reinforces women's subordination to men" (Millett, 1977). Power, dominance, 

hierarchy, and competition characterize the patriarchal system. As a result, patriarchy is a social 

structure and practice in which men dominate, oppress, and exploit women.  

 In India, there is significant variation across regions, classes, religions, ethnic and caste 

groups, and so on. The country's family structure and kinship patterns, social and economic 

milieu, culture, and social practices vary greatly. The rural-urban divide must also be considered 

as a consistent factor. This rich diversity was exacerbated by the changes brought about by 

colonial rule. Since then, traditional and modern values have been perpetually at odds, resulting 

in numerous ambiguities. Because of the lack of social, cultural, and economic homogeneity, 

generalizing Indian women in the crucible of change is difficult, and images of Indian women 

are paradoxical and contradictory.  

 Indian women, be it in skyscrapers of urban or rural grounds of India face inequality and 

emotional turmoil just the same. The power structure of India is hard for women to take in hand. 

Societal power and decision-making are traditionally handled by the menfolk. The superiority of 

men over women is discussed in plenty by many. Aristotle proposed similar "theories" and 

referred to males as active and females as passive. The Female was a "mutilated male," someone 

without a soul in his eyes. In his opinion, a woman's biological inferiority makes her inferior in 

her capacities, her ability to reason, and thus her ability to make decisions. Because man is 

superior to woman, he is born to rule and she is born to be ruled. "The courage of man is shown 

in commanding a woman in obeying," he said (Learner, 1989). Women's biology, according to 

modern psychology, determines their psychology, and thus their abilities and roles. Sigmund 

Freud, for example, stated that anatomy is destiny for women. In his opinion, ―a normal human 

being was a man‖ (Freud, 1977).  

 Patriarchy, which assumes male superiority over females, shamelessly maintains 

women's dependence on, and subordination to, men in all aspects of life. As a result, all power 

and authority within the family, society, and state remain solely in the hands of men. As a result 

of patriarchy, women have been denied their legal rights and opportunities. Patriarchal values 

limit women's mobility and reject their freedom over themselves and their property. "Something 

else is less important than the other thing," subordination means (Cobuild, 2010). 
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"Subordination" means "having less power or authority than someone else in a group or 

organization," according to Advanced Learners Dictionary (Hornby, 2003).  

 The term 'women's subordination' refers to women's inferior position, lack of access to 

resources and decision-making, and the patriarchal domination that women face in most 

societies. As a result, women's subordination denotes women's inferior position to men. The 

feeling of powerlessness, discrimination and the experience of low self-esteem and self-

confidence all contribute to women's subordination. As a result, women's subordination is a 

situation in which there is a power relationship and men dominate women. Women's 

subordination is a central feature of all interpersonal domination structures, but feminists choose 

different locations and causes of subordination. The contemporary feminist theory begins with 

Simone de Beauvoir's contention that because men regard women as fundamentally different 

from them, women are relegated to the status of the second sex and thus subordinate (Beauvior, 

2015). According to Kate Millet's theory of subordination, women are a dependent sex class 

under patriarchal dominance (Millet, 1977).  

 However, these theories of male supremacy have been challenged, and it has been 

demonstrated that there is no historical or scientific evidence to support such explanations. There 

are biological differences between men and women, but these differences do not have to serve as 

the foundation for a sexual hierarchy in which men are dominant. The examination of many of 

these theories enables us to recognize that patriarchy is a man-made phenomenon, the result of 

historical processes. No single explanation for the origins of patriarchy is universally accepted. 

Frederick Engels provided an important explanation for the origins of patriarchy in his book The 

Origins of the Family, Private Property, and the State in 1884 (Engels, 1902). Women's 

subordination, according to Engels, began with the development of the private property, when 

the world-historical defeat of the female sex occurred. According to him, both the division of 

classes and the subordination of women evolved historically.  

 So, handing down the authority to women is hard for men to come by. Now consider the 

women of Indian origin who have successfully landed in positions that are male-dominated fields 

such as Politics, Economics, Science, Law, Medical, Sports, and Entertainment. The First 

Woman doctor in India was Anadhibai Joshi. She, along with her husband went to the United 

States to pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. Women seeking a career in medicine in 

nineteenth-century India were expected to work as midwives. Even though a doctoral program 

was available in Chennai, its male instructors were conservative, and the idea of having female 

students was frowned upon. The country's subsequent and complete lack of female doctors 

further limited access to critical healthcare for its women, who felt uneasy being evaluated by 
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male professionals. "I'm going to America to study medicine," an 18-year-old Anandi told her 

audience at Seram pore College Hall. "Ladies, both European and Native, are naturally averse to 

exposing themselves to treatment by doctors of the opposite sex in cases of emergency." In my 

humble opinion, there is a growing need in India for Hindu lady doctors, and I volunteer to 

qualify for one." She also stated that she would not convert to Christianity and expressed her 

desire to open an Indian medical college for women upon her return to the country. Even after 

her pledging not to convert and it is only for the betterment of medicinal treatments in India that 

she is leaving, people defamed and humiliated the couple for their choice. But once she returned 

after her graduation and started practicing, she was celebrated everywhere around India. In 1887, 

at the age of 21, when she died of tuberculosis, the whole of India mourned her death. Anandi's 

remarkable life may have ended ironically, but it provides insight into the depravity of societal 

expectations since time immemorial. More importantly, how one can and must overcome these 

obstacles to pursue a goal for both personal fulfillment and the greater good of the community. 

Suffice it to say, it will serve as an inspiration to future generations.  

 After almost 39 years, during the freedom struggle in India, again we as a nation saw 

women attempting to contribute to a free India. Many have fought with great valor and wisdom 

and provided many contributions. One such iconic personality is Annie Besant who became the 

first woman president of the Indian National Congress. Annie Besant was a champion of 

women's rights who also advocated for a variety of social issues. She was embroiled in 

controversy for writing about the importance of birth control, as she was the first woman to 

speak out about it. She also fought and protested for the women who worked in matchstick 

factories, as well as against the inhuman and unfair treatment the women endured. She was 

adamant that India would never be great unless men and women walked side by side and hand in 

hand. As if a bird had one of its wings broken before taking flight. As the joint family stream 

broke down, she changed her mind about widow remarriage and vocational training for women. 

About this, she spoke out against women's exclusion, stating that "shutting up women is 

unworthy of civilization." Indian men do not deserve to be free politically until Indian women 

are free socially.``  

 Politically this was just the beginning. Because the Indian independence struggle brought 

forward many voice-less women who spoke bravely and fought mercilessly for India. It was the 

new era in making. In 1966, Indira Gandhi became the prime minister of India. This was a major 

step for the Indian Social Structure. Till this, India was ready to accept women in minor 

positions. But to give the control of the whole nation to a woman was a milestone. According to 
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political narratives, when Indira took over the government following the death of Indian Prime 

Minister Lal Bahadur Shastri, many saw her as a dumb doll who couldn't do anything more than 

wear her sari correctly and look attractive. One can only imagine how surprised everyone was 

when she revealed herself to be a powerhouse who was not afraid to take charge, speak out, and 

fight for the good of the country.  

 From this, I moved on to the two most challenging sessions – Science and Sports. Both 

these fields are considered the Lion's Den for women. But Indian women have always challenged 

themselves to the position that in these aspects as well the women have shown their strong foot. 

Science and society are inextricably intertwined, and reforms in the social structure and scientific 

institutions are required. In India, women in science make up a modest percentage of the total 

number of working women. Women are in short supply in India today, whether it's in terms of 

science fellowships, awards, or positions in science administration. Women‘s 

underrepresentation in science in India, particularly at senior levels of teaching and research, has 

become a major problem. As a result, there is a need to raise awareness of science occupations as 

a viable alternative for women and maintain them in the field and provide them with the required 

recognition. Be it any amount of superior contribution, the success of a woman's contribution 

lacks empathy from the men‘s world. From the household to winning an election or becoming a 

CEO, a woman‘s achievement is overly judged with prejudice and degraded into mere luck. This 

form of inequality has always been reflected in the advancement of our social structure. India is 

the land of religions and where women are worshipped, most of the time in physicality they are 

being downgraded.  

 Every sportsperson in India has a backstory that motivates us, but in the case of 

sportswomen in India, the struggle is doubled. Sexuality itself is a burden for them. To choose a 

career out of sports is considered somewhat atrocious. Publicly, many sportswomen might have a 

huge fan following, but personal surveys have shown that sportswomen are considered less 

attractive by the men of Indian society. Women who value athletic participation have faced an 

uphill battle in gaining recognition and equality with men. Despite their efforts, extreme 

disparity persists. This anecdotal evidence of women's basic ability to compete successfully with 

men is supported by research, which implicates general societal attitudes toward women as a 

limiting factor in women's performance. Previous studies comparing the physical capacity of 

women and men used the average woman and average man as subjects. Women were inferior to 

men in these studies. However, as researchers have pointed out (Wilmore, 1979), the average 

woman in these studies led a very sedentary life compared to the average man; thus, women's 

inferiority has been hopelessly confounded with the lack of exercise and experience typical of 
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female subjects used in this research. In terms of physiological parameters such as body 

composition and physique, muscle fiber characteristics, strength, and cardiovascular capacity, 

comparisons of highly trained female and male athletes show that they are more similar than 

different. And yet the difference is huge. Women of athlete physique are often considered ‗less 

womanly‘. Even in situations where appearance should not matter, there is a widespread 

tendency to focus on women's looks and bodies rather than their character traits or abilities. 

According to research, men and women alike judge the worth of individual women primarily 

based on the appearance of their bodies. When we evaluate men, we do not do this. Women are 

aware of this and derive their sense of worth from their appearance. This affects their self-

esteem, task focus, and performance, even on tasks unrelated to their appearance.  

 This is similar in the case of the entertainment field as well. There are incidents in which 

the actress of our industry has voiced out the pay gap and sexual harassment incidents which are 

always in the way for them. It is only in recent years that the entertainment industry has seen any 

number of women-oriented movies. This is because of the lack of monetary benefits that a 

women-oriented movie gains from the theatres. The social circles of Indian society always prefer 

to be entertained with movies that picture a superior hero and sexually objectified heroine. The 

Actresses are always valued only till aging becomes visible. Even if the heroes are in between 

the age gaps of 40 -80, this is not the case for actresses. The Entertainment industry is gradually 

reforming its ways and still may be miles away from achieving the final goal.  

 From time to time, our country has seen many women leaders and their contributions to 

the sectors of national development. But the balance will never be shown equally as the gap is 

always evident. It is only in 2019 that India was reluctantly ready to take up a Woman as the 

finance minister of India. Whenever it comes to the factors of important decision making related 

to the household or of our nation, involuntarily the society looks up to the man to make a better 

judgment than the women. This comes from the idea that, essentially, men are or will be the 

better choice in making crucial judgments. The minor gender is considered to lack the capability 

which gives the other half the autonomy of power. Civil, political, social, economic, and cultural 

involvement and rights are all aspects of autonomy. The smallest area where women can share or 

control resources are the family. Gender inequality in the home, on the other hand, manifests 

itself in a lesser role for women in decision-making, less control over resources, and physical 

limits. 

 Women's empowerment refers to granting women decision-making power in the social, 

economic, and political spheres. It is a process of educating women on the socio-psycho-cultural 
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and political injustices that women face in society. Gender equality and development cannot be 

achieved without women's empowerment. Women's empowerment rises with their age and is 

nearly constant across different vocational groupings. In comparison to non-working or unpaid 

working women, working women enjoy a considerable advantage. Women are the root of all 

social constructions. As said at the beginning, one bows down to women to achieve strength, 

wisdom, and power and yet in the human form of the same, we deny them based on lame 

misjudgments such as cognitive inability, appearance, and strength. Even as our women are 

growing out of these constraints, it‘s a gradual process. Society is gradually accepting women to 

take part and contribute to the economic, cultural, and scientific betterment. It is a snail‘s walk, 

but an optimistic venture. By this one day, maybe someday, the expiration dates on a woman's 

dream will gradually fade.  
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Abstract: 

 The Indian Women has been always at the forefront right from ancient period. Belawadi 

Mellamma wasthe first women to form army in 17
th

 Century. Infact, through age‘s women have 

marked their presence and instances are countless. Similarly, India has also seen women facing 

severe challenges like forced prostitution from a very young age, becoming victim of acid attack, 

killing for dowry, sexual abuse, marital rapes and many other ways of confinements and 

restrictions like sati practices, purdah system, child marriage.Inspite of that, women consistently 

worked for their home, society and nation. The Swadeshi, Home rule and Non-cooperation 

movements has witnessed theirparticipation and Annie Besant, Sarojini Naidu, Kasturba Gandhi, 

Sister Nibedita are to name a few. Post-independence, several government initiatives have been 

taken. Women participation in sports, Science and technology, finance, politics,different working 

sectors, asentrepreneurs have gradually evolved and excelled.Basically all the fields are 

continuously witnessing their active participation and development. The impact can be seen on 

the framework they have built which in turn shapes the household, societies and ultimately the 

nation.Thus the calm and subtle descendants from Venus have shown their competence and 

excellence in diverse fields inspite of all odds. After all ―Just as Women’s rights are human 

rights, women’s progress is human progress‖, Hilary Clinton. 

Keywords: Women, Progress, Participation, Challenges, India, Society 

 

Introduction: 

 The contributions of a woman to the society are immense. From being an educator, 

caretaker, farmer, entrepreneurs, conscience supporter to moral boostersthere role is essential 

andrecognised as well. Evidences from history have established the central role of women in  

(Benard et al., 2008). Reports ensure their involvement in bringing stability, enhancing progress 

and promoting long-term development of nations. Be it urban or rural setup, the contributions of 

women in the transition of society are diverse. The unitedNations Womenwatch Organization 

has given the statement that ―Rural women play a key role in supporting their households and 
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communities in achieving food and nutrition security, generating income, and improving rural 

livelihoods and overall well-being‖. In urban set up, women have moved out of the home and 

established themselves in work place as well. Basically urbanization have facilitated more 

opportunities, employment and financial independence to them 

(https://globalvolunteers.org/global-role-of-women/).  

 The gender equality and women‘s empowerment mandate is universally agreed on by 

allmembersof UN and focusses on peace, development and human rights. The mandates on 

gender equality emerges from the United Nations Charter, which explicitlyreiterates the equal 

rights of men and the women. The 1995 Fourth World Conference (FOW) on Women endorsed 

―Gender Mainstreaming‖ as a pre-defined approach for attaining the gender equality 

commitments (https://www.unwomen.org/en/how-we-work/intergovernmental-support/world-

conferences-on-women). The resulting Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action thus directed 

all stakeholders in development policies and programmes, including UN organizations, Member 

States and civil society sectors, to take action in this regard. Additional commitments are 

embodied in the outcome of the twenty-third special session of the General Assembly, the 

Millennium Declaration, and a variety of resolutions and decisions of the UN General Assembly, 

the Security Council, the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and the Commission on the 

Status of Women (Background Information" ECOSOC). The 1997 agreed conclusions of 

ECOSOC defined gender mainstreaming as: ―The process of assessing the implications for 

women and men of any planned action, including legislation, policies or programmes, in all areas 

and at all levels. It is a strategy for making women‘s as well as men‘s concerns and experiences 

an integral dimension of the design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of policies and 

programmes in all political, economic and societal spheres so that women and men benefit 

equally and inequality is not perpetuated. The ultimate goal is to achieve gender equality (Roger, 

2011).‖ 

 Hence, gender equality is the extensive and long-term overarching goal, while gender 

mainstreaming arethe set of definite, planned approaches as well as technical and institutional 

processes required to achieve that goal. Gender mainstreaming integrates gender equality in 

national public and private organizations, in central or local policies, and in services and sectoral 

programmes. In the long run, it aims to transform discriminatory social institutions, laws, 

cultural norms and community practices, such as those limiting women‘s access to property 

rights or restricting their access to public space (https://www.undp.org/).  

 The evolution of gender equality was necessitated owing to the prevalence of 

discrimination. Several vulnerabilities, violations and risks have brought disadvantages that 

affected girls, ladies and women socially, emotionally, culturally, politically and even more 

https://www.undp.org/
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ways. In this article, an initiative towards status of women since ages has been attempted, how 

different challenges and problems prevailed, the struggle to overcome and their excellence and 

establishment across the globe in different sectors. 

The journey through ages 

 ―O Goddess, Let yourself become the burning power of fire; who is not able to burn 

anything without thee. At the conclusion of any mantra, whoever taking thy name (Svaha), will 

pour oblations in the fire, he will cause those offerings to go directly to the gods. Mother, let 

yourself, the repository of all prosperity, reign over as the lady of his (fire’s) house.‖ 

 The homa (Sanskrit: होम)/ havanis a fire ritual performed on special occasions. Here 

every mantra or Shloka is addressed to ―Swaha‖, the wife of ―Agni‖, instead of Agni himself. 

This facet of Swaha as Agni‘s wife is evident in Mahabharata, BhagavathaPurana, 

BrahmavantaraPuranain the form of various hymns. This is an indication about the high status of 

women endowed. Swayamvara, GandharvaMarriage were other classic examples that suggested 

that women had the liberty to make choices and take decisions. Women had played a powerful 

role and imagery of goddess and other viranganasquite well substantiate their potential 

(Majumdar and Pusalker, 1951).  

 The Medieval period also witnessed women as upholders of legacy and folklore.Queen 

Kumara Devi of Gupta Period, Prabhavatigupta (she was the wife of Rudrasena II of the 

Vakataka dynasty and daughter of Chandra Gupta II of the Gupta Empire) were competent 

administrators. Several other pioneers like Queen Nayanikaof the Deccan region (south-central 

India), Queen Anula of Anuradhapura, Queen Kurmadevi of Mevad, Queen Didday of Kashmir, 

RudramaDevi ofthe Kakatiyadynasty, AkkaMahadevi (a prominent figure of the Veerashaiva 

Bhakti movement prevailed inKarnataka in12
th

 century) are the prime examples. Raziya Sultana 

was the only woman monarch whohas ever ruled Delhi. Other great warriors being Gond Rani 

Durgavati who fought a battle with Mughal emperor Akbar‘s general Asaf Khan in 1564. Chand 

Bibi who defended Ahmednagar against the powerful Mughal forces of Akbar in the 1590s. Nur 

Jahan, the wife of Jehangirwas animperial power behind Mughals, AbbakkaChowta (the first 

Tuluva Queen of Ullal) fought the Portuguese in the latter half of the 16
th

century. Shivaji‘s 

mother, Jijabai and Tarabai were classic Maratha warrior and administrator. Keladi Chennamma 

fought against Bijapur Sultanate. Onake Obavva was a woman who fought the forces of 

HyderAli, Mai Sukhanstrongly defended the town of Amritsar against external forces. While, 

Velu Nachiyar, was one of the earliest Indian queens to fight against the British colonial power 

in India. Kittur Chennamma (Rani of Kittur) and Rani Lakshmi Baifought against the British 

East India Company in defiance of the doctrine of lapse (Ramusack et al., 1999). 
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 Nevertheless the various instances of Gender Equality in the ancient period, several 

restrictions and limitations also evolved and intensified. The purdah system, child marriage, sati 

practices, debadasisetc were a blow to the attainment of equality. The negligence and 

harassments prevailed in all spheres fromutilisation of resources and opportunities, economic 

participation, decision-making and many more (Ramana, 2009). The deprivation of women to 

pursue education worsened the status as illiteracy kept them unaware of the different rights and 

resources they could utilise. Basically on the name of ―sanskaras‖, they were preferred for 

confinement inside the four-walls and deal with house-hold chores.  

 During the British rule as well as Post-independence, many revolutionary events 

positioned women to the forefront. Social reformers like Dayanand Saraswati, Raja Ram Mohan 

Roy, PanditIshwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Jyotirao Phule, Peary Charan Sarkar, Pandita Ramabai 

fought for the betterment of women. Swami Vivekananda said, ‗Just as a bird can not fly with 

one wing only, a Nation can not march forward if the women are left behind‘. Men and women 

are the two holes of a perfect whole. Strength is borne of their union and their separation results 

in weakness. Each has what the other does not have. Each completes the other, and is completed 

by other. Etymologically, the word ‘woman’ means – half of man. The relation of the male and 

female is very well illustrated in our Nyaya Darshan by the analogy of mind and matter, which 

means that man and woman are closely associated with each other, as the soul and body. 

Therefore the women are ought to be respected. 

 In modern India, voice of women is heard from all corners. Space, finance, political 

system, education, science and technology, dance and music, as beauty peagent, engineers, 

architects, medical practitioner, community helpers, military professional and what not. The 

evidences of uplifted socio-economic and educational status of women are established.  

Important initiatives like constitutional provisions and social legislation were the landmark 

decisions by Government of India which facilitated the outcomes. Several programs and 

amendments by Government like National perspective Plan for Women (1988-2000), National 

Commission on self-employed women for dealing withissues on women like maternity benefits, 

childcare facilities, equal wages etc were launched. The 73
rd

 and 74
th

 amendment to the 

Constitution was passed in 1993 to provide for 33.33% reservation in panchayats, panchayat 

samitis, zillaparishads and local body institutions. The National Commission for Women in 1992  

(Act No.20 of 1990 of Government of India) was framed to look into the issues concerning 

women‘s rights and promoting their empowerment. 

Strategies for prevention of violence against woman 

 Various laws were framed and implemented to prevent ongoing restrictions and shaping 

up the status (Pandit, 2018). 
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A. Section 498A: of the Indian Penal Code (IPC), which defines the offence of matrimonial 

cruelty, was inserted into the IPC by an amendment in 1983. 

B. Domestic Violence in Marriage: The aim of this article is to segregate this evil from the 

other righteous norms, thus trying to create a mental block or resistance amongst people 

towards the undue violence. 

C. Eve teasing In India And Tortious Liabilities: The term Eve teasing is used to refer to 

sexual harassment of women in public places. 

D. Bride burning and Laws in India: The system of dowry is deep rooted in the Indian society 

since the early days of the history. 

E. Law, Women And Advertisements: The Advertising Standards Council‘s Code for Self 

regulation defines an advertisement. 

F. Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005: It is an Act of the Parliament of 

India enacted to protect women from domestic violence. It was brought into force by the 

Indian government and Ministry of Women and Child Development. 

G. Personal Dignity: Dignity is a universal human concern. Its moral agenda is to treat women 

with morality, ethics, law and politics as an extension of the Enlightenment-era concepts of 

inherent, inalienable rights 

H. Commercial Sex Workers: The commercial sex worker has been a universal being 

throughout civilization as prostitution. 

I. Women and Violence: Violence affects the lives of millions of women worldwide, in all 

socio-economic and educational classes. 

J. Domestic Violence Act, 2005-A Bane Or A Boon?: Domestic violence is one of the 

gravest and the most pervasive human rights violation. 

K. A Woman Can‘t Rape Woman: In State Govt. V. Sheodayal (1956 Cr LJ 83 M.P) M.P 

High court opined that modesty of a woman can be outraged by another women u/s 354. 

L. Rights of Second Wife: Second marriage, during the subsistence of the first marriage, is 

illegal. 

M. Violence against woman - Issue of Honor killing: A woman can be targeted by individuals 

within her family for a variety of reasons, including: refusing to enter into an arranged 

marriage. 

N. Can Women be Karta?: The Karta of a Hindu joint Family in Hindu Law is the senior most 

member of the family. 

O. Family law - A complete guide on family laws in India. 

Effective ways to deal with the situation includes building up effective strategies like 

a. Creating awareness of different dangers of existing ill traditions. 
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b. Strategies to tackle violence against girls in school. 

c. Facing the challenges and developing courage to speak  about violence happeningat  home. 

d. Transform attitudes towards harmful practices at multiple levels. 

e. Help make  girls‘ journeys to school safer. 

f. Engaging respected community elders in the fight against violence. 

g. Mobilise youth to fight harmful practices such as child marriage. 

h. Engage boys and young men to become the active agents of change. 

i. Protect girls who face additional risks during emergencies. 

j. Embolden girls to speak out. 

k. Share vital information with the community. 

l. Challenge rape culture. 

m. Reach out to marginalised and rural girls. 

n. Take a stand against regressive forces. 

 

Women’s role in Nation shaping and its stability 

 ―Healthy Women, Healthy Nation”is a notion that speaks many things. Empowering 

women benefits their households, communities, societies and ultimately the nation. The creation 

of a nation involves multiple factors. Political stability, economic growth, infrastructure 

development, military excellence, literacy and many more. Nation building is basically a long 

term, continuous and challenging endeavour. Implementing effective strategies and their strict 

following up are the core factors to nation building. In a diversified country like India, ethnic 

homogeneity and cultural integrity is crucial. If the citizens are unified, the country isstable. It‘s 

worth mentioning that throughout the history and since ages the women has played the central 

role in bringingstability, promoting progress and ensuring long-term development of nations.  

1. Eve Yvonne Maday de Maros (who changed her name to SavitribaiKhanolkar) is the 

woman who designed the ―ParamVirChakra‖, India‘s highest gallantry award. The design 

of the medallion, considered the highest military decoration, encapsulates the ethos of 

India‘s defense and patriotism. She represented the power, valour and sacrifice of the 

soldiers in her design.Savitribai included sword Bhavani of the great maratha warrior 

ChhatrapatiShivaji enclosed within the Indian mythical weapon ‗Vajra‘ from both sides. 

As per Indian Mythology, Vajra ismade up of a sage‘s bone thatoriginated to kill evil 

enemies in the name of goodness. 

2. As academicians, India has always been famed for its contribution to the world. The 

women in the field of science, mathematics and technology has alsomade their impact 

since long.AnandibaiGopalraoJoshi (1865-1887), Janaki Ammal (1897-1984), Kamala 
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Sohonie (1912-1998), Asima Chatterjee (1917-2006), Rajeshwari Chatterjee (1922-

2010), Human Computer Shakuntal Devi (1929-2013),KalpanaChawla (1962-2003), Dr. 

Indira Hinduja and the number continues.Rarest possibilities can be turned into a real 

opportunity and women are capable of doing this.  

3. Beauty Pageants like ReitaFaria who bagged Miss World title in 1966, ZeenatAman as 

Miss Asia Pacific in 1970, Sushmita Sen as Miss Universe in 1994, Aishwarya Rai as 

Miss World in 1994 to recent Harnaaz Sandhu as Miss Universe in 2021.They have 

popularized India, it‘s style and our culture to the entire world. They have shown how 

diverse Indian women are and their leadership potential. 

4. Indianwomen politicians have marked their presence across the globe. Their schemes and 

political traits have actually contributed to the development of country. Late Smt Indira 

Gandhi has always been a powerful and impactful leader. Worth mentioning are the 

names ofLate SushmaSwaraj, Late Jayaram Jayalalithaa (Beloved Amma), present 

finance minister NirmalaSitharaman and many more. They have United India through 

different schemes, inspired the mind set of people and have worked for the different 

aspects of the country. The Chief Minister of West Bengal Smt.Mamata Banerjee 

launched the ―Kanyashree Prakalpa‖ as an initiative towards empowerment of girl child 

with education in 2011 soon after coming to the power. This scheme benefited several 

lakhs of girl child. The United Nations in the year 2017 accorded its highest award for 

public service to the West Bengal government for this scheme. 

5. Indian women have excelled in sports – Saina Nehwal, Sania Mirza, Mary Kom, PV 

Sindhu, Mithali Raj, Dipa Karmakar, Geeta Phogat, Saikhom Mirabai Chanu, 

LovlinaBorgohain, JyothiSurekhaVennam, AvaniLekhara, Bhavinaben Patel. The list is 

really vast. From the pro-kabaddi league to Nike‘s advertisement ―Dadading‖, female 

sportspersons are celebrated for their efforts and so are the female coaches like Purnima 

Mahato, Renu Kohli.  

6. The legendary playback singer Late Lata Mangeshkar who ruled decades with her 

melody have tied the universe into a single string. On her demise, President Ram Nath 

Kovind said in her songs ―generations found expression of their innermost emotions‖. 

 Describing the magical power of women is beyond words. She can make home, give birth 

to lives, nurture generations, efficiently administer the household, enriches the society and hence 

structure the nation ultimately. Women are the pioneers of nation and are the key factors to 

sustainability and quality. Important concerns still prevails over government and workplace 

policies and their implementation.The struggle to juggle will continue but it‘s true that women‘s 

statusare thesignificant marker of a progressive society and a developed nation. 
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Abstract:  

 The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in India has created awareness about health and hygiene. It 

has also led to safety, health benefits and financial benefits for women. Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 

in India proved to be a driving force to inculcate the habits of personal and community 

cleanliness. It also imparted momentum to the activities like segregation of waste at the source 

and recycling of waste. 

 The responsibility of cleanliness and waste management at home and in society is mainly 

shouldered by women.This paper explains efforts taken by some Government and  Non-

Government Organizations (NGOs) and individuals working in the field of waste management in 

Indian context. These efforts have proven to be beneficial to improve health, safety, financial 

conditions, self –confidence of women. Some representative examples have been cited in this 

article. The study is based on press releases by Government, news reports and research articles, 

blogs and annual reports of NGOs.  

 

Introduction: 

 The Swachh Bharat Mission (SBM) was launched on 2
nd

 October 2014 by the Hon‘ble 

Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, with the aim of achieving an Open Defecation Free (ODF) 

India in five years. The SBM has achieved its goal in partnership with state governments, district 

administration, development partners, swachhagrahis, Panchayati Raj Institution (PRI) members 

and other grassroot functionaries by constructing over 100 million household toilets in rural 

India. The SBM assumes greater relevance for women health, safety and their access to higher 

education. 

 In India, some NGOs are already working for the welfare of rag pickers, sanitary 

workers; some NGOs as well as individuals work for recycling of waste, like composting, plastic 
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recycling, ewaste recycling. Their efforts received more attention after the SBM was launched. 

All these efforts have directly or indirectly contributed for women empowerment. 

 

Observations and discussion: 

Effects of efforts of Government organizations: 

(1) In India, prior to SBM, open defecation was common in rural as well as in urban area due to 

many reasons like- poverty, huge population, scarcity of water, unavailability of clean 

toilets, lack of awareness about the health problems arising due to open defecation etc.  

This led to issues related to safety ,security, dignity, health and education for women. 

Women who used open defecation sites like open fields or the side of a railway track had 

fear of attack from animals or getting raped.Risk of contracting infections was greater for 

menstruating and pregnant women. The lack of toilets in schools was the most common 

reason for menstruating girls dropping out from school. 

From the study carried out jointly by UNICEF, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (BMGF) and 

Sambodhi Research and Communications Private Limited with assistance from 

Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Ministry of Jal Shakti, significant changes 

can be observed in safety, convenience and self-respect for rural women due to 

construction of household toilets. 

Till 2020, there is 61.24%increase in house -holds with toilets as compared to 2
nd

 October 

2014.After the construction of toilets 93% of women reported that they were no longer 

afraid of being hurt by someone or harmed by animals while defecating. Not only this, but 

93% of women also reported that they were no longer afraid of contracting health 

infections.91% of the women reported that they have been able to save up to an hour and 

do not have to travel up to a kilometre for defecation after the construction of toilets. 

Instead of waiting till late evening or dark, women can now use toilets at any time of the 

day. Also, 92% of women said they were no longer afraid of going to the toilet in the dark 

of night, which is a huge jump from the pre-toilet construction stage (12%). 

(2) The Greater Visakhapatnam Municipal Corporation (GVMC) focussed on source 

segregation of waste to secure better ranking in SwachhSurvekshan 2020. Officials from 

the Urban Community Development (UCD) wing of the GVMC and the Public Health 

Department created awareness on separation of dry, wet, medical and other wastes before 

giving it to the sanitary staff. The Self Help Groups (SHGs) working with UCD also 

promoted home composting techniques on a large-scale. 
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Classes were conducted by the SHGs to teach women the benefits of using household wastes to 

grow flowers and vegetables.  In the first  year, there were around 1,200 women practising 

home composting and in the second year, the number increased to nearly 60,000. 

Effects of efforts of Non-Government organizations: 

(1) The Mumbai based NGO StreeMuktiSanghatana is working as a supporter of female waste 

pickers since 1999 through ParisarVikas Programme [Gross, A. G. (2013)]. The aim of 

ParisarVikas programme is to recycle waste and create zero waste cities.It aims to organize 

the waste pickers, educate them, and provide the women with health and counselling 

services. It has acquired a unique place in solid waste management in Maharashtra as well 

as other states, as it covers families below poverty line. 

The Sanghatana‘s sustained work with marginalised women, especially waste-pickers, resulted 

in the city‘s first child-care centre for children of waste-picker women and an adult literacy 

campaign in Chembur, Mumbai. 

The Federation of self-help groups of waste pickers, ParisarBhaginiVikasSangh has raised 

resources for educating more than 5,000 children of waste-picker women 

According to the Annual Report (2015) of StreeMuktiSanghatana, SMS has prepared the 

project for the e-waste recycling whereby e-waste is collected from door to door, colleges 

and other organizations and sent for recycling to licensed manufacturers. Awareness 

workshops for e-waste are taken in Mumbai, Thane, Navi Mumbai, for 750 

ParisarBhaginis in 15 areas. 

In 2003, SMS operated the first bio-gas plant for the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation 

(BMC). Since then, it has obtained contractual work with several educational institutes, 

residential colonies and business centers for maintaining and operating bio-gas plants and 

compost pits. 

(2) KagadKachPatraKashtakari Panchayat is a Trade Union of waste pickers in Pune. A co-

operative movement called SWaCH, an acronym for Solid Waste Collection and Handling 

was formed by the members of KagadKachPatraKashtakari Panchayat. 75% members of 

SWaCH are women. They learnt the techniques of waste segregation to work for waste 

management and received facilities like medical insurance, education loans and 

scholarships for their children. Thus these women from Pune‘s slums have set an example 

that with the right guidance and support, women can be self independent and make a better 

future for themselves and their children . 
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Effects of efforts of individual citizens: 

With Swachh Bharat Abhiyan picking up steam, municipal corporations across India‘s cities 

urged people to engage in composting waste so that the burden of carrying waste 

into landfills is significantly reduced.  

(1) Three women from Bengaluru started conducting 10-day tutorial classes over WhatsApp to 

teach people the simple tricks of composting. Shubha Govindachar, BharathiAswath and 

Priya Srinivasan, these three women were familiar with the science of composting and 

would regularly carry out composting at home. They used the compost in their gardens. 

They realised that composting is a complicated process for many. So they started teaching 

composting from household waste through WhatsApp group- MaraliMannighe (Back to 

soil). The tutorials were quickly popular among users not only from India, but abroad as 

well. People interested in composting have enrolled in the WhatsApp tutorial groups from 

California, Canada and Singapore. 

(2) Aditi Deodhar is environmental-conscious software consultant from Pune. She has 

launched a forum called ‗Brown Leaf‘in Pune. It is a platform connecting people who have 

brown leaves to dispose to people who need them. From November 2016 to April 2017, the 

forum was able to stop 5,000 gunny bags of dry leaves from being burnt. Instead they are 

used for mulching and composting.Brown Leaf not only works for leaf exchange, but 

seeds, saplings, ideas and advice are also shared through the forum.  

They have developed resources to help people manage dry leaves in eco-friendly 

manner. Guidance in this regard is provided through PDFs, videos, online courses, video 

conference and webinars. 

(3) ReCharkha – Ecosocial is a social enterprise from Pune founded by Amita Deshpande. It  

upcycles waste plastic bags, multilayered wrappers of gifts, multilayered wrappers of 

biscuits, old audio and video cassette tapes and many such kind of packaging using a 

traditional charkha and handloom. This helps to segregate plastic waste at source and its 

recycling into products like fashion accessories, daily utility products, products for home 

décor, office and school use. ReCharkha is providing livelihood opportunities for tribal 

women, artisans and waste pickers and it is also contributing to reduce the problem of 

plastic menace. 
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Conclusion: 

1. The Swachh Bharat Abhiyan in India has created awareness about cleanliness and its 

relation to health and hygiene. 

2.  It has also led to safety, health benefits and financial benefits for women.  

3. The combined efforts of Government and Non-government organizations and individuals 

are contributing for empowerment of women as well as providing environment friendly 

solutions of waste management. 
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Breastfeeding- an overview: 

 According to WHO, ―breastfeeding is one of the most effective ways to ensure child 

health and survival and is the ideal food for the infants. It is clean, safe and contains antibodies 

which help protect against many common childhood illnesses (WHO).‖ According to UNICEF 

(2018), ―Breastfeeding is among the most effective ways to protect maternal and child health and 

promote healthy growth and optimal development in early childhood.‖  Breastfeeding provides a 

healthy start, and is the best source of nutrition. It plays a vital role in a child‘s life by enhancing 

the growth, and most importantly supports the development of brain 

(www.globalbreastfeedingcollective.org). A process through which the young infant is provided 

with nutrients required for proper development and a healthy growth is termed as Breastfeeding. 

Bottle-feeding or artificial feeding poses a threat to the child‘s health resulting in serious health 

consequences such as risk of childhood mortality and morbidity whereas, breastfeeding increases 

greater chances of survival. (Pala et al., 2013).  The ―global strategy for IYCF‖ states that 

―breastfeeding is an unequalled way of providing ideal food for the healthy growth and 

development of infant; it is also an integral part of the reproductive process with important 

implications for the health of the mothers. As a global public health recommendation, infants 

should be exclusively breastfed for the first 6 months of life to achieve optimal growth, 

development and health. Exclusive breastfeeding is recommended as breast milk contains all the 

necessary nutrients which are sufficient to sustain appropriate growth and development of a 

healthy term infant for the first 6 months of life (Dadhich, 2016). Breastmilk provides protection 

against gastrointestinal infection, acts as a source of energy and is an important source of 

nutrients. A child who is breastfed is less likely to be obese or overweight (WHO).  Breastmilk is 

considered the safest foodfor a newborn because breastmilk is free of contamination which helps 

the child to grow healthy during the first 6 months of life (Garje et al., 2016). The American 

Academy of Pediatrics reaffirms its recommendation of exclusive breastfeeding for about 6 

months, followed by continued breastfeeding as complementary foods are introduced, with 

mailto:aarzunisha19@gmail.com
mailto:yashminnongrum@mlcuniv.in
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continuation of breastfeeding for 1 year or longer as mutually desired by mother and infant 

(Eidelman et al., 2012). 

 

Importance of breastfeeding 

 Breastfeeding provides psychological as well as physical bonding between the child and 

the mother. Breastfeeding is the optimum source of nutrition for the child (Vassilopoulou et al., 

2021). Bioactive molecules present in the breastmilk contribute to immunity as well as helps in 

the development of the organs and acts as a probiotic for the newborn (pubmed.ncbi). Breastmilk 

reduces the risk of becoming obese and overweight children are less likely to become obese or 

overweight. It is also found thatbreastfeeding is associated with reducing the risk of leukemia 

(the most common type of cancer found in children) as breastmilk possess passive immunity. 

Breastmilk also lowers the risk of respiratory illness, gastroenteritis, sudden infant death 

syndrome and otitis media (Motee and Jeewon, 2014). Mothers who breastfed the child have a 

lower risk of developing ovarian cancer, breast cancer, post-partum depression and type 2 

Diabetes Mellitus (James et al., 2009, https://www.mayoclinic.org).  Breastmilk contains 

micronutrients (such as minerals and vitamins) and macronutrients (such as protein, fat and 

carbohydrates) and sufficient   amount of water for the newborn to meet the requirements 

adequately.  Breastmilk also contains Immunoglobulin (mostly IgA), lysozyme (helps in killing 

bacteria) and lactoferrin (helps in binding iron) (Dadhich, 2016). As long as breastfeeding 

continues, the child‘s immune system will be reinforced with the antibodies, hormones and cells 

present in the breastmilk (https://www.mayoclinic.org). 

Colostrum 

 Colostrum is the thick yellowish fluid which is nutrient-rich, produced by the mammary 

glands immediately after giving birth. It benefits the growth of the newborn, provides protection 

against gastrointestinal infections and is the source of passive immunity that is achieved by the 

mother and transferred to the child (Thapa, 2005). The composition of colostrum differs from the 

milk which is secreted later and is a very rich source of energy (Kuralkar and Kuralkar, 2010). 

Colostrum is rich in lactoperoxidase and lactoferrin (antimicrobial peptides), Immunoglobulin 

(Ig) and other bioactive molecule as well as growth factors important for growth, development 

and for nutrition required for the newborn. It contains natural antibiotics and immune factors 

provide strong support for the immune system to prevent infection (Godhia and Patel, 2013). 

Colostrum helps to protect the baby against respiratory infection and other types of infections as 

it is rich in anti-infective factors.  It also contains more epidermal growth factors in comparison 

to mature breast milk which help a baby‘s immature intestine to develop afterbirth. This helps to 

https://www.mayoclinic.org/
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prevent the baby from developing allergiesand intolerance to other foods. Colostrum helps to 

clean baby‘s intestine which is important to prevent jaundice in the newborn. Colostrum is also 

rich in vitamin A (Dadhich, 2016). Human colostrum is the ideal food for human newborns and 

is preferable over formula or milk from other animals. The proportions of nutrients in human 

milk are different than other animals and therefore suited better for humans. Although formula 

simulates human milk as much as possible, the components of colostrum and mature milk, such 

as immunoglobulins, leukocytes, as well as antioxidants, enzymes, and hormones, give 

colostrum and mature human milk many advantages over formula (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). 

Positioning  

 Proper positioning and attachment to the breast is very important for effective 

breastfeeding. A mother can breastfeed the child in any comfortable position so that there is good 

latch and successful suckling. A few basic principles can be followed for effective breastfeeding: 

 The baby‘s chin should touch the breast. 

 The shoulder, ear and buttock should be in a straight line, while the buttock must be 

supported with the mother‘s hand and the face of the baby should be towards the mother. 

 The positioning of the nose should be opposite to the nipple. 

 The baby should be held close to the mother. 

 The palm and the fingers of the mother should be placed on her chest wall, just below the 

breast so that the first fingers form a kind of support at the base of the breast. 

  For the baby‘s good and easier attachment, mother‘s thumb should be placed on the top 

of the breast. 

 There should be minimum space between the nose of the baby and the nipple for proper 

breathing and the baby should not be held too tight or too close. 

In regards with the above mentioned lines, UNICEF has laid down the CHIN principles for 

positioning: 

 Close: baby needs to be close to his mother so he can scoop enough breast into his 

mouth. Ensure both mother and baby‘s clothing and hands are not in the way. 

 Head free: when attaching to the breast, the baby will tilt his head back to allow his chin 

to lead as he comes onto the breast. Even a finger on the back of the baby‘s head will 

prevent this important movement. 

 In line: the baby‘s head and body should be in alignment so that he does not have to twist 

his neck, which would make feeding and swallowing difficult. 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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 Nose to nipple: with mother‘s nipple resting below baby‘s nose, he will begin to root. As 

he tilts his head back, the nipple will slip under his top lip upwards and backwards to rest 

between the hard and soft palate. 

 Improper positioning can lead to damage, sores or pain in the nipples, resulting in 

discontinuation of breastfeeding process which can harm the baby‘s health and can cause weight 

loss (Dadhich, 2016, www.unicef.org.uk). 

Maternal illness and breastfeeding  

 The process of lactation can be severely affected due to maternal illnesses. In self-

limiting illnesses such as mild viral infections and cold the mother should continue breastfeeding 

but in severe cases such as HIV, breastfeeding can be continued but with appropriate infant 

feeding practices and counseling. Exclusive breastfeeding for the first 6 months of life with 

antiretroviral drugs (for the mother as well as the child) is recommended in India. Risk of 

transmission in case of Hepatitis (A, B and C) is very low and the child can be breastfed 

normally (Dadhich, 2016; https://kidshealth.org; www.avert.org). 

 Breastfeeding may not be possible in cases such as medical condition, lifestyle, comfort 

and many other reasons (https://kidshealth.org). In such cases, the following methods/ways can 

be adapted in order to feed the child. 

Expressed milk 

 If the mother is in a state where breastfeeding is not possible or if the child is unable to 

suck, breastmilk can be expressed. In the process, before handling the milk, bottles or the pump, 

the mother should wash her hands thoroughly. Specially designed pre-sterilized milk storage 

bags must be used.  

Human milk bank 

 The demand for HMB (human milk bank) has increased significantly over the years. It 

has several advantages over the supplement or formula feeding. In this process, mothers who 

produce milk beyond the requirements and in excess amount donates milk to the milk bank. The 

child is fed milk through tube feeding. The risk of necrotizing enterocolitis which is potentially 

life-threatening condition among the children causes damage to the intestine is minimized 

through this process of breastfeeding (Srilakshmi, 2021). 

Breastfeeding during Covid-19 

 According to UNICEF (2020) Breast milk provides protection against many illnesses and 

is the best source of nutrition for most infants. Breastfeed children have better chances to survive 

and thrive. In the context of COVID19, there is no evidence that the illness can be transmitted 

through the breastmilk, hence the recent guidance is that women with COVID-19 are 

http://www.unicef.org.uk/
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recommended to continue breastfeeding (early exclusive breastfeeding from birth to 6 months 

and then continuing up to 2 years of age and beyond), but they should take precautions, including 

practicing respiratory hygiene during feeding, including wearing a mask covering mouth and 

nose, washing hands with soap and water for 20 seconds before and after touching the baby and, 

routinely cleaning and disinfecting surfaces they have touched. Therefore, a breastfeeding 

mother with COVID-19 should be supported to hold her newborn skin to skin, breastfeed safely, 

and share a room with her baby. 

 In situations when severe illness in a mother with COVID-19 or other health 

complications, prevents her from caring for her infant or prevents her from continuing direct 

breastfeeding, mothers should be encouraged and supported to express milk, and safely provide 

breastmilk to the infant, while applying appropriate hygiene measures. If the mother is 

expressing breast milk with a hand, manual or electric breast pump, she should wash her hands 

before expressing breastmilk or touching any pump or bottle parts and ensure proper pump 

cleaning after each use.  The expressed breastmilk should be fed to the child using a clean cup 

and/or spoon, preferably by a person who has no signs or symptoms of illness and with whom 

the baby feels comfortable. 

 Intensifying the protection, promotion and support to adequate infant and young child 

feeding is therefore a critical action to be safeguarded by the health personnel even in the context 

of COVID-19 (www.unicef.org). 

 A report by National Health Portal of India (2020) states that the numerous benefits of 

breastfeeding exceed the potential risks of transmission and illness associated with COVID-19. If 

mother has symptoms of or confirmed COVID-19, she should take following steps to avoid 

spreading the virus to her baby and can breastfeed if they wish to do so: 

 Wear a mask/ cloth face covering during any contact with the baby, including while 

feeding 

 Wash hands with soap and water or use alcohol-based hand rub before touching the baby 

 Sneeze or cough into a tissue. Then dispose of it immediately and wash hands again 

 Routinely clean and disinfect surfaces that mothers have touched 

 It is important to replace medical masks as soon as they become damp and dispose of 

them immediately. Masks should not be reused or touched in the front. 

 If mother is too unwell to breastfeed her baby due to COVID-19 or other complications, 

she can be supported to safely provide her baby with breast milk in a way possible, and 

http://www.unicef.org/
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acceptable to her such as expressing milk, donor human milk, wet nursing (another woman 

breastfeeds the child) or infant formula milk with safe measures (www.nhp.gov.in). 
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Abstract:  

 The paper throws light on the status of women librarians from various angles. The paper 

discusses the gender inequalities inherent in the various human resource practices, such as, 

selection and recruitment, role assignments, training, pay, performance evaluation, promotion 

and termination. The relation among the gender, technology and libraries has been dealt with 

vividly. The fact of women‘s lagging behind in IT sector has been shown with the help of 

statistical data and analysis. The remedy of women‘s discrimination in libraries has been 

discussed. The most essential necessity is of changing the organizational culture so that the 

women can be represented properly in IT sector. 

Keywords: Women Librarian, gender inequalities, gender discrimination, diversity initiatives, 

information technology, HR policy. 

 

Introduction: 

 A librarian is traditionally concerned with collection of books as is evident from the 

etymology of the word ‗librarian‘ from the Latin word ‗liber‘ meaning ―book‖. He/she is a 

person who works professionally in the library providing access to information and helps in 

information literacy programmes. A librarian keeps on continually adapting himself or herself 

with the social and technological needs. He or she may deal with information in many formats 

including books, electronic resources, audio and video recordings, newspapers, magazines, maps, 

manuscripts, photographs and other graphic materials, bibliographic databases, web-based digital 

resources, etc. He or she may also provide with computer training, technical assistance to 

physically challenged people, coordinate with community groups to host public programs and 

help in locating community resources. 

 Olivia Crosby described librarians as ―information experts in the information age‖. 

Specific duties of librarians vary according to the size and type of the library. Librarians may be 

of the following types: 
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 Archivists can be librarians who deal with archival materials such as manuscripts. 

 Collection development or acquisition librarians monitor the selection and acquisition of 

books. 

 Electronic resources librarians manage the databases. 

 School librarians work as teachers, information technology specialists and uphold literacy. 

 Instruction librarians teach the users how to identify, evaluate and use information in face 

to face classes or through online system. 

 Outreach librarians are entrusted with providing library and information services to the 

underrepresented groups such as people with disabilities, home bound adults and seniors, 

homeless and rural communities, etc. In academic libraries, outreach librarians work for first-

generation college students, minorities, etc. Reference or research librarians provide the direction 

on the use of electronic and other information resources with the help of a structured 

conversation known as reference interview. 

 Experienced librarians take up the managerial responsibilities. They are concerned with 

planning of the library and its relationship with its parent organization. 

 

Gender inequalities in the workplace 

 Organizational gender inequalities are a complex phenomenon that is evident in 

organizational structures, processes and practices. Some of the gender inequalities inherent 

within human resources (HRs) practices affect the women harmfully. The reason is that HRs 

practices such as, policies, decision-making and the implementation affect the hiring, training, 

pay and promotion of women. The disadvantages of lower pay, status and opportunities at work 

and the experiences of being stigmatized, affect the women‘s physical and psychological stress, 

physical and mental health, job satisfaction ,organizational commitment and over all their 

performance. Institutional discrimination can occur in each type of HR policy such as selection 

and recruitment, role management, training, pay, performance appraisal, promotion and 

termination. If the method used for performance appraisal systematically favours men over 

women, then gender discrimination can be formalized into the HR policy. For example, ―face 

time‖ is an important performance measuring system which rewards employees who are at the 

office for a longer period of time. Women make flexible work arrangements more than the men 

although very often women give more quality time than men. As such, they fail to perform well 

with regard to ―face time‖ and often face penalties. Consequently, they become victims of gender 

discrimination. 
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 Women become victims of personal discrimination in each type of HR-related decision-

making, such as, selection and recruitment, role assignments, training, pay, performance 

evaluation, promotion and termination. In male-typed tasks or believed to be that for males, 

women face personal discrimination and are less selected when compared to their male 

counterparts. Organizations can take steps to reduce gender discriminations in respect of its HR 

policies. Organizations can develop diversity initiatives which include the change in the 

composition of workforce consisting of the policies to recruit, retain and develop employees 

from underrepresented groups. Diversity can be strengthened by inculcating HR policies that 

reward managers who recruit more diverse personnel. Organizations that offer its managers 

incentives to identify and develop successful female candidates for promotion are more liable to 

develop diverse talents. An organization which is endeavouring to innovate and grow can opt for 

diversity initiatives since diverse groups have multiple solutions on a problem helping to develop 

a more noble solution of a problem. This approach in turn gives better opportunities to women 

for recruitment in these organizations. 

 Gender discrimination in an organization can also occur from work-family conflict. 

Work-family conflict is a type of conflict which occurs when the demands of the work role 

interferes with the demands of the family role or vice versa. Women are more adversely affected 

by this type of conflict. Work-family conflict results in mental stress, illness- related problems, 

etc. Family friendly HR policies which help women differentially can be adopted for reducing 

this type of conflict. For example, flexible work arrangements, provision of childcare, elderly 

care, paid maternity leave can help in reducing work-family conflict for the working mothers. 

The family friendly HR policies can be applied to organizational strategy, leadership, culture and 

climate which can attract more women in top leadership and increase the number of women 

employees in all departments. 

 Gender discrimination in HR policies relating to personnel decisions (i.e., recruitment 

and promotion policies) can be decreased if a job analysis is taken up on the appropriate 

knowledge and skills required for a particular position. This would ensure that the qualities 

required for an ideal employee for a particular position are based on the accurate knowledge of 

the job and not on stereotype gender biased knowledge about the job. 

Gender discrimination in library and information science research 

 According to the data available from the paper entitled, ‗Gender Disparity Among Indian 

Library and Information Science Professionals: a 20 year sample of publications from 1999-

2018‘, by Parabhoi, Sahu, Dewey and Parabhoi which has used Scopus database, the statistics of 

the number of articles published by year and first author gender from 1999-2018 is given below: 
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Table 1: Number of articles published by year and first author gender from 1999-2018 

Year 
No. of 

Documents 
Male Percentage Female Percentage 

1999 11 09 81.81 02 18.18 

2000 10 08 80 02 20 

2001 13 13 100 00 0 

2002 19 18 94.73 01 5.26 

2003 25 21 84 04 16 

2004 20 14 70 06 30 

2005 20 17 85 03 15 

2006 27 21 77.78 06 22.22 

2007 23 12 52.18 11 47.82 

2008 32 19 59.38 13 40.62 

2009 39 22 56.41 17 43.58 

2010 58 36 62.07 22 37.93 

2011 68 45 66.18 23 33.82 

2012 102 81 79.41 21 20.58 

2013 113 91 80.53 22 19.46 

2014 137 106 77.37 31 22.62 

2015 124 96 77.41 28 22.58 

2016 110 83 75.45 27 24.54 

2017 127 91 71.65 36 28.34 

2018 117 84 71.8 33 28.2 

      

Grand total 1195 887 75.15 308 24.85 

 

 It is seen from Table 1 that the percentage of contribution of the males as first author 

from 1999 to 2018 is much higher than the females every year. The year 2001 is most noticeable 

with the male contribution as first author as 100% and the female contribution as the first author 

as 0%. Again, the year 2007 shows much increase in the female percentage as first author 

resulting in 47.82% as compared to the previous year, i.e., 2006, in which the percentage of 

female contribution as first author was only 22.22%. 
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Table 2: Most prolific male author 

Sr. No. Male Author No. of Papers H-Index Rank 

1 Gupta, B.M. 23 7 1 

2 Kumar S. 17 5 2 

3 Bhardwaj R.K. 16 5 3 

4 Gul S. 14 4 5 

5 Prathap G 13 6 6 

6 Khan A.M. 13 3 6 

7 K.C. Garg 12 3 7 

8 Ram S. 12 3 7 

9 Gupta D.K. 12 2 7 

 Above 3 authors 200   

 Double authors 396   

 Single authors 291   

 

Table 3: Most prolific female author 

Sr. No. Female Author No. of Papers H-Index Rank 

1 Tripathi M. 13 5 1 

2 Kaur A. 8 3 2 

3 Anuradha K.T. 6 2 3 

4 Ghosh M. 6 4 3 

5 Sawant S. 6 3 3 

6 Sheeja N.K. 6 2 3 

7 Hirawade M.A. 5 1 4 

8 Kaur H. 5 1 4 

9 Saxena S. 5 2 4 

 Above 3 authors 57   

 Double authors 142   

 Single authors 109   

 

 It is evident from Table 2 that out of 887 papers with male as the first author, B. M. 

Gupta is the most prolific male author with 23 papers in his credit. Table 3 shows that out of 308 

papers as female as the first author, M. Tripathi is the most prolific female author with 13 papers 

in her credit.From Tables 2 & 3, the comparison between H-index of the male and female first 
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authors shows that the H-index of the male first authors are comparatively higher than that of the 

female first authors. 

Table 4: Top ten journals published in by male authors 

Rank Name of the Journals No. of 

Publications 

% 

1 DESIDOC Journal of Library and Information 

Technology 

221 24.92 

2 Annals of Library and Information Studies 155 17.47 

3 International Information and Library Review  65 7.33 

4 Scientometrics 58 6.54 

5 Electronic Library 53 5.98 

6 Library Hi Tech News 34 3.83 

7 Malaysian Journal of Library and Information Science 35 3.95 

8 Library Review 26 2.93 

9 Program 18 2.03 

10 Collection Building 21 2.37 

- Other   

 

Table 5: Top ten journals published in by female authors 

Rank Name of the Journals No. of 

Publications 

% 

1 DESIDOC Journal of Library and Information 

Technology 

74 24.03 

2 International Information and Library Review 42 13.64 

3 Annals of Library and Information Studies 34 11.04 

4 Scientometrics 15 4.87 

5 Electronic Library 14 4.55 

6 Library Hi Tech News 11 3.57 

7 Library Review 11 3.57 

8 Program 11 3.57 

9 Library Management 08 2.60 

10 Malaysian Journal of Library and Information Science 07 2.27 

- Other   
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 Tables 4 and 5 show the top ten journals of publication by men and women respectively 

during the period, 1999-2018. It is seen that both the males and the females published most 

frequently in the ‗DESIDOC Journal of Library and Information Technology‘ with 24.92% of 

articles by men and 24.03% of articles by women. However, there are some differences with 

males contributing 2.375% of their articles in the journal, ‗Collection Building‘ while this 

journal is not among the top ten journals in cases of female authors. Again, 2.60% of the articles 

by the female first authors were published in the journal, ‗Library Management‘ which received 

no contribution from the male first authors during the period, 1999-2018. 

Table 6: National and international publications by gender 

Publications Female 

First 

Authors 

Male 

First 

Authors 

Proportion of All 

Female First 

Author Articles 

Proportion of All 

Male First 

Author Articles 

Total 

Publications 

National 108 376 108/308=35% 376/887=42% 484(41%) 

International 200 511 200/308=65% 511/887=58% 711(59%) 

Total 308 887 100% 100% 1195 

 

 Table 6 shows the numbers of contributions in national and international journals in cases 

of female and male first authors during 1999-2018.It is seen that 108 articles were published  by 

the female first  authors as compared to 376 articles by the male first authors in thenational 

journals. Similarly, 200 articles were contributed by the female first authors as compared to 511 

articles by the male first authors in the international journals. Thus, again it is evident that the 

male contributions as the first authors in the national and the international journals are higher 

than the female contributions as the first authors. 

Relation among gender, technology and libraries: 

 Information technology (IT) is important to different organizations including the 

libraries. But, it is generally found that men build up the major workforce in the IT sector. 

Researches in the field of sociology, psychology and women studies highlight the organizational 

and social barriers that inhibit the women from entering the IT sector. If the causes of women‘s 

lagging behind in information technology can be ascertained, then measures can be taken up to 

improve the position of women in IT field. Technology, besides producing products and services 

also affects the society, culture, our ability to work and communicate. As computer becomes 

more and more significant in our homes and workplaces, participation in the development and 

use of information technology has become vital. Libraries need to provide with products and 
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services which are accessible by a large number of clientele. IT has become vital in libraries but 

still women are lagging behind men in case of information technology. Several cultural and 

social biases inhibit women from taking leading role in IT.  

 Statistics and analysis in the IT field make evident the discrepancies between the 

compensation and managerial level of men and women. 

 According to Association of Research Libraries (ARL) statistics from 2004-2008,males 

were more employed as heads of computer systems department within the libraries than females. 

The salaries were also higher in these cases for the male employees. The female employees were 

paid less than their male counterparts despite the fact that they had more experience in the field 

except in 2004-2005. In 2007-2008, it is evident that the salary of the female employees was 

slightly lagging behind from their male counterparts though they had the same years of 

experience. 

Table 7: Library computer systems department heads (ARL Report) 

Year Gender 
Department 

Heads 
Salary Years in Field 

2004-05 
Women 

Men 

32 

60 

76,764 

76,060 

18.9 

16.9 

2005-06 
Women 

Men 

32 

52 

78.767 

79,680 

19.4 

18.4 

2006-07 
Women 

Men 

26 

52 

81,435 

82,409 

18.2 

17.6 

2007-08 
Women 

Men 

27 

51 

87,107 

87,136 

18.8 

18.8 

 

 It is again presumed that authors of papers published in technology oriented journals 

would have more interests and expertise in technology.  ‗Information Technology and Libraries’ 

is the journal of Library Information Technology Association, division of the American Library 

Association (ALA). ‗The Journal of Information Science &Technology‘ (JASIS&T) is an official 

publication of American Society for Information Science and Technology. ‗D-lib Magazine‘, an 

electronic journal on digital library research and development is published by the non-profit 

Corporation for National Research Initiatives (CNRI).  ‗Computers in Libraries‘ is published by 

Information Today and includes case studies and how-we-did-it articles and is not peer-

reviewed. The journal, ‗Library Hi Tech‘ is published by Emerald and is peer-reviewed. 
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 From the statistics for the years 2006 and 2007, as published in Melissa Lamont‘s article, 

‗Gender Technology and Libraries‘ published in the journal, ‗Information Technology and 

Libraries‘ in September, 2009, it is evident that men publish at a higher rate than women as 

shown in the table below except for the journal, ‗ Computer in Libraries‘ : 

Table 8: Gender of authors in technology journals, 2006-07 

Publication 
Articles Female Authors Male Authors 

 

Computer in Libraries 

D-Lib Magazine 

Information Technology 

& Libraries 

JASIS &T 

Library Hi-Tech 

Totals 

 

57 

92 

43 

 

354 

91 

637 

#               % 

51            61.4 

83            38.6 

28            33 

 

244         30.3 

63………41.2 

469         35 

#                     % 

32                    38.6 

132                  61.4 

57                    67 

 

560                   69.7 

90……………..58.8 

871                    65 

 

 In not only libraries but in other workplaces also, man holds more IT positions than 

women. According to Rasmussen and Hapnes, women will bring diversity and different outlooks 

to IT field. The products and services produced by diverse workforce will appeal to the broader 

market. 

 Technology is pervasive throughout the library and the libraries develop basic IT skills as 

requirements of their employment. Sometimes they develop advanced computing skills to 

manage the lack of technical support, to develop new services or for professional and personal 

interest. Correspondingly, technologists learn the library concepts, such as, ‗description‘ and 

‗classification‘. Occupational segregation occurs when positions with similar educational 

qualifications but with different title and location within an organization are valued differently. 

In libraries occupational segregation occurs between the traditional library departments and IT 

departments. Libraries are mainly females while the IT workers are predominantly males. The 

result is thatgendered segregation occurs for the libraries. 

 According to the research by Adam et al. (‗Being an ‗It‘ in IT: Gendered Identities in IT,‘ 

European Journal of Information Systems 15, no. 4 (2006): 368-78), women want to identify 

themselves with a larger group within the organization and not IT. Women have a tendency of 

underestimating their technical skills. 

 Sometimes women underestimate their technical abilities and want to disassociate 

themselves with the IT environment because of the IT organizational culture. Technical jobs 
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require longer and irregular hours leading to the assumption that family and home 

responsibilities may be hampered. In Western cultures, the computing profession is linked with 

masculinity and power. Socioeconomic factors, geographic and ethnic differences affect the 

desires of men and women to enter the technological field. 

 

Conclusion: 

 It is evident from the above analysis that the gender disparity is prevalent in the field of 

library and information science. The female authors may be lagging behind their male 

counterparts in the field of research and publication due to their family obligations besides their 

professional duties and responsibilities. It is the duty of their male colleagues as well as the male 

members of their families to cooperate with them so that they can increase their research and 

publication outputs. 

 The under representation of women in IT can be remedied by means of greater 

educational opportunities for women. Some organizational, societal and cultural concepts inhibit 

the women from entering the IT sector. The librarians should attempt to transform the 

organizational culture instead of emphasizing on the number of women working in IT. The 

librarianship and IT have much in common. Nowadays, the skills of the librarians and 

technologists are being blended. The best of classic library theory and practice and IT can 

together develop a dynamic and diverse workforce. Thus, gender discrimination can be avoided 

in the libraries and the women can be properly represented. 
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fganh dh dgkfu;ksa esa ukjh fp=.k 

fot; HkkLdj yko.ks 

egkRek xka/kh egkfo|ky;] vgeniwj 

r- vgeniwj] ft- ykrwj] egkjk”Vª 

 

 lkfgR; esa ukjh ds fofo/k #i lkeus vkrs gSA D;ksafd lkfgR; lekt dk niZ.k gksrk gSA ukjh lekt dk vfHkUu vax gSA 

ukjh gj le; ?kj vkSj lekt ds fy, fujarj la?kZ’k djrh utj vkrh gSA iszepan us bZnxkg dgkuh esa vehuk dk] <kbZ vk[kj izse 

dk dgkuh esa t;Urh “kkL+=h dk] d`’.kk lkscrh us flDdk cny x;k dgkuh esa “kkguh dk] eS=h;h iq’ik us yyefu;k dgkuh esa 

ekSgjks dk vknh dgkuh;ksa esa ukjh ds fofo/k #i mtkxj fd, gSA csVh] iRuh] cgu] ekW vknh dbZ #iksa esa dgkuh;ksa esa ukjh 

fn[kkbZ nsrh gSA 

bZnxkg % 

 izsepan bZnxkg dgkuh esa fn[kk;k gS fd jetku ds iwjs rhl jkstksa ds ckn bZn FkhAlqcg &lqcg bZnxkg tkus dh rS;kjh “kq# 

FkhA rhu dkSl dk iSny jkLrk Fkk pkjksa rjQ izlUurk FkhA pkj&ikWp lky dk xjhc lwjr] nqcyk iryk yMdk] ihNys o’kZ gh 

mlds ekrk&firk bl nwfu;k ls gesa×kk ds fy, pys x, ,slk ,d ckyd gkehn viuh cq<h nknh vehuk ds ikl jgrk gSA vehuk 

ges”kk iksrs ds ckjs esa gh lksprh gSmlds eu esa dbZ iz”u vkrs gS] fd esjk iksrk brus nwj dSls  iSny pysxk ogk vehj ds cPps gksaxs 

og esjs iksrs dks f[kyksus fn[kk,saxs ]esok feBkbZ [kkbxs ij vehuk ds ikl rks iSls ugha Fks] rc  vehuk jksus yxh rc NksVk gehn 

dgrk gS eSa iSny tkus dks rS;kj gWq A vehuk us diMs fldj  dqN iSls cpk, Fks ijog cgwr de Fks og dgrh gS ?kj esa dqN rks 

idkuk iMsxk ij gkehn dks Hkh rks dqN iSls nsus iMsxsrcog mls rhu iSls gh nsrh gS ij mldk eu gkehn dks bZnxkg Hkstus ds fy, 

rS;kj ugha gksrk og eu esa gh dgrh gS ^^vehuk mls ;ks u tkus nsxh uUgha lh tkuA rhu dksl pysxk dSls! iSj esa Nkys iM 

tk;saxsA twrs Hkh rks ugha gSA^^¼�½ blls le>us vkrk gS fd ,d nknh vius iksrs dk fdruk [k;ky djrh gSA[kqn cq<h gS ij iksrs 

dks gj [kq”kh nsuk Hkh pkgrh gS mls dqN Hkh ihMk ugha gksuhpkfg, ;gh lksprh gSA 

 tc gkehn bZnxkg ls vkrk gS rks mlds gkFk esa fpeVk gksrk gS og ns[kdj vehuk dgrh gS  nksigj gks xbZ dqN Hkh [kk;k 

fi;k ugha D;k\ vkSj Nkrh ihVus yxuh gS D;k yk;k fpeVk ij tc gkehn crkrk gS fd jksVh;k cukrs le; rqEgkjs gkFk tytkrs 

Fks bldkj.k fpeVk yk;k rcog jkus gh yxh vkSj nkeu QSykdj gkehn ds fy, nqvk,W nsus yxh bl dgkuh esa ,d nknh dks vius 

iksrs ds izfr fdruk yxko gSA ifjfLFkfr dqN Hkh gks ij vehuk cq<h gksdj Hkh vius iksrs dks [kq”k ns[kuk pkgrh gSA 

 

<kbZ vk[kj izse dk % 

 ekyrh tks×kh us viuh dgkuh MkbZ vk[kj izse dk  blesa ehl t;arh  ×kkL=h uked  v/;kfidk dk fp=.k fd;k gSA 

tc v/;kfidk i<krh gS rks dqN yMfd;k ×kjkjr djrh gS ×ksQkyh uked yMdh cMh ×kjkjr gksrh gSA og ges”kk ehl t;arh ds 

ihjh;M esa dqN u dqN ×kjkjr djrh gSA rc ,d fnu ehl t;arh ×kkL=h dks ,d phëh uksVcqd esa feyrh gS i<us ij fdrhZ us dgk 

;g xyr gS rc lc mls glrs gS rc t;arh ×kkL=h dgrh gS rqEgkjs ekulhd xBu ds fy, vkpkj O;ogkj ds fy, vPNs laLdkjksa 
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ds fy, rqEgkjs ekrk&firk egkfo|ky; Hkstrs gS blls mldh Nk=ksa ds izfr ftEesnkjh Li”V gksrh gSA blls le>rk gS dh t;arh 

×kkL=h ,d lPph v/;kfidk FkhA  

 ,d fnu uksfVl vk;h ehl ×kkL=h dh ekW dk nsgkar gqvk rc Dykl dh yMdh;k ehl ×kkL=h dh ?kj vk;h rc ogk 

felsl oekZ muds ?kj esa Fkh rc yMdh;ksa us iqNk ;g eWMe tc eqacbZ xbZ rks ;g cq<k& cq<h dkSu gSA rc felsl oekZ crkrh gS og 

fel ×kkL=h ds eaxsrj nythr ds ekrk firk gSA ×kkL=h dk nythr ls fookg rS; Fkk ]ij og lSfud Fkk ns”k lsok djrk Fkk] ekW 

cki dh vdsyh larku Fkk] ges”kk vius ekrk&firk dh lsok djuk pkgrk FkkA ×kkL=h us nythr ls “kknh dh thn djus yxh ij 

mlus crk;k tax ls ykSVdj lkspsaxsA ij tax ls ykSVk nythr dk leku] og “kghn gqvkA og dbZ nhu jksrh jgh ij vpkud mls 

bl lalkj esa ,dne vdsys vlgk; NqV x, nythr ds ekrk&firk ;kn vk, vkSj mlus  vki dks nythr ds ?kj dks gh lefiZr 

dj fn;kA vius firk dks dgk vkids rks vkSj Hkh cPpsa gS ij budks ns[kus okyk dksbZ ughaA os yksx eq>s cgq ugahaaaaaaaaaa rks csVh ds #i esa 

rks Lohdkj djsaxsA cl ^^rc ls mldk ;gh ?kj gS] ;gh ekrk&firk gSA fookg dh ckr mBrh gS rks og dg nsrh gS] bu nksuksa 

izkf.k;ksa lesr tks eq>s Lohdkj djsxk eaS mlh dk oj.k d#axhA^^¼�½bl dkj.k ehl ×kkL=h dh “kknh ugha gqbZ gSA ;g ckrs lqudj 

lkjh “kjkjrh yMfd;k “kkar gksrh gSA fdruk R;kx gSA ;g ns[kdj rks dqN yMfd;ksa dks rks jksuk vkrk gSA 

 Ekgkfo|ky;hu Nk=k rks gesa×kk [kw”k jguk pkgrs gS ij ehl ×kkL=h mUgsa lgh jkLrk fn[kkuk pkgrh gSA nythr tks 

gksusokyk irh Fkk mlds isze ds fy, fdruk R;kx djrh gS ,d lsuk ds toku dk ;q/n djrs le; vxj e`R;q gksrh gS rks mlds 

ekrk&firk dks laHkkyus okykdksbZ ugha gksrk rc ehl ×kkL=h lSfud ds ifjokj ds izrh iwjk leiZ.k djrh gSA mnklh ls Hkjs thou 

thus okys cq<s nEirh ds thou esa ehl ×kkL=h mtkyk ykrh gSA 

 

flDdk cny x;k % 

 d`”.kk lkscrh us flDdk cny x;k bl dgkuh esa “kkguh ds }kjk ns×k foHkktu dh =klnh dks fn[kk;k gS ×kkguh ,d 

vehj tehnkj dh iRuh FkhA mlds ifr dh xkWo esa cMh bTtr gksrh Fkh mldh nwj&nwj xkWo rd QSyh tehu FkhA thlesa lky esa 

rhu Qly gksrh FkhA mldh dksbZ vkSykn ugha Fkh mlus ,d eqfLye cPps “ksjs dks xksn fy;k thldh ekW bl nwfu;k esa ugha Fkh “ksjs 

dks cMk djds mldh “kkguhus “kknh Hkh dj nh FkhA ns”k foHkktu ds le; >xMs gksus yxs “ksjs us dbZ [kwu fd, rc “kkguh mls 

le>krh gS ij og ugha lwurkA gkykdh og mlds gh fn, edku esa jgrk gSA  

 ,d fnu lkjs xyh okys mldh gosyh dks ywVus dh ;kstuk cukrs gSA rc “kkguh dks Fkkusnkj] “ksjk lc Vªd esa cSBus ds 

fy, etcwj djrs gSA ×kkguh ds eu esa vkrk gS vkt flDdk cnyrs gh vktrd esjs vUuij thus okys eq>s gh esjs gosyh ls cgkj 

fudky jgs gSA gosyh ds cgkj dbZ HkhM tek gqbZ Fkh lkjk xkWo ×kkguh dh rjQ ns[k jgk FkkA nkÅn [kWk us ×kkguh ls cksyk dqN 

lkFk j[kuk gks rks j[k yks dqN ckW/k yks lksuk&pkWanhA rc “kkar Loj esa ×kkguh cksyh lksuk&pkWanh rks vki yksxks ds fy, gS] dgdj 

×kkguh vkxs tkus yxrh gS Qhjls ogh dgrk gS dqN udn gh j[k yksA oDr dk dqN irk ugha] rc ×kkguh dgrh gS] ^ udnh I;kjh 

ugha ;gkW dh udnh ;gha jgsxhA mlh le; mldk ekul iq= dgrk gS nsj gks jgh gS bl okD; ls ×kkguh pkSd tkrh gSA mlds euesa 

Qhjls iz”u vk;k bl gosyh esa jkuh cudj eSa vk;h Fkh ij esa jks&jksdj ugha “kku ls cgkj fudysxh yM[kMkrs dneksa dsk laHkkyrs 

og M;ks<h ls cgkj gks xbZA 

 ×kkguh us viuk okfjl thls ekuk Fkk mlus gh /kks[kk fn;k FkkA “kgkuh dks yxk ,d ckj fQj ls gosyh ds varhe n”kZu 

d# ij mlus lkspk lkjs xkWo okyksa ds lkeus eSsa gesa×kk cMh cuh jgh vkt D;ksa NksVh cuw ihNs u ns[krs gq, ×kkguh flj >qdk, py 
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iMhA ihNs Hkou [kMk Fkk cPpsa] cq<s] enZ&vkSjrs lc ihNs Fks Vªd esa ×kkguh cSBh bLekby us dgk ×kkguh dqN dg tkvks rqEgkjs eqWg 

ls fudyh vlhl >wB ugha gksrh rc ×kkguh us dgk ^^jCc rqgkuw lyker jD[ks cPpkA [kqf×k;k cD×ksA^^¼�½ vk[kjh ckj ×ksjs us 

×kgkuh  ds ikWo Nq, rc ×kgkuh us cMs fny ls dgk esjs pkWn rsjs HkkX; tx tk,A bu lkjs okD; ls le> esa vkrk gS ukjh vius 

mij fdruh Hkh vkp vkus nks og fdlh dks Hkh cqjk ugha dgrhA ges×kk lekt ghr pkgrh gSA vius iq= gks ;k ekul iq= mlds 

izrh lnk Lusg cjlkrh gSA 

 

Ykyefu;kW% 

 eS=s;h iq”ik us viuh dgkuh Ykyefu;k esa ,d xjhc ukjh                                                                                   

dh O;Fkk vkSj nnZ dks Li”V fd;k gSA Ykyefu;k dh izeq[k ik= ekSgjks ,d yksddyk dks thfor j[kuk pkgrh gSA mldh ekW Hkh 

bl dyk dks thfor j[kus ds iqjs iz;kl djrh gS vkSj vius  csVh ekSgjks dks Ykyefu;k ukp fl[kkrh gSA tc ekSgjks ;g ukp 

fn[kkrh gS rc tksxs×k ,d vehj ?kj dk csVk vius iszetky esa mls Qlkdj mldh fo/kok ekW ls mldk gkFk ekWxus ds fy, vius 

thtk ds lkFk vkrk gSA rc mldh ekW dgrh gS ge brus xjhc vkSj vki brus vehj rc tksxs”k cMh&cMh ckrs djds fo”okl 

fnykrk gS dh “kknh ds ckn bls jkuh cukdj j[kwaxkA ×kknh ds ckn llwjky okysk us ekSgjks dks pkS[kV rd Nwus u nhA llwjky okyksa 

us dgk ^^dgk ls mBkdj yk;k gS bl ufVuh dks\ bldk ukp ilan vk x;k\ ij gesa irk yx x;k gS fd ukpdj gh isV Hkjrh 

gSA^^¼�½ blds ckn tksxl us mls xkWo ds cgkj ,d NksVsls edku esa mls dqN fnu j[kkA ogk jkr esa Nqidj vkus yxk dqN fnu 

ckn mlus dgk esSa dke dh ryk”k esa ×kgj tkrk gw ogkW ls vkus ds ckn rqEgsa ysdj tkÅaxk ijog okil vk;k gh ugha ij b/kj ukS 

eghus ds ckn ekSgjks ,d cPph dks tUe nsrh gSA 

 Lkekt Hkh ,sls fj”rs dks ekU; ugha djrk rc lekt dk fojks/k lgdj og csVh dks cMk djrh gSA esgur etnwjh djds 

viuh dyk dks Hkh thfor j[krh gSA ,d fnu vpkud ,d “kknh esa og vius csVh dks ysdj tkrh gS ogk ekSgjks Ykyefu;k ukp 

fn[kkrh gS rcog nqYgk tksxs”k dks ns[kdj “kkar gh gks tkrh gSA mldks cMk nnZ gksrk gS ij og dqN Hkh ugha dj ldrh ]thlds 

“kknh esa ukp jgh Fkh og mldk ifr gh FkkA og iwjh rjg ls Bxh x;h FkhA iq#’klRrkd O;oLFkk esa cspkjh ekSgjks xjhch] xzkeh.k 

ifjos”k] thus ds dqN Hkh lk/ku ugha gksus ds dkj.k lkjh lR;rk le>dj Hkh dqN Hkh ugha dj ldrh ysf[kdkus xzkeh.k ukjh dk 

nnZ vkg vkSj djkg bl dgkuh esa fpf=r fd;k gSA 

 bu lc dgkuh;ksa esa vyx& vyx n`’Vh ls ukjh dk fp=.k fd;k x;k gSA bZnxkg dgkuh dh vehuk xfjc gksdj Hkh 

vius iksrs dks lc [kqf×k;k nsuk pkgrh gS lkFk esa iksrs ij vPNs laLdkj Hkh djrh gS iksrk Hkh esys esa dqN u [kkdj nknh dh fy, 

fpeVk ykrk gSA ij nknh rks ges×kk esjk iksrk [kw”k fdlrjgls jgs ;gh pkgrh gSA <kbZ vk[kj izse dk bl dgkuh dh ehl t;arh 

×kkL=h dk pfj= f=p.k djrs le; fn[kk;k gS ukjh isze R;kx dh e`rhZ gS ;g fn[kk gSAt;arh dk R;kx e; thou nythr ds 

ifjokj ds izrh leiZ.k Hkkouk] isze gh ekuoh; lac/kksa esa fufeZr gksus okys tgj dks u’V dj nsrk gSA ukjh dk ;gk ,d xq.k 

fn[kkbZ nsrk gS fd tgkW izse gksrk gS ogk leiZ.k Hkh gksrk gSA bl dgkuh esa ysf[kdkus ukjh dh laosnuk dk lQyrk iwoZd fp=.k  

fd;k gSA 

 flDdk cny x;k bl dgkuh esa ×kkguh dk ,d le; [kkl vkSj cMk #rck FkkA og vehj Fkh mlus vukFk cPps ×ksjs 

dks viuk ekuk ij vkf[kj esa og Hkh lkFk ugha nsrkA ×kkguh dks vkf[kj xkWo NksMuk iMk ij mlus vius lkFk lksuk #i;s dqN 

ugha fy;k lc ×ksjs dks NksM pyh tkrh gSA ij dHkh fdlh dks cqjk ugha dgrh vius mph izfrek dks dHkh NksVk ugha gksus  nsrh 
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×kgkuh ges×kk viuh ihMk dks nckdj j[krh gS ;g gj ukjh dh [kkfl;r gksrh gS oSlk gh “kgkuh dk fp=.k gSA [kwn ij bruk cMk 

ladV vkus ij Hkh og lcds fy, jcls nqvk ekxrh gSA ×ksjks dks vPNk vk×khZokn fn, tkrh gSA ukjh dh egkurk ysf[kdkus 

×kkguh ds }kjk mtkxj dh gSA yyefu;kW dgkuh dh izeq[k ukjh ik= ekSgjksa viuh yksddyk dks thfor j[kus dk iwjk iz;kl 

djrh gSA ,d lPph dykdj gksrh gS ij xzkeh.k ifjos”k esa jgus ds dkj.k iq#”k lRrkd O;oLFkk dh og Hkh f”kdkj gksrh gh gSA 

lekt fojks/k dks lgdj csVh dks tUe nsus ij mls ifr }kjk vLohdkj djuk vkSj vkf[kj irh dh “kknh esa u`R; fn[kkuksa ds fy, 

etcwj gksuk iMrk gS] mls ijog fookg jksd ugha ldrhA ;gk ysf[kdk us lekt ls Bxh x;h L=h iq#’klRrk dk opZLo xzkeh.k 

ukjh dk nnZ] vkg] vkSj =klnh dks ekSgjksa ds }kjk mtkxj fd;k gSA gj dgkuh esa ukjh ds fofo/k #i lkeus ykus dk iz;kl 

lQyrk iwoZd fd;k x;k gSA 

 

lanHkZ % 

lkfgR; lfjrk@tksxsanz flag fclsu@vksfj;aV yWkXeSu@izFke laLdj.k �åå� @i`”B � 

lkfgR; lfjrk@tksxsanz flag fclsu@vksfj;aV yWkXeSu@izFke laLdj.k �åå� @i`”B �� 

lkfgR; lkSjHk@la- lqftrflag ifjgkj@jktdey izdk×ku@izFke laLdj.k �å��@i`”B �� 

lkfgR; Hkkjrh@la- vt; Vsaxls@ok.kh izdk×ku@izFke laLdj.k �å��@i`”B ��å 
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Hkkjr ds jk"Vª fuekZ.k esa efgykvksa dk ;ksxnku 

vatqe ukfgn jÅQ [kku 

;'koarjko pkSgku dyk dks foKku egkfo|ky;]  

eax#yihj]ftyk okf'ke 

 

 

 Hkkjr ds xkSjo'kkyh bfrgkl esa efgykvksa dk egRoiw.kZ ;ksxnku jgk gS efgykvksa us gj {ks= esa vkxs c<+ dj pqukSrh 

iw.kZ okrkoj.k esa vius vki dks fl) fd;k gS gekjs Hkkjr ns'k esa dSlh çfrHkkoku efgyk,a xqtjh gS ftUgksaus vius ;ksX;rk ds cy 

ij Hkkjr ds bfrgkl dks ,d u;k Lo:i fn;k gS mUgksaus gekjs gekjs lkeus ,d vkn'kZ j[kk gSA  

 Hkkjr esa efgykvksa dh ifjfLFkfr esa fiNys dqN lkyksa ls egRoiw.kZ cnyko vk, gSa Hkkjrh; bfrgkl esa efgykvksa esa 

çkphu dky esa jkT; dks laHkkyk gS vkSj gqdwer Hkh dh gS jft;k lqYrku jkuh y{ehckÃ lkfo=hckÃ Qqys efgykvksa us vius vki 

dks fl) fd;k vkSj viuh çfrHkk ds cy ij u, nkSj dh 'kq#vkr dh efgykvksa dh fLFkfr dks vafre nkSj esa foHkkftr dj ldrs 

gSa çkphu dky esa efgykvksa dks lekurk dk vfèkdkj Fkk eè;dkyhu Hkkjr esa efgykvksa dks fuEure Lrj fn;k x;k vkèkqfud 

dky esa efgyk,a jk"Vªifr] çèkkuea=h] yksd lHkk vè;{k] çfri{k dh usrk vkfn tSls 'kh"kZ inksa ij vklhu gqÃ gSa A 

 gekjs Lora=rk laxzke ds xkSjo'kkyh fnuksa ls] Hkkjrh; efgykvksa us thou ds gj {ks= esa egRoiw.kZ Hkwfedk fuHkkÃ gS 

tSls jk"Vª fuekZ.k] lekt dk l'kfädj.k] ns'k dks fodkl iFk ij vkxs ys tkuk vkSj LoPNrk vfHk;ku esa ns'k dk usr`Ro djukA 

efgykvksa us [kqn dks cgqr egRoiw.kZ inksa ij ik;k gS vkSj viuh Hkwfedk dks vR;ar mRÑ"Vrk ds lkFk fuHkk;k gS A 

 

Hkkjr ds Lora=rk laxzke esa efgykvksa dh Hkwfedk: 

 jk"Vªh; vkanksyu esa efgykvksa dh igyh lkewfgd Hkkxhnkjh Lons'kh vkanksyu ls 'kq: gqÃ vkSj dqN lhekvksa ds lkFk 

vlg;ksx vkanksyu ds ekè;e ls c<+rh jghA lfou; voKk vkanksyu esa geus gtkjksa dh la[;k esa efgykvksa dks vkrs ns[kk vkSj 

'kjkc vkSj diM+s dh nqdkuksa ij èkjuk nsdj] ?kk;y Lora=rk lsukfu;ksa dh ns[kHkky djus] tsy tkus tSlh igyksa ds ekè;e ls 

jk"Vªh; vkanksyu ds çeq[k igyqvksa dk usr`Ro fd;kA blfy,] mUgksaus vius fy, ogh dek;k tks mUgsa  ���å esa lafoèkku esa feyk 

tks & ^o;Ld erkfèkdkj*( dk lkoZHkkSfed vfèkdkj Fkk A Lora=rk laxzke ds le; ¼fo'ks"kdj lfou; voKk vkanksyu vkSj 

Hkkjr NksM+ks vkanksyu ds nkSjku½ cM+h la[;k esa efgykvksa us jk"Vªh; thou esa Hkkx ysuk 'kq: dj fn;k vkSj jk"Vªh; mís'; ds fy, 

vius futh thou dk cfynku dj fn;k A 

 

Hkkjr dh jktuhfr esa efgykvksa dh Hkwfedk: 

 Hkkjr dks vktknh feyus ds ckn Hkkjrh; efgykvksa us jktuhfrd {ks= esa Hkh egRoiw.kZ ;ksxnku fn;k gS Hkkjr dh 

jktuhfr esa og lfØ; gqÃ gSA ����  esa ,uh cslsaV Hkkjrh; dkaxzsl dh vè;{k cuh igyh Hkkjrh; efgyk ljkstuh uk;Mw vè;{k 

cuh vktknh ds ckn ds ;qx ds lkFk vkxs c<+rs gq,] Hkkjr viuh igyh efgyk çèkku ea=h Jherh bafnjk xkaèkh dks pquus esa 
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dke;kc jgk] rc Hkh tc if'peh nqfu;k us ml le; efgyk usrkvksa ds ckjs esa lkspk Hkh ugÈ Fkk A fQj Hkh Hkkjrh; esa 

jktuhfrd {ks= esa efgykvksa dks bruk fgLlk ugÈ feyk gS ftruh fd og gdnkj gS A  

 vkt Hkkjrh; lekt esa dkeqdrk c<+ jgh gS vkt esa uSfrd ewY;ksa dk fujarj O;kl gks jgk gS ç'kklu esa fuf"Ø;rk vkSj 

Hkz"Vkpkj c<+ jgk gS nwljh rjQ efgykvksa ij gksus okys vR;kpkjksa esa vfèkdrk gks xÃ gS Hkkjr dks vktknh feyus ds ckn ls gekjs 

lafoèkku eSa leku vfèkdkj vkSj gd lcdks çnku fd, gSaA ijarq vkt rd gekjs ;gka dh Hkkjrh; efgykvksa dks vfèkdkjksa dk 

lgh mi;ksx djuk ugÈ vk;k gekjs ns'k dks rjôh djuk gS rks efgykvksa dh gkyr esa lqèkkj djuk gksxk gekjs lekt esa vkt 

iq#"k dh ekufldrk dks cnyuk gksxk ekjs Hkkjrh; lekt esa 'krkCnh ls yo dh n'kk dks lqèkkjus ds fy, A 

 cgqr ls lekt lqèkkjd vkxs vk, jktk jkeeksgu jk; Lokeh foosdkuan Loj paæ fo|klkxj _f"k n;kuan ljLorh 

egkRek Qqys xkaèkhth ;fn yksxksa us efgykvksa dh n'kk dks lqèkkjus ds fy, ç;Ru fd, ���� ds ckn Hkkjr ns'k esa L=h eqfä 

vkanksyu 'kq: gqÃ gS bl nkSjku efgykvksa dh leL;k lkeus vkÃ vkSjrksa dks balku cudj thus dk vfèkdkj feyuk pkfg, A;kj 

vc ugÈ vk;k efgyk ;g iwjh rjg ls ifjoÆrr gks xÃ gS dk dk;Z {ks= fcYdqy cny x;k gS f'k{k.k vkjksX; lkekftd o 

jktdh; Lora=rk lerk fon~U;ku bldk ;ksx; ifj.kke mlds thou ij gqvk gS – efgyk vkj{k.k foèks;d vc ,d 

vko';drk cu x;k gS D;ksafd tehuh Lrj dh efgyk jktuhfrd dk;ZdrkZ Hkkjrh; jktuhfr esa jkT; vkSj dsaæ Lrj dh Hkwfedk 

fuHkkus ds fy, rS;kj gSa Aefgykvksa dh ernku Hkkxhnkjh esa of̀) jktuhfr esa mudh #fp dks çekf.kr djrh gS A 

 gSjkuh dh ckr ;g gS fd �å�å vkSj �å�� ds foèkkulHkk pqukoksa esa ernku çfr'kr ds ekeys esa efgykvksa us 

iq#"kksa dks iNkM+ fn;k FkkA �å�� esa vf[ky Hkkjrh; Lrj ij iq#"kksa vkSj efgykvksa ds ernku çfr'kr ds chp dk varj 

de gksdj �-�% jg x;k gSA ;g LoLFk ço`fÙk bafxr djrh gS fd efgyk,a rS;kj gSa] os mRlqd gSa] vkSj os jktuhfrd çfØ;k ds 

egRo dks le>rh gSa A ;g le>uk egRoiw.kZ gS fd efgykvksa dk jktuhfrd çfrfufèkRo egRoiw.kZ gS D;ksafd blh rjg 

efgykvksa ls tqM+s eqíksa vkSj vU; çeq[k uhfrxr QSlyksa dks lgh txg feyrh gSA vuqHko ls irk pyrk gS fd tc efgyk,a 

egRoiw.kZ usr`Ro Hkwfedkvksa esa gksrh gSa rks uhfr;ka vPNs ds fy, cny tkrh gSa A 

 

lkekftd {ks= esa efgykvksa dh Hkwfedk: 

 lkSHkkX; ls] efgykvksa dks 'kS{kf.kd {ks= esa vkSj 'kq) foKku ds {ks= esa jkstxkj ds voljksa ;k inksUufr esa HksnHkko dk 

lkeuk ugÈ djuk iM+rk gS A cSaÇdx tSls O;kolkf;d vkSj foÙkh; {ks=ksa us dÃ ;qok is'ksoj efgykvksa dks lek;ksftr fd;k gSA 

ysfdu lekt ds fupys Lrjksa ij vlekurk dh O;kidrk ijs'kku dj jgh gS tSls fd xzkeh.k Je {ks= esa efgykvksa dks de 

Hkqxrku fd;k tk jgk gS A ;g Hkh dgk tk jgk gS fd U;wure etnwjh vfèkfu;e Ñf"k vkSj fuekZ.k Je {ks=ksa esa efgykvksa vkSj 

iq#"kksa ds osru ds chp Hkh HksnHkko djrk gS A geus ;g Hkh ns[kk gS fd c�yhoqM vfHkusf=;ka tsaMj is xSi dk eqík dkQh mBkrh gSa- 

efgykvksa dh iks"k.k fLFkfr ds ckjs esa ,d cgl gS tks gky gh esa mBkÃ xÃ Fkh tc bruh lkjh efgykvksa us Hkkjr ds fy, 

vksyafid ind thrs FksA Hkkjrh; efgykvksa dks iks"k.k dh –f"V ls vius if'peh led{kksa dh rjg etcwr ugÈ ekuk tkrk gSA 

iq#"kksa dh rqyuk esa de iks"k.k Lrj dh Li"V lhekvksa ds ckotwn] Hkkjrh; efgykvksa us vksyafid esa vlkèkkj.k :i ls vPNk 

çn'kZu fd;k A 
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 LoPN Hkkjr vfHk;ku esa Hkh] efgyk,a vkxs c<+ jgh gSa D;ksafd ge vDlj ,sls foKkiu ns[krs gSa tgka efgyk,a 'kknh ds 

çLrkoksa dks vLohdkj dj nsrh gSa tc ifjokjksa ds ?kj esa 'kkSpky; ugÈ gksrk gSA blfy,] ge ns[k ldrs gSa fd LoPNrk vkSj 

LoPNrk ds {ks= esa efgykvksa dks ifjokj ds Hkhrj ftEesnkjh lkSaih tkrh gSA bl miyfCèk dks fpfàr djus ds fy,] dsaæ ljdkj 

LoPN Hkkjr fe'ku esa efgykvksa dh Hkwfedk dks mtkxj djus vkSj muds usr`Ro dks igpkuus vkSj efgyk LoPNrk fotsrkvksa dks 

lEekfur djus ds fy, LoPN 'kfä lIrkg euk jgh efgykvksa dks f'kf{kr fd;k tk, efgykvksa dh lekt esa gkyr lqèkkjus ds 

fy, t:jh gS fd fn'kk esa vkxs dne c<+k;k tk, efgykvksa dh çfrek cukus ds fy, mUgsa i çksRlkgu fn;k tk, A 

 efgykvksa dks gj {ks= esa leFkZu ns nh tk, ^uÃ L=h* ;k ^u, ;qx dh ukjh* dqN vkSj ugÈ cfYd og mu iqjkru 

ijaijkvksa dk çfrdkj gS ftlus mls o"kks± rd mis{kk ds gkf'k;s ij fdukjs j[kkA uÃ L=h gj mu csfM;ksa dks rksM+us dk lkgl j[krh 

gS ftlus mldh 'kkjhfjd&ekufld LoPNanrk ij caèku vkjksfir fd;sA uÃ L=h gj oks dke djsxh tks mldh etÊ ij fuHkZj gS A 

 

lanHkZ xzaFk: 

 jk"Vªh; efgyk vk;ksx vkSj Hkkjrh; ukjh ys[kd ,s valkjh 

 efgykvksa ds ekSfyd vfèkdkj jek 'kekZ 

 ,l ds feJk 

 fodhihfM;k baVjusV 
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Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe dh ,sfrgkfld i`"BHkwfe ds voyksdu dk vè;;u ,d Ðf"V esa 

Naveen Agrawal 

Faculty Of Commerce (Accounts and Law),  

Kishori Raman ( P.G.) College Mathura Uttar Pradesh 

Corresponding author E-mail: drnaveenagrawalkrc@Gmail.Com 

 

'kksèk lkj: 

 thou chek euq"; ds vkÆFkd ladVksa ,oa tksf[keksa dks nwj djrk gSA ftl çdkj vkt euq"; dks thou ;kiu ds fy, 

jksVh] diM+k] edku dh vko';drk gksrh gS mlh çdkj vkt thou chek Hkh thou ;kiu dk egRoiw.kZ fgLlk cu pqdk gS 

ftldk gksuk cgqr gh vko';d gSA  

^euq"; ds thou esa iy iy ij tksf[keksa dks de djus dk lkèku gh thou chek gSA* 

 thou chek ,d ,slk vuqcaèk gS ftlds varxZr chek daiuh cheknkj dks çhfe;e ds cnys esa cheknkj dh e`R;q gksus ij 

vFkok ifjiDork dh vofèk ij mls ;k mlds }kjk pqus gq, mlds mÙkjkfèkdkjh dks chfer jde nsus dk mÙkjnkf;Ro xzg.k djrk 

gS AlkoZHkkSfed :i ls thou chek ,d ,slk vuqcaèk gS tks vfuf'prrk dks fuf'prk esa cnydj tksf[ke dks de djrk gS vkSj 

ifjokjikyd fd nqHkkZX;o'k e`R;q gks tkus ij mlds ifjokj dks ;FkklaHko lgk;rk çnku djrk gSA 

 vçR;kf'kr ?kVukvksa ¼tSls vkx yxuk ]HkwL[kyu gksuk]ck< vkuk]fctyh fxjuk] Hkwdai vkuk]dksjksukok;jl ,oa 

vU; egkekjh dk vkuk½ ls gksus okyh vkÆFkd gkfu;ksa ds tksf[ke dks de djus dk lkèku gh thou chek gSA  

 thou chek dk çkjaHk loZçFke baXySaM esa 16oÈ 'krkCnh esa gqvk lcls igyh thou chek i�fylh baXySaM esa lu 1583 

esa fofy;e fxoul uke ds O;fä dks 1 o"kZ dh vofèk ds fy, fuxZr gqÃ FkhAvkjafHkd dky esa vYidky ds fy, gh thou chek 

fd;k tkrk FkkAHkkjr esa thou chek dk dkjksckj lu 1818 esa çkjaHk gqvkAblds i'pkr vusdksa vusd ifjorZu ds QyLo#i 

ljdkj us thou chek dk jk"Vªh;dj.k 1 flracj 1956 dks dj fn;k vkSj ftldk ,dek= vfèkdkj Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe 

dks fn;kA  

eq[; 'kCn% thou chek] tksf[ke] çhfe;e] e`R;q] vkÆFkd ladV] vusdkusd A 

 

Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe dh ,sfrgkfld i`"BHkwfe% 

 vkt euq"; dh tku vkSj mldh tek iwath dks vusdkusd rjg ls egkfouk'k ;k cckZnh gksus dk Hk; cuk jgrk gSA dkSu 

tkurk gS fd dc fdldh e`R;q gks tk,\ Hkfo"; vfuf'prrk dk [ksy gSA gks ldrk gS fd vkt dYiukvksa ds lkxj esa vk'kkvksa 

dh] vf}rh; fdj.kksa esa fgyksjs ys jgh gks] ifjokj vkSj cPpksa dh [kqf'k;ksa ds fy, Hkjiwj ç;Ru ds ckotwn ,slh fLFkfr mRiUu gks 

tk, ftlls fd dy muds vkalw igqapus esa Hkh ge vlgk; gks tk,a vkSj bl nqfu;k ls çLFkku djuk iM+sA orZeku le; esa vDlj 

lkspuk iM+rk gS fd veqd O;fä vHkh rks eq>ls ckrphr dj jgk Fkk] gal jgk Fkk] eu ls çQqfYyr Fkk ysfdu vjs !vpkud esa 

py clkA thou dk dqN irk ugÈ gS] thou çR;{k ;k vçR;{k :i ls fofoèk çdkj ds ladVksa ls ifjiw.kZ gS vFkkZr ekuo dk 

Hkfo"; vKkr gSA dy D;k gksus okyk gS\ ;g vfuf'pr gS ,d {k.k ds fy, ;fn ;g dYiuk dh tk, fd fdlh ifjokj esa 
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,dek= jksVh dekus okys O;fä dh nqHkkZX;o'k e`R;q gks tk, rks ml ifjokj ij nq[kksa dk igkM+ VwV iM+sxkA D;ksafd vk; ds lkèku 

can gks tkus ls ifjokj ds lHkh vko';d dk;ks± ij dqN le; ds fy, fojke yx tkrk gSAblh çdkj edku] nqdku] tgkt] eksVj 

Vªd]eksVj dkj]jsy vkfn ds nq?kZVukxzLr gks tkus ij djksM+ksa #i;ksa dh gkfu ds lkFk lkFk {ks= esa vU; dks ijs'kkfu;ka vk tkrh gSa 

vr% mijksä ijs'kkfu;ksa ds lkFk le>kSrk djus dk uke gh chek gSA  

 thou chek dks vkt cqjs fnuksa dk lgkjk rFkk cq<+kis dh ykBh ekuk tk ldrk gS D;ksafd ;g euq"; dks ladV vkus ij 

cgqr gh dfBukb;ksa ls eqä djrk gSA;g 'kkÜor lR; gS] fd tks Hkh bl nqfu;k esa vk;k gS mls tkuk Hkh gS vFkkZr çR;sd O;fä dks 

,d uk ,d fnu rks bl nqfu;k ls tkuk gS e`R;q fuf'pr gS ysfdu e`R;q dk le; vfuf'pr gSA;qokoLFkk esa tc fdlh O;fä dh 

e`R;q gks tkrh gS rks mldh iRuh vkSj cPpksa dks vusdksausd vkÆFkd ladVksa dk lkeuk djuk iM+rk gSA,slh fLFkfr esa thou chek 

mlds vkÆFkd ladVksa dks nwj djrk gS vFkkZr thou chek]chfer e`rd O;fä dks iqu% thou rks çnku ugÈ dj ldrk ysfdu 

e`rd O;fä ds ifjokj okyksa dks cgqr ls lkekftd vkSj vkÆFkd ykHk çnku djus esa lgk;d gksrk gS ftlls thou ds dqN ladV 

dqN lhek rd nwj gks tkrs gSaA 

^thou chek ,d ,slk vuqcaèk gS ftlds varxZr chek daiuh cheknkj dks çhfe;e ds cnys esa cheknkj dh e`R;q gks tkus ij ;k 

ifjiDork ds le; mls ;k mlds }kjk pqus gq, mlds mÙkjkfèkdkjh dks chfer jde nsus dk mÙkjnkf;Ro xzg.k djrk gSA* 

 thou chek dk çkjaHk baXySaM esa 16oÈ 'krkCnh esa gqvk ml le; vYidky ds fy, gh thou chek fd;k tkrk FkkA 

17oÈ vkSj 18oÈ 'krkCnh esa thou chek dk dkjksckj djus ds fy, cgqr lh chek laLFkk,a LFkkfir gqÃ tSls lu 1698 esa ejll 

daiuh] 1699 esa lkslkbVh v�Q ba';ksjsal Q�j ÇoMkst ,aM v�QlZ]1706 esa ,eqdsoy lkslk;Vh vkfnA Hkkjr esa thou chek dk 

dkjksckj lu 1818 esa çkjaHk gqvk ml le; ;wjksibu yksxksa }kjk dksydkrk esa vksfj,aVy ykbQ ba';ksjsal daiuh LFkkiuk dh xÃA 

lu 1823 esa eqacÃ ykbQ ba';ksjsal daiuh] lu 1829 esa eækl bfeVscy ykbQ ba';ksjsal lkslkbVh vkfn chek daifu;ka [kqyh 

blds i'pkr vusd NksVh&cM+h daifu;ka LFkkfir gqÃA;g daifu;ka vaxzstksa dk gh chek djus esa vfèkd fnypLih fy;k djrh Fkh] 

Hkkjrh;ksa dk chek cgqr lhfer ek=k esa Åaph çhfe;e nj ij djrh Fkh A lqO;ofLFkr <ax ls gekjs ns'k esa 1871ls cksEcs ew;qpy 

ykbQ ba';ksjsal lkslk;Vh }kjk chek fd;k tkus yxkA blds i'pkr thou chek ds {ks= esa vusdksausd daifu;ka [kqyh ysfdu 

ljdkj dks bu daifu;ksa ls vusdksa f'kdk;rsa fey jgh Fkh rks ljdkj us thou chek daifu;ksa ds fØ;kdykiksa dks fu;a=.k djus ds 

mís'; ls lu 1912 esa chek vfèkfu;e ikfjr fd;kA lu 1927 esa Hkkjrh; daifu;ksa ds fgrksa dks lqjf{kr j[kus ds mís'; ls 

Hkkjrh; thou chek dk;kZy; dk la?k cukA lu 1938 esa dsaæ ljdkj us chek vfèkfu;e ikl djds daVªksyj v�Q ba';ksjsal ds 

vkfèkiR; esa ba';ksjsal foHkkx dh LFkkiuk dh rkfd chek daifu;ksa ds fofu;ksx çcaèk ,oa [kpkS ij çHkko'kkyh <ax ls fu;a=.k 

j[kk tk ldsA lu 1950 esa chek vfèkfu;e esa O;kid la'kksèku dj dÃ çfrcaèk yxk fn, x, ftlds ifj.kke Lo#i 1955 rd 

vusdksusd daifu;ka can gks xÃ vkSj xyk ?kksV çfr;ksfxrk dk var gks x;kA Hkkjr ljdkj dks tc bu daifu;ksa ds fØ;kdykiksa ls 

vusdksa vusd f'kdk;rsa fey jgh Fkh rc ljdkj us chekèkkjdksa ds fgrksa dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, ] i�fylh èkkjdksa dks 'kr&çfr'kr 

lqj{kk çnku djus ds fy,] jk"Vª fuekZ.k dk;ks± esa thou chek fufèk dk mi;ksx lqfuf'pr djus ds fy,] çfr;ksfxrk esa fujFkZd 

ç;RukS dks Vkyus ds fy, ] chek daifu;ksa ds èkkjdksa dks fn, tkus okys Hkkx va'k dks cpkus ds fy,] chek dk lans'k çxfr'khy 

'kgjksa ls xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esa igqapkus ds fy,]jk"Vªh;dj.k djuk mfpr le>k vkSj lu 19 tuojh 1956 dks jk"Vªifr us] 

jk"Vªh;dj.k ds mís'; ls vè;kns'k tkjh dj fn;k tks 1 tqykÃ 1956 ls ykxw gqvk ftlds varxZr lkoZtfud {ks= ds :i esa 
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Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe uked laLFkk LFkkfir gqÃA 1 flracj 1956 ls Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe us viuk dkjksckj vkjaHk 

dj fn;kA Hkkjrh; thou dk dsaæh; dk;kZy; ;ksx{kse thou chek ekxZ eqacÃ esa fLFkr gSA orZeku esa fuxe ds 08 {ks=h; 

dk;kZy; fnYyh] eqacÃ]psUuÃ ]dksydkrk] Hkksiky] gSnjkckn ]csaxyq# ]dkuiqj esa gSA fuxe ds 113 eaMy dk;kZy;] 2048 

'kk[kk dk;kZy;] 73 xzkgd lsok {ks=] 1401 lSVsykbV dk;kZy; 1240 NksVs dk;kZy; gSaA 

 

thou chek dh vko';drk% 

 thou ls lacafèkr tksf[keksa ds nq"ifj.kkeksa ls cpus ds fy, thou chek ,d mÙke O;oLFkk gSA çR;sd euq"; dks thou 

;kiu ds fy, èku dh vko';drk gksrh gS vkSj og èku ,d= djus ds fy, vusd çR;u djrk gS D;ksafd chekèku ls mldk ,oa 

mlds ifjokj dk thou ;kiu ugÈ gks ldrk vFkkZr euq"; ij vusd çdkj ds ikfjokfjd mÙkjnkf;Ro gksrs gSa vkSj mu 

mÙkjnkf;Ro;ks dks iwjk djus ds fy, èku dh vko';drk gksrh gS]blfy, euq"; vusd rjg ls mèke djrk gS èku dekrk gS vkSj 

viuh vk; ls vius ifjokj ds fy, Hkj.k iks"k.k ,oa lq[k lqfoèkk dh O;oLFkk djrk gSA D;ksafd euq"; dks vkt ds fy, gh ugÈ 

cfYd Hkkoh vko';drk dh iwÆr ds fy, èku dk leqfpr çcaèk djuk gksrk gS ftlds fy, vusd rjhdksa ls èku cpkrk gSA vr% 

euq"; dc rd thfor jgsxk vkSj mldh miktZu ldrh dc rd dk;e jgsxh dksÃ ugÈ tkurk thou uÜoj gS ,oa e`R;q fuf'pr gS 

irk ugÈ fdl {k.k mldh thou yhyk lekIr gks tk, vkSj mldh e`R;q gksrs gh mlds ifjokj ds Hkj.k&iks"k.k fd vk; Hkh 

lekIr gks tk,A bl çdkj thou ds iy iy ij tksf[kekS ls lqj{kk ds fy, gh thou chek dh vko';drk gksrh gSA 

 

Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe ds mís';% 

 Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe fuEufyf[kr mís';ksa dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, vius dk;ks± dk lapkyu djrk gS%& 

1- thou chek dk vfèkdre çlkj djuk vkSj og Hkh fo'ks"kr;k xzkeh.k {ks=ksa esa rFkk lkekftd o vkÆFkd :i ls fiNM+s oxks± esa 

bl ckr dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, fd gesa ns'k esa chek lHkh chek ;ksX; O;fä;ksa rd igqapkuk gS vkSj e`R;q gksus dh n'kk esa mUgsa 

mfpr ewY; ij i;kZIr foÙkh; lqj{kk çnku djuk gSA 

2- ches ds lkFk tqM+h cpr dks dkQh vkd"kZd cukdj turk dh cprks dks vfèkd ls vfèkd xfr'khy djuk gSA 

3- fufèk dk iwath fuos'k djrs le; leLr lekt ds fgrksa dks Hkwys fcuk vius chek nkoksa ds çfr eq[; drZO;ksa  dks è;ku esa j[krs 

gq, jk"Vªh; çkFkfedrkvksa vkSj vkd"kZd ykHk ds nkf;Roksa dks è;ku j[krs gq, iwjh yxkus okyksa ds lkFk leLr lekt ds 

vfèkdre fgr esa fufèk dk 'kqo;ofLFkr fuos'k djukA 

4- O;olk; dks ije ferO;;rk Fkk ds lkFk pykuk rFkk bl ckr dk è;ku j[kuk dh lkjk èku cheknkjks dk gSA 

5- O;fäxr rFkk lkewfgd rkSj ij chfer O;fä;ksa ds VªLVh ds :i esa dk;Z djukA 

6- ifjoÆrr gksrs gq, vkÆFkd o lkekftd okrkoj.k ds Qy Lo#i mRiUu gksus okyh lekt dh thou chek lacaèkh 

vko';drkvksa dks iwjk djukA 

7- fouezrk ds lkFk dq'ky lsok çnku djds chfer O;fä;ksa ds fgrksa esa vfHko`f) ds fy, Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe esa dke 

djus okys lHkh O;fä;ksa dks mu dh vfèkdre {kerk ds vuqlkj dk;Z'khy cukukA 
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8- fuxe ds mís';ksa dh miyfCèk ds fy, leiZ.k ds lkFk vius drZO;ksa ds ikyu }kjk fuxe ds lHkh ,tsaVksa vkSj deZpkfj;ksa esa 

lg;ksx]xkSjo vkSj dk;Z larqf"V dh Hkkouk dk fodkl djukA 

 

thou chek dh fo'ks"krk,a%&¼Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe dh vfHkdrkZ funsZf'kdk ds vuqlkjA½ 

1- chek chek djrk ,oa chek —r ds eè; ,d fyf[kr vuqcaèk gksrk gSA 

2- ;g ,d ,slk vuqcaèk gS ftlesa chek djrk çfrQy çkIr djus ds cnys esa chfer dks iwoZ fuèkkZfjr jkf'k Hkqxrku djus dk 

opu nsrk gSA 

3- ;g ,d lgdkfjd mik; gS ftlds varxZr dqN yksxksa dh tksf[keksa dks cgqr yksxksa ds Åij Mkyk tkrk gSA 

4- ;g fuf'pr ?kVuk ds ?kVus ij ço`Ùkuh; gksrk gSA 

5- ;g chek djkus okyksa dks tksf[keksa ds fo#) vkÆFkd lqj{kk çnku djrk gSA 

6- ;g ,d O;olk; gS ftlds varxZr ekuo ds thou dk chek laiUu fd;k tkrk gSA 

7- ;g vfuf'prrk ds LFkku ij fuf'pr LFkkfir djus ds fy, ,d çfØ;k gSA 

 

fu"d"kZ% 

 Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe foÜo dh ,d O;kolkf;d laLFkk gS ftldk vkÆFkd ,oa lkekftd {ks= esa egRoiw.kZ 

;ksxnku gSAHkkjr esa Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe ds jk"Vªh;dj.k ds i'pkr Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe }kjk vusd çdkj ds 

mRiknksa dk fodkl fd;k x;k gS vkSj fuxe }kjk fofHkUu çdkj ds mRiknksa dk O;olk;hdj.k fd;k tkrk gSA Hkkjrh; thou chek 

fuxe xzkgdksa dh vko';drkvksa ds vuqlkj chek mRiknksa dk fodkl djrk gS vkSj u, u, mRiknksa ds ekè;e ls gh yksxksa dh 

lsok djrk gSA Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe vius mRikn lekt ds çR;sd oxZ dks è;ku esa j[krs gq, rS;kj djrh gS ftlls vke 

tuksa dks lsok vkSj lqj{kk nksuksa fey ldsA vkt thou chek çR;sd O;fä ds fy, vfHkUu vax cu x;k gSA orZeku le; tks fd 

dksjksuk dky py jgk gS vkSj ;g yk[kksa yksxksa dks uhy pqdk gS bl Hk;adj egkekjh ds vkÆFkd ladVksa ls mcjus ds fy, Hkh vkt 

thou chek cgqr gh vko';d gks x;k gSA thou chek ,d vksj vkÆFkd lqj{kk rks çnku djrk gh gS lkFk gh cpr djus dk ,d 

egRoiw.kZ lkèku gSA 

 

lanHkZ lwph% 

vxzoky vkj lh vkSj dksBkjh ,u ,l ] chek] d�yst cqd gkml t;iqj A1990- 

vxzoky , ,u gsYFk ba';ksjsal bu bafM;k ÃLV ,aM ifCyds'ku bykgkcknA2000- 

cktisÃ vks ,l ,fyesaV~l v�Q ykbQ ba';ksjsal fdrkc egy bykgkcknA 

;kstuk lwpuk ,oa çlkj.k ea=ky; uÃ fnYyhA 

okÆ"kd fjiksVZ 2020]2021Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe eqacÃA 

QSDVcqd Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe eqacÃA 

Hkkjrh; thou chek fuxe dh funsZf'kdk 
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mÙkj çns'keèkhy fuoM.kqdhp s �å��  o �å�� ps rqyukRed vH;kl o efgykapk lgHkkx 

paæ'ks[kj 'kadjjko <ksys 

jkT;'kkL=  foHkkx çeq[k] 

f'kotkx`rh egkfo|ky;] uGsxko 
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 çLrqr 'kksèkfucaèk Qsczqokjh&ekpZ �å�� eèkhy mÙk�j çns'k fuoM.kqdhpk rqyukRed vH;kql ;k fo"k;koj 'kksèk 

?ks.;kpk ç;Ru la'kksèkdkauh dsyk vkgs- çLrqr fo"k; gk ns'kkP;k lè;kP;k jktdkj.kkps fo'ys"k.k dj.;klkBh vfr'k; 

egÙokpk vkgs- ikp jkT;krhy fuoM.kqdkaeqGs osxGhp jktdh; xf.krs �å�� yksdlHkk fuoM.kqdkaP;k vuq"kaxkus ekaMyh tkr 

vkgsr-  

 çLrqr 'kksèkfucaèk gk pkyw jktdh; ?kMkeksMh oj vkèkkfjr vlY;keqGs ÇçV ehfM;k] bysDVª�fud ehfM;k o brj 

osclkÃVP;k ekè;ekrwu ekfgrh ladfyr d:u 'kksèkfucaèk iw.kZ dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- ;k 'kksèkfucaèkkps vuq"kaxkus ;s.kkj+~;k 

dkGkrhy Hkkjrh; jktdkj.kkph :ijs"kk d'kh vlsy ;kpk vk<kok ?ks.;kpk ç;Ru la'kksèkdkauh dsyk vkgs- ;k 'kksèkfucaèkkr 

�å�� eèkhy mÙk.kj çns'k jkT;kP;k fuoM.kqdhpk o �å�� eèkhy ;k ikp jkT;krhy fuoM.kqdhpk rqyukRed vH;kl 

la'kksèkdkauh dsyk vkgs- rks iq<hy çek.ks-  

 mÙkj çns'k gs ns'kkrhy lokZr eksBs jkT; vkgs- ;kr jkT;krhy foèkkulHkk fuoM.kqdhps HkkjrkP;k iq<hy jktdkj.kkoj 

ifj.kke o çHkko iMr vlrks- fo'ks"kr% �å�� P;k yksdlHkk fuoM.kqdhoj ;kpk çHkko iM.kkj vkgs- mÙkj çns'k ;k jkT;kaP;k 

foèkkulHkk fuoM.kqdhps fudky �å ekpZ �å�� yk ykxys vkf.k rs HkktikP;k cktwus ykxys o nqlj+~;kank Hkktik �å�� o 

�å�� eè;s lÙksoj vkyh- R;kauh ,d ijaijk rksMyh rh lyx nqlj+~;kank lÙksoj ;s.;kph vkgs- �å�� P;ke ;k jkT;kP;k 

fuoM.kwd fudkykuarj ;ksxh ljdkj iqUgk lÙksoj vkys- mÙkj çns'kP;k �å�� P;k fuoM.kqdhps o �å�� P;k fuoM.kqdkapk 

rqyukRed vH;kl iq<hy VscyP;k ekè;ekrwu dj.;kr vkyk vkgs- 

mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHkk fuoM.kwd �å��  

,dw.k tkxk �å� cgqerklkBh �å� 

i{k usrk 

çkIr tkxk Vôs~okjh 

ok<ho Çdok deh 

>kysyh Vôsokjh 

Hkkjrh; turk i{k ujsaæ eksnh ��� ��-� $�� 

lik&d�xzsl vk?kkMh vf[kys'k ;kno �� ��-� & � 

cgqtu lekt ikVÊ ek;korh �� ��-� &� 

 

 mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kqdhpk �å�� P;k foèkkulHkk fuoM.kqdhph �åå� P;kg fuoM.kwdhlkscr rqyuk dsY;kl 

Hkktiyk �-�� Vôs  erkpk Qk;nk >kyk vkgs- i.k R;kaP;k tkxk �� us deh >kY;k rj lektoknh i{kkyk �å-�� Vôs  
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erkpk Qk;nk gksÅu R;kaP;k �� tkxk ok<Y;k- clik o dk¡xzslyk ;k fuoM.kqdhr [kwi eksBs uqdlku lgu djkos ykxys- 

clikP;k �� tkxk deh >kY;k o �-� Vôs  erkpk QVdk R;kauk clyk rj dk¡xzslyk ikp tkxkaps uqdlku >kys o �-�� Vôs  

erkps uqdlku >kys- ;k fuoM.kqdhr lektoknh i{kkrQsZ ,dVîk vf[kys'k ;kno ;kauh ,dgkrh Hkktiyk 'kg ns.;kpk ç;Ru 

dsyk- R;kaps gs ;'k Hkktikyk utjsvkM d:u pky.kkj ukgh- Hkktius ;k fuoM.kqdhr loZ 'käh i.kkyk ykoyh gksrh- vusd 

fnXxt ;k fuoM.kqdhr Hkktikus çpkj dk;kZr mrjfoys gksrs- ;k gh ifjfLFkrh R;kaP;k �� tkxk  deh >kY;kt vkgsr gs fo'ks"k- 

mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHksP;k �å�� P;k fuoM.kqdhr Hkktius lÙkk feGoyh vkgs ;k fuoM.kqdhP;k vuq"kaxkus dkgh fu"d"kZ 

dk<.;kr vkys vkgsr rs iq<hy çek.ks- 

mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHkk fuoM.kwd �å��  

,dw.k tkxk �å� cgqerklkBh �å� 

i{k usrk çkIr tkxk o uqdlku  

&   $ 

Vôs~okjh ok<ho Çdok deh 

>kysyh Vôsokjh 

Hkkjrh; turk i{k ujsaæ eksnh ���    &�� ��-�� $ �-��  

lik vf[kys'k ;kno ���    $�� ��-å�  $ �å-��  

cgqtu lekt ikVÊ ek;korh �       &�� ��-��  & �-��  

d�axzsl fç;adk xkaèkh �       &� �-��  & �-��  

 

mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kwdhr efgykapk mLQw rZ lgHkkx%& 

 Qsczqokjh&ekpZ �å�� eè;s mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHksP;k �å� tkxkalkBh fuoM.kqdk >kY;k �å ekpZ �å�� jksth �å� 

tkxkaps fudky tkghj >kys ;k fuoM.kqdhr �å�� P;k fuoM.kqdhçek.ks Hkktik o fe= i{k ��� tkxkalg mÙkj çns'kkr iqUgk 

lÙksoj lyx nqlj+~;kank vkys- mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kqdhps �å�� ps [kkl oSf'k"Vî Eg.kts efgyk ernkjkauh nk[koysyk mRlkg- 

efgykauh mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHksP;k fuoM.kqdhr o ernkukr nk[koysyh lfØ;rk vusd jktdh; vH;kldkauh mÙkj çns'kkr 

efgykauh Hkktikyk iqUgk lÙksoj vk.k.;klkBh ?kjkckgsj iMwu ernkukpk gô ctkoyk vls fu"d"kZ uksanoys vkgsr- n Çgnw eè;s 

�� ekpZ �å�� jksthP;k vadkr ―Women Voter‘s behind BJP big Victory in Up‖ v'kk çdkjph ckreh fnyh 

gksrh- R;kaP;k ckrehuqlkj Hkkti vk?kkMhyk �� Vôs lik vk?kkMhyk  �� Vôs o brjkauk �� Vôs ernku efgykaps >kys gksrs- 

iq#"kkaP;k rqyusr Hkktikyk efgykaps nksu Vôs tkLr ers feGkyh vkgsr- Hkktikyk ��  Vôs iq#"k ernkjkauh ilarh fnyh rj 

likyk �� Vôs iq#"kkauh ilarh fnyh- dk¡xzslyk rhu Vôs efgykaph ers feGkyh rj iq#"kkaph � Vôs ilarh dk¡xzslyk gksrh- 

clikyk �� Vôs efgykaps ernku >kys rj brjkauk pkj Vôs efgykauh ernku dsys gksrs- FkksMD;kr HkktiP;k fot;kr xzkeh.k 

o 'kgjh efgykaps ;ksxnku egRokps vkgs 

 

fu"d"kZ% 

�½ lyx nqlj+~;kank Hkktikus lÙkk feGoyh vkgs gk ,d foØep vkgs- 

�½ HkktiP;k tkxk deh >kY;k i.k erkaph Vôsokjh ok<yh- 

�½ lektoknh i{kkP;k tkxkaeè;s o Vôsokjhr eksBh ok< >kyh vkgs- 
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�½ �å�� P;k yksdlHkk fuoM.kqdhr Hkktikyk ngk rs iaèkjk tkxkaps uqdlku gksÅ 'kdrs-  

�½ clik o dk¡xzslyk eksBs uqdlku lgu djkos ykxys vkgs-  

�½ mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kqdhr tkr o èkekZph lehdj.ks çHkko'kkyh Bjyh vkgsr- 

�½ ;k fuoM.kqdhr lektoknh i{kkdMwu vf[kys'k ;kno ;kauh ,dgkrh çpkj lkaHkkGyk gksrk-  

�½ Hkktius cj+~;kp tkxk �åå rs �ååå P;k   Qjdkus Çtdyh vkgsr gk Qjd vfr'k; deh vkgs-  

�½ iksLVy erkeè;s lektoknh i{kkyk �-�  Vôs ers feGkyh vkgsr-  

�å½ clik o dk¡xzslus mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kqdhP;k lanHkkZr vkReÇpru dj.;kph vko';drk vkgs-  

��½ Hkktik o lektoknh i{kkyk ,dw.k erkP;k �� Vôs ers ;k nksu i{kkyk feGkyh vkgsr-  

��½ �å�� P;k  yksdlHkk fuoM.kqdhoj mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHkspk fuoM.kqdhpk çHkko vl.kkj vkgs- 

��½ efgyk ernkjkauh mRlkkgkr ernku dsys- 

��½ efgyk ernkjkauh Hkktikyk ilarh nk[koyh vkgs- 

 ojhy fu"d"kZ gs mÙkj çns'k fuoM.kqdhP;k vuq"kaxkus dk<.;kr vkys vkgsr- dkj.k mÙkj çns'k foèkkulHkk fuoM.kwd 

�å��  gh vusd jktdh; vFkkZus vfr'k; egÙokph vkgs- rh ns'kkP;k jktdkj.kkyk fn'kk o dykV.kh ns.kkjh vkgs- R;keqGs 

laiw.kZ ns'kkps y{k ;k fuoM.kqdhdMs ykxys gksrs vkf.k ;kp vkèkkjkoj vusd jktdh; fo'ys"kd ;k fuoM.kqdhps fo'ys"k.k djr 

vkgsr- 

 

lanHkZ% 

nSfud yksdlÙkk fnukad ��-å�-�å�� 

MsyhgaV  

nSfud yksdlÙkk fnukad ��-å�-�å��  

nSfud ldkG fnukad ��-å�-�å��  

nSfud lkeuk ��-å�-�å��  

fofdihfM;k �å�� o �å��  

bysDVª�fud ehfM;k �å-å�-�å�� 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 


